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SUMMARY 

A new method is developed of representing the · tension stiffening of 

cracked tensile concrete in r. c. beams and slabs, by modifying the 

properties of the main reinforcing steel. This new method was derived from 

experimental data from specimens with only longitudinal steel bars and 

extended to cover specimens with steel bars running at an angle to the 

principal stresses' direction. 

Experiments on slabs with skew reinforcement tested in uniaxial 

bending are described. They provide direct information on the effect of 

the angle between the direction of reinforcing bars and the principal 

bending direction on crack widths and the tensi"on stiffening effect of 

concrete between major cracks. 

The analysis of more than 4200 crack width measurements has led to a 

new hypothesis for cracking over reinforcing bars which cross the cracks 

at an angle. A new formula for predicting crack widths in such situations 

was derived. A proceduie is given fo~ calculating the crack width at any 

point on the surface of an r. c. member taking into account the interaction 

between two intersecting sets of steel reinforcement. 

The work on tension stiffening has led to formulae for calculating 

'enhanced stress' - strain curves for the tension steel. These curves have 

been successfully used to model the tension stiffening of concrete in a 

nonlinear structural analysis of flexural r. c. members by computer. 
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NOTATION 

The following is a list of the main symbols used in the dissertation; 

it does not include symbols that are used locally. The symbols are also 

defined in the text as they occur. 

A is the area of concrete symmetric with reinforcing steel divided 

by number of bars 

acr is the distance from point of measurement of crack to surface of 

nearest reinforcing bar 

is a factor giving the average concrete tensile stress as a 

proportion of the average tensile stress in concrete at Ft = Ftp 

As is the cross-sectional area of the tension steel 

Atm is the average area of concrete below the neutral axis 

ax l' ax2 are the space distances from grid lines type B1 and B2 to nearest 

bar in directions 1 and 2 respectively, both measured in the 

direction of cracks 

b 

c 

C 1, C2 

D 

is the breadth of the cross- section of an r. c. member 

is a factor defining the effective area of concrete contributing 

to the tension stiffening 

is the minimum cover 
j/ ;{. 
are respectively the larger and smaller average covers in the 

rectangle of concrete surrounding a particular bar as defined in 

Figure 2.2-6 

is the diameter of the reinforcing bar 
I~:r 
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F 

de is the depth of the average compressive force below c omp. face 

8 is the angle be t ween the reinforcement direction and that of the 

principal stresses 

ds is the depth of main tension steel measured from the compression 

face 

is the depth of the total tensile force measured from the 

compression face 

dts is the depth of the line of action of the tension stiffening 

force Ft measured from the compression face 

ds l' ds2 are the effective depths of reinforcement in directions 1 and 2 

Ec is the initial tangent modulus of elasticity for concrete 

e is the average surface strain at the level where the crack width 

is sought 

8s is the steel strain 

8sm is the average steel strain 

h 

is theaverage strain at steel level 

maximum 

is the tension stiffening force 

is the concrete tensile strength 

is the peak value of Ft 
J/ 
~-.r. 

is the overall depth of the member 

is the initial crack height 

when tension stiffening is 

is the average height of the tension zone 

K1, K2, and K3 are constants which are chosen so that the calculated crack 

w~Bth has some specified chance of being exceeded; values are 

given in Tables 2.2-1 and 2.2-2 

ix 
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k l' k2' and k3 ar e coefficients that determine the manner of decay of 

tension stiffening and are given by Equations 3.4-30 and 3.4-31 

li is the length of the part of the grid line, rUl'ming in the 

direction of bars of set i,' within one region 

loi is the length projected from li on to the principal bending 

direction 

nr is the number of regions of the type under consideration 

ncr is the number of cracks measured in a certain region at a given 

load stage 

Ma is the applied bending moment 

re is the effective steel percentage (i.e. the steel area as a ratio 

of the concrete area below the neutral axis) 

scr is the average crack spacing 

6cu is the cube strength of concrete in compression 

6s is the steel stress 

~se is the enhanced stress in the tension steel corresponding to an 

average strain 8sm 

~sm is the average tensile stress in the tension steel found from the 

uniaxial stress-strain curve for the bare steel bar 

6scr is the stress in the steel just after cr acki ng and neglecting 

concrete in tension 
j/ 
~'7.!". 

6sy is the steel characteristic strength 

s 1 and s2 are the spacings of the steel bars in directions' l' and '2' 

t is the distance from ~he point considered to the center of the 
l~:r 

nearest bar 

x 



tc is the thickness of cover from tension face to cent er of nearest 

bar 

w 

1,01 
o 

x 

is the crack width at the point considered 

is the crack width directly over a bar where acr=c 

is the crack width which is approached as acr ~ 00 

is the crack width with n% chance of being exeeded 

is the neutral axis depth found by the modular ratio method 

neglecting concrete tension 

Xm is the average neutral axis depth 

xp is the a\'eragen.a. depth for Ft: Ftp 

y is the distance, measured from the netural axis, of the point at 

which thw crack width is sought 

is the angle between the reinforcement direction and that 

of cracks 
Subscripts 

av average n normal (perpendicular) 
c concrete, compressi ve 0 naught, initial 

cr cracking, critical p peak 

e enhanced, effective r ratio 

i initial, a direction s steel 

j a second direction t tension, tensile 
lim limiting u ultimate 

m mean, average un uncr acked 
max max imum y yield 

j/ 
~{. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The main subject of the dissertation is prediction of crack widths 

and post-cracking stiffness of reinforced concrete members in bending. In 

order to set the work described in the dissertation in context, brief 

descriptions are first given (Sections 1.1 to 1.5) of concrete, reinforced 

concrete and methods of design for reinforced concrete structures. 

Outlines of the scope of the dissertation and the order of presentation of 

the material are then given in Sections 1.6 and 1.7. 

1.1 Structural Concrete 

Concrete is an artificial stone-like material that consists of a 

carefully proportioned mixture of inert materials called aggregates (sand, 

gravel, crushed stone, etc.) with cement and water. The cement and \..,rater 

interact chemically to bind the aggregate particles into a solid mass that 

has the shape of the formwork into 'I'Ihich the concrete is cast. The 

resulting hardened concrete possess a high compressive strength but a low 

tensile strength. This makes concrete unsatisfactory for use in members 

subject to axial tension, such as tie rods, or in members subject to 

bending, such as beams and slabs. 

However, it has been found possible to use steel bars to reinforce 

concrete, ~~inly in the tension zones where the small tensile strength of 
~1.'. 

the concrete would limit the carrying capacity of the member. The 

reinforcing steel bars (with their high tensile strength) are placed in 

the forms before casting the concrete mix. When completely surrounded by 

hardened concrete, the bars form an integral part of the member and the two 

materials 9ct together as one mass through bond at the concrete-steel 
'i;'~ 

interface. The resulting concrete element reinforced by steel is called 

reinforced concrete (r.c.). 



As a building material, reinforced concrete combines many of the 

following advantages of its constituent materials: 

(1) Relatively low cost. 

(2) Good weather and fire resistance. 

(3) High strength and toughness due to the high compressive strength 

. of the concrete and the high tensile strength, ductil ity and 

toughness of the steel. 

(4) Good protection for the steel from corrosion, by the surround ing 

concrete. 

One of the main factors which make reinforced concrete a universal 

building material is the facility with which it can be formed to almost 

any practical required shape. 

1.2 Limit State Design 

The object of design is the achievement of acceptably low 

probabilities that the structure being designed will become unfit for the 

use for which it is required, during some specified design life. A 

structure, or a part of a structure, is considered unfit for use 'rlhen it 

has passed through a particular state, called a limit state, beyond which 

it infringes one of the criteria governing its performance or use. 

The limit st 'ates can be placed in two categories: 

(a) the ultimate limit states, which are those corresponding to the 

lffaximum load-carrying capacity; and 
?{. 

(b) the serviceability limit states, which are related to the 

criteria governing normal use and durability. 

The ultimate limit state provides adequate safety against failure 

(includin~[-!;'~verturning, buckling, etc.) due to elastic, plastic or dynamic 

instability. Meanwhile, the serviceability limit states ensure that the 



deflection of a structure, or any part of a structure, will not adversely 

affect the appearance and efficiency of the structure; and that any 

cracking of the concrete 'tlill not adversely affect its flPpearance or 

durabil ity. 

Of the serv iceabil ity limit states, those of excessive flexural 

deflection and of excessive flexural cracking are currently the two that 

should normall y be considered in design. However, other limit states might 

be considered in design for unusual or special functions. 

The usual approach will be to design on the basis of the most 

critical limit state and then to check that the remaining relevant limit 

states will not be reached. 

1.3 Governing Design Criterion 

Traditionally, the only design criterion for reinforced concrete 

structures was that of safety against outright fail ure. However, in recent 

years, many situations are met in which crack control and / or deflection 

control are the governing design criterion. Such situations arise as a 

result of some or all of the following factors: 

(1) The widely-spread use of ultimate strength methods of design for 

r.c. structures and the resulting reduced depths of beam and slab 

sections as compared with those calculated using the traditional 

elastic theory. 

(2) The use of high strength materials and the associated high 

strains in the steel. 

)i/ 

(3) Ih creasing permissible steel stresses over the years. 

(4) The choice of long spans of minimum depth for econom ical and 

architectural reasons. 

In de~ign, to limit crack widths in a reinforced concrete structure, 

suitable formulae are needed for predicting the crack widths anywhere on a 

r .c. member. Likewise, to limit deflections to the specified allowable 



F 

values, a suitable method for calculating the actual stiffness of any . 
given r.c. member should be available. In both cases, calculations should 

yield reasonably accurate values or else the limiting cri,teria will be 

rendered meaningless. 

1.4 Design for Serviceability Limit State 

Research ·on cracking and on stiffness of r.c. members has occupied 

the attention of many investigators and workers in the concrete field. 

Experimental and theoretical work has been carried out in different places 

as reviewed in Chapter 2. However, the subject is not fully investigated 

and there are areas where further research is needed as for example 

situations in which the cracks form at an angle ~ to the main reinforcing 

direction in slab and plate elements. 

1.4.1 Effect of bar direction 

The directions of steel bars in reinforced concrete members are 

usuall y fixed by pr actical and constructional requirements. Thus in man y 

cases (e.g. deep beams, web of T-beams, etc.), cracks do not form 

perpendicular to the reinforcing steel, since the direction of 

reinforcement in those cases is not the same as that of the principal 

stresses. In such cases, It/ider cracks and less stiffness, compared with the 

case It/here the direction of the main reinforcement coincides with that of 

the principal stresses, will be obtained. This was indicated by 

experiments carried out by J. Peter [11] and others [32J,[34J,[35]. 

However, the number and conclusions of such experiments are limited and 

indecisive and more experiments are needed in which the effect of the 

angle ~ on , racking and stiffness is isolated and studied. 
~l' 

1.4.2 Interaction between cracking and stiffness 

The stiffness of reinforced concrete members is greatly affected by 

the cracking phenomenon. The presence of cracks subjects the concrete 

medium to d ~continuities so that the behaviour of the r.c. elements cannot 

be considered by a simple extension of elastic theory fro'l1 elementary 



,.... 

strength of materials. It is therefore of great importance to investigate 
, 

the way in which cracking does affect the stiffness of r .c. members and how 

to incorporate the factors governing cracking into ,formulae for 

calculating the actual stiffness. It is al so necessary for pred icting 

crack widths to be able to calculate the actual deformations of the r.c. 

element, since the calculated width of a crack will depend on the actual 

strain at the place · where the crack width is sought. Thus, in stiffness 

calculations, the contribution to stiffness made by the concrete between 

the cracks in the tension zone should be taken into account. This 

contribution is quite significant at service loads and can greatly affect 

the calculated values of stiffness and crack widths especially in members 

with small amount of reinforcement. 

Research on crack 'tlidths and on stiffness of r.c. members has usuall y 

been carried out separately and in most cases by different investigators. 

Thus, many present formulae for calculating the stiffening effect of 

tensile concrete do not incorporate parameters related to crack width. 

Meanwhile, procedures for calculating crack width, a direct function of 

the average surface strain at the place where the crack 'tlidth is sought, 

use semi-empirical equations to find this average strain. 

1.4.3 Nonlinear solutions for r.e. elements 

Reinforced concrete is a material that exhibits a nonlinear 

behaviour due to cracking of concrete, yielding of steel, nonlinearity of 

concrete in compr ession, creep, shr inl<age, etc. The most signi ficant of 

these nonl ineari ties under serv ice load s is cr acid ng of concrete in 

tension. In the recent past, nonlinear numerical procedures had been 

developed to analyse r.c. structures by computers. Of these procedures the 

finite el~ent method is most popular. However, a major difficulty with 
y. 

such methods is modelling the concrete material after cracking in tension. 

The present methods for calculating the stiffening effect of the tensile 

concrete for beam design are not readily used in modelling this tension 

stiffening in a finite element programme. Tension stiffening models 

currently I.~sed in nonlinear finite element analysis, though often 

successful, are unreliable and can cause serious problems of numerical 

convergence and local instability [13J. 
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1. Crack Hidth Limits: Are They Necessary? 

As mentioned above, the brittle behaviour of concrete in tension 

causes many well-designed reinforced concrete members subject to bending 

or tension to crack under their design service load. As far as safety is 

concerned, these resulting cracks are not serious but for the sake of 

appearance and durability, i.e. reduction in the risk of steel corrosion, 

it is often thought necessary to limit crack widths. 

1.1 Crack widths and corrosion of steel 

Most codes of practice impose a limit on crack widths nearest to the 

reinforcement as a provision to protect the steel from corrosion. For 

example, CP110 (37J states that the surface widths of cracks at points 

nearest the main reinforcement should not, in general, exceed 0.004 times 

the nominal cover of the rein.forcement where members are exposed to 

particularly aggressive environments. The issue however is controversial. 

Some recent investigations [52J,[58J,[75J indicate that too much 

attention has been paid to crack widths at the surface and too little to 

factors like crack shape and permeability of concrete. However, more 

recent ex posure tests on concrete for offshore structures [77] sho\.Jed that 

early corrosion of the reinforcement is associated with cracks in the 

concrete and is initiated by depassivation by chlorides which rapidly 

penetrate down the cracks. It was also reported that as a result, cover 

thickness and grade of concrete do not directly control the incidence of 

corrosion. 

More results are expected from long term exposure tests [77J and 

until then the correct answer to whether crack width has a direct 
i 

in fl uence Z,un steel corrosion in the long term is not yet known. However, 

there is little disagreement about the fact that narrower cracks slow down 

the processes which lead to corrosion and thus delay the onset of 

corrosion till later life (58J,(76J. 



r 1.5.2 Appearance 

Cracks the appearance of the structure and can cause , impair 

dissatisfaction among its occupants as shown by research on the human 

response to cracking in slabs [30]. Excessive cracking can lead to serious 

complaints from the tenants who might eventually quit the building if 

nothing is done about it. I myself have a single wide crack running across 

the ceiling in my office and passing right over my head; though an 

engineer, I still feel uneasy about it. 

According to reference [30], appearance is impaired when crack widths 

exceed 0.25 mm. This value is close to that given by CP110 [37] which 

specifies a maximum crack width of 0.3 mm. 

The effect of cracks on the appearance of buildings is not confined 

to problems of visibility of the crack itself. Cracks can be stained as a 

result of rust being mixed up 'tlith rain water on external surfaces. iHde 

internal cracks can work as a hiding place for home insects where they can 

find the right environment to multiply. This might be more of a problem in 

hot countries. However, the relationship between crack width and any of 

these factors is not yet known. 

1.5.3 Water- or air-tightness 

The new 8S5337 [48] allows an alternative design of water retaining 

structure to that traditionally practiced in which limiting crack widths 

are satisfied, whereas traditionally cracking is avoided by designing to 

very low levels of stress. The code specifies crack width limits even for 

cases of pure tension where the crack penetrates right through the member. 

Experience with water retaining structures showed that cracks tend to seal 
JIi' 

themsel ves an'd thus stop leakage. 

Air-leakage problems can be met in structures such as nuclear 

reactors. Such structures are usually designed so that there is always a 

permanent compression zone in the designed sections thus making sure that 

cracks do n~ penetrate through the members. \.Jhether signi ficant air

leakage can be prevented by limiting crack widths in members where cracks 

penetrate through the section is yet to be established. 
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1.5.4 Crack width limits: Summary 

Crack width limits are necessary and useful in many ways. They slow 

down the process that leads to corrosion of steel reinforcement till later 

life. They can prevent unsightly cracks from ruining the appearance of the 

structure and from causing dissatisfaction among its occupants. Finally, 

they can ensure liquid- or air-tightness in certain structures. 

1.6 Scope of It/ork 

This dissertation is concerned with the behaviour of reinforced 

concrete beams and slabs in the service range. Special attention is paid 

to the effect of the angle between the direction of main reinforcement and 

that of the principal stresses. Calculating the actual flexural stiffness 

after cracking and predicting the widths and spacing of flexural cracks 

are of major interest. The work is limited to the study of short term 

behaviour so that the effects of shrinkage and creep are not included. 

The dissertation seeks to provide a new method for calculating the 

flexural stiffness of r.c. members taking into account the stiffening 

effect of tensile concrete between major cracks. The factors governing the 

cracking phenomenon were taken into consideration when evaluating the 

tension stiffening of concrete. The aim of this work is to find a reliable 

model that can embody the actual behaviour of r.c. beam and slab elements 

for use in nonlinear procedures, such as a finite element programme, for 

the analysis of complete cracked structures. 

1.7 Outline of Dissertation 

In Chapter 2, previous work on cracking in r.c. members and ways of 

predicting crack widths and spacing are reviewed. A survey is presented of 

literature on tension stiffening by concrete between major cracks and ways 

of modelling it for use in nonlinear finite element methods. 

J.~$ 

A method of representing the tension stiffening of cracked tensile 

concrete, by modifying the tension-steel properties, is developed in 



Chapter 3. The experimental results on reinforced concrete beams and slabs 

in uniaxial bending tested by Clark et al [51J,[57J are used to determine 

the modified properties of the tension steel. 

Chapter 4 describes experiments carried out on 8 concrete slabs 

reinforced with skew reinforcement and tested in uniaxial bending. The 

experimental work was designed to investigate the effect of the angle 0, 

between the direction of the steel reinforcement and that of the principal 

bending, on tension stiffening and crack properties. 

The results of the experiments of Chapter 4 that have relevance to 

the tension stiffening phenomenon are presented and discussed in Chapter 

5. The new approach developed in Chapter 3 for calculating the tension 

stiffening and the modified steel properties is applied to the results 

from the slab tests. The effect of the angle 8 is allowed for and the 

results of the analysis are discussed. 

In Chapter 6, the results from the slab tests of Chapter 4 that have 

connection with crack width analysis are presented and discussed. A new 

hypothesis is given, describing cracking over a reinforcing bar that 

crosses cracks at an angle. Formulae based on 8eeby's approach [54 J are 

proposed for calculating crack widths in such situations both over and 

midway between bars. 

Finally, conclusions drawn in different places in this dissertation 

are summarised and collated in Chapter 7 where suggestions for further 

research are al so mad e. 
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2. REVIEltI OF LITERATURE 

2.1 Introduction 

The purpose of this chapter is to describe the current state of 

knowledge of, and to provide the background to, problems related to the 

behaviour of reinforced concrete members in the post-cracking stage, such 

as crack control and the stiffening effect of concrete in tension between 

major cracks. It should be emphasised here that crack widths and tension 

stiffening are inter-related: formulae for predicting crack widths depend 

on the actual average surface strain and not the strain calculated 

ignoring concrete tension. Interaction between concrete and reinforcement 

affects crack spacing, crack wid ths, and tension stiffening 

simul taneousl y. 

Also in this chapter a survey is presented of literature on 

modelling the stiffening effect of cracked tensile concrete for use in a 

nonlinear numerical procedure such as a finite element programme which 

considers the overall behaviour of r.c. members. This chapter is therefore 

organised into three sections describing previous work on crack widths, 

tension stiffening, and finite elements respectively. 

2.2 Crack Widths and Spacing in R.C. Beams and Slabs 

2.2.1 Beams 

It had traditionally been accepted that the width and spacing of 

cracks were mainly controlled by bond failure at the points where the 

reinforcement passed across cracks. This meant that crack widths were 
' ,i; 

related to slip of the concrete relative to the reinforcement, governed by 

the force that can be transmitted from the steel to the concrete and, thus, 
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by the bond characteristics of the steel. In the simplest form this led to 

the following relationship : 

••. (2.2-1) 

D 

where 

W is the crack width (assumed to be uniform between the steel 

and sid e of the beam); 

D is the bar diameter; 

Pe is the effective reinforcement ratio; 

8s is the steel strain; and 

B is a constant which depends on the type of bar used. 

This basic approach may be called the bond-slip hypothesis and many 

variants of Equation 2.2-1 have been proposed. 

In experiments, Broms [5],[6] found little influence of any of the 

variables in the classical formulae (such as Equation 2.2-1) and proposed 

the proximity of the bar as the only significant variable; thus, 

where 

K 

t 

Wmax = K t ~s ... (2.2-2) 

is a constant; 

is the distance from the point considered to the center of the 

nearest bar; and 

I.i;:i 

O's is the steel stress. 



The unexpected findings of Broms were supported in a comprehensive 

series of tests carried out by Base and his colleagues [7J,[9],[ 10] in 

which a number of variables were investigated in a programme involving the , 
testing of 133 r.c. beams in pure bending. Little difference was found 

between the cracking in beams reinforced with deformed bars and plain bars 

and neither the number of bars nor the proportion of steel was found to be 

of major influence. As for the concrete properties, there was no evidence 

that the concrete strength or the condition of cur i ng had a significant 

effect on cracking. The two important variables were found to be the 

proximity of steel reinforcement and the surface strain. Crack width and 

crack spacing were both found to be linearly related to the distance acr 

from the point where the crack was measured to the surface of the nearest 

longitudinal reinforcing bar. Meanwhile, crack width was found to be 

proportional to the measured surface strain 6 (less than that calculated 

ignoring the tensile strength of concrete) at the level where the cracks 

were measured. This led to the following equation for the prediction of 

crack widths. 

\-/ = K' a 6 cr . •• (2.2-3) 

INhere K' is a constant chosen to give a crack width with some specified 

probability of being exceeded. For deformed bars, the values of K' required 

to give the average and the maximum (1% probability of being exceeded) 

crack widths are 1.67 and 3.3 resectively. 

Base et al [9J,[ 10] proposed the '~no-slip' hypothesis that cracks 

taper from a certain width on the surface of the beam to approximately 

zero width at the steel-concrete interface. This implies that the crack 

wid th is bi sicall y a function of the el ast ic recover y of the concrete 
~!. 

between major cracks and of the restraining effect of the nearby 

reinforcement. 

The no-slip theory requires the condition that significant bond 

failure or slip does not occur at a crack until after the adjacent cracks 
"$:i 

have formed. Once the basic crack pattern is established, bond failure 

becomes irrelevant to the W-e relation. 
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Al though the no-slip hypothesis was found to be in much better 

agreement with the test results than the bond-slip hypothesis, it is still 

not the ideal. Experimental research on the nature of , cracking (as 

described below) showed that although significant slip did not occur when 

deformed bars were used, internal fail ure in the form of internal cracking 

did occur. Thus, a better theory would be one which takes into account the 

'no-slip' theory plus the effect of internal failure and/or slip. 

Several attempts were made to assess how the width of cracks varied 

intern all y. Some of these at tempts [58 J, which go as far back as 1930, 

used the technique of measuring the deformations of a concrete surface 

with a bar embedded in it. A typical result of such tests is shown in Figure 

2.2-1; the concrete deformations very close to the bar could not be defined 

by measurement and hence no direct measurement of slip could be made. 

Attempts have also been made to define the shape of cracks by 

filling them with resin while loaded, the load being held till the resin 

has set and then the specimen sawn open. This has been done by Broms [2 J, 

Atlas et al [4J, Husain and Ferguson [16J, and Illston and Stevens [36J, 

all of whom found much smaller crack widths near the bar than at the 

concrete surface. Figure 2.2-2 gives results for the widths of cracks 

measured on beams with various covers but at the same steel stress: it can 

be seen that, though the surface crack width increases with increasing 

cover, the widths at the bar remain roughly constant for a given steel 

stress. Illston and Stevens' tests confirm the picture prov ided by Husain 

and Ferguson but add the important information that the resin was found to 

penetrate along th,e surface of the bar for a considerable distance on 

either side of the crack into which the resin was inserted, lt1hich 

ind icates a degree of separation between concrete and steel in this 

region. J./ 
y. 

It may thus be concluded, from the experimental evidence provided so 

far, that cracks are not parallel-sided, as assumed in some theories, but 

are tapered, being smaller at the bar than at the surface. It remains 

necessary though to define the mechanism by which strains in the concrete 
l,f;~ 

close to the bar surface (when they exceed the tensile capacity) are 

accomodated as discussed below. 
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Goto [24 J tested long, ax iall y reinforced tension specimens with 

narrow ducts formed parallel to the reinforcing bar. Ink r'un into these 

ducts during loading, penetrated all the cracks formed under load so that , 
they could then be located after the test by sectioning the specimen. The 

ex ternal cracks were sealed so that the ink did not escape down them. 

Photographs of the specimens after test showed that · internal cracks, 

generally related to the ribs on the bar, formed between the major cracks. 

Goto states that these cracks form cones with their apexes near the ribs 

and their bases generally directed towards the nearest major crack. These 

internal cracks generally form an angle with the bar of 45 - 80 0
, commonly 

about 60 0 • A loss of adhesion bond was indicated by penetration of the ink 

along the bar-concrete interface as found by Illston and Stevens [36J. 

From his tests, Gato proposed an idealised picture (see Figure 

2.2-3) of the deformations around a bar. Internal cracks usually start 

shortl y after major cracks are formed. The formation of the internal 

cracks is considerably influenced by the surface deformation of the 

reinforcing bars: they first develop around ribs near the major cracks, 

then with increase in steel stress or ttJith repetition of load, at ribs 

progressively farther from the major cracks. These internal cracks have a 

great influence on the bond mechanism between deformed steel and concrete. 

The deformation of the concrete teeth formed by internal cracking serves 

to tighten the concrete around the reinforcing bar and thus increases the 

fr ictional resistance between concrete and steel. The reaction of this 

tightening force also produces ring tension in the concrete around the 

bar, which can be the principal cause of the splitting mode of bond failure 

usually associated with deformed bars. 

However, fewer internal cracks were found in earlier tests by Broms 

[2J and BroJPs and Lutz [6J in which resin was injected into loaded tensile 
~l: 

concrete members, centrally reinforced with deformed bars. The sum of the 

widths of all cracks along the reinforcement was less than the total 

measured elongation of the reinforcement. This indicates the presence of 

additional minute cracks close to the reinforcement the widths of which 

are so smal~ that resin could not penetrate into them. 
$$ 



Broms found that cracks which were confined to the reinforcement 

(and did not penetrate to the surface) reach their maximu~ widths at or 

near the steel bar. Whereas, for major cracks, the crack , width at the 

surface of the member were three to five times the width close to the 

reinforcement. 

Thus, internal cracking seems to give a reasonable explanation as to 

how the strain in concrete (nearly the same as the steel's) is accomodated. 

Bond failure or slip would account for the difference in strain between 

concrete and steel, especially when plain bars are used. 

The extensive research on flexural cracks, by Base et al [9J,[ 10J, 

formed the basis of the following crack width formula in CP110 [37 J: 

where 

3 acr 6 

design surface crack width = ----------------

1 + 
(

a - C) 
2 -~~----

h - x 

• •• ••• (2.2-4) 

acr is the distance from point of measurement of crack to surface 

of nearest reinforcing bar; 

c is the minimum cover; 

h is the overall depth of the member; 

x )if is the neutral axis depth found by the modular ratio method 
~l· 

neglecting concrete tension; and 

8 is the actual average strain at the level considered, given 

by: 
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I. 2 b h y 10-3 

e = eo - ---------------- ... C 2.2-5 ) 

As Ch - x) (Jsy 

The second term on the right of Equation 2.2-5 allows empirically 

for the stiffening effect of concrete in tensile zone between cracks, 

where 

@o is the strain at the level considered calculated ignoring the 

stiffening effect of the tensioned concrete; in calculating 8
0

, 

the concrete modulus Ec should be taken half the value given 

for short term loading. 

y is the distance, measured from the neutral axis, of the point 

at which eo is sought; 

As is the cross-sectional area of the tension reinforcement; and 

(Jsy is the steel characteristic strength. 

The CEB :1970 Recommendations [20J gives the following formula for 

the prediction of the maximum crack width in reinforced concrete members 

subject to non-repetitive loads: 

... C 2. 2-6a) 

For members subject to loads repeated more than 100 times at their maximum 

value, Equation 2.2-6a becomes 
i 
~l' 

... C2.2-6b) 

where 

Pf is the percentage of reinforcement in the cross-section of 

concrete affected by cracking. For rectangular sections this 



area can be taken as 1/4 of the total area. 

In the CEB/FIP Model Code [47], the following equation is given for 

calculating the design crack width: 

where 

p 

k 

Design crack width = (2 c + k D/p) Srn • •• (2.2-7) 

is the reinforcement percentage related to the area of 

concrete surrounding the bars and having the same centroid; 

is a coefficient depending upon the ratio of the depth of the 

tension zone to the cover. Val ues are: 

c / ( h- x ) 0 • 0 o. 05 o. 1 o. 15 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 

k 20.0 15.0 9.0 5.0 3.0 1.6 0.9 0.6 

Srn is the average strain which, for fr equent load ing s, may be 

taken as equal to that calculated neglecting tension 

stiffening. In other cases, it is proposed that the strain may 

be reduced according to the relationship: 

( )

2 
a"sc r 

1 - o. 7 -~:-- • •• (2.2-8) 

where 0scr is the steel stress at a cracked section just after 

i cracking. 
~r· 

The ACI Committee 224 report [64] gives the following simplified 

equation for the prediction of the most probable maximum crack width. 

l~ 

Wmax = 11 "O"s 3~ tc A (10-6 ) • •• (2.2-9) 



where 

A is the area of concrete symmetric with reinforcing steel 

divided by number of bars; 

tc is the thickness of cover from tension face to center of 

nearest bar; and 

is the ratio of the tension zone height (h-x) to the depth 

(ds-x) below the neutral axis of the tension steel. 

Regan and Yu [42] derived a semi-theoretical equation for 

predicting crack widths which is similar to that given in CP110. Their 

explanation of the development of the crack pattern (as explained by Broms 

[5]) can be outlined as follows. 

Owing to the curvature of the compressive zone, the tensile zone 

adjacent to the very first crack is strained by stresses from the 

compressive zone. These stresses produce direct longitudinal tension in 

the tensile zone at some distance from the orig inal crack. This action 

causes additional cracks to form, until the effect of the vertical 

stresses is insufficient to produce further cracking. The average spacing 

of these primary cracks is about 1.67 (h-x). 

Secondary cracks are then formed due to bond failure; these are 

situated about midway between the earlier ones. This process continues as 

the region of concrete affected by the bond forces extends across the 

whole tensile zone; but at some stage the spread of the tensile stresses, 

which is limited to an approximately spherical region around each bar, is 

insuffici~.nt to cover the whole zone (see Figure 2.2-4). 
/I' 
\~. 

The tensile stresses then exist only near the bars. New cracks are 

still formed, but their extent is limited to the spherical regions 

stressed by individual bars. This process continues until the bond is 

inadequate to produce any further cracks. 

According to this explanation of cracking process, the resulting 

crack spacing on any line at a distance t from the center of the nearest 
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reinforcing bar should lie between a maximum equal to the diameter of a 

stress-spher e drawn between the bar and the line and a minimum equal to 

half that value. The average crack spacing should therefore ~e expected to 

be of the order of 1.5t. But according to experimental work [9J,[10J, 

average spacing is in fact slightly greater than this and can well be 

taken as 1.67t when normal deformed bars are used and 2.0t for plain round 

bars. 

Ignoring the tensile deformation of the concrete between cracks, the 

following formula, given by Regan and Yu [42], can be written: 

\-lav = Eo {1.67 t < 1.67 (h - x)} ... (2.2-10a) 

when deformed bars are used. 

By taking the maximum width to be twice the average, as recommended 

by Base et al [9 J,[ 10 J, they obtained a crack width with a chance of about 

one in a hundred of being exceeded. And so, for deformed bars and allowing 

for the tension stiffening effect on strains using Equation 2.2-5, 

y Os 0.7 b h y 10-3 

Hm ax = ---------- - ------------- {3. 33 t < 3. 33 (h - x)} 

•.. (2.2-10b) 

It can thus be seen that the formulae given by CP110, Regan and Yu, 

and the AC# are all variants of the basic Broms/Base approach, with crack 

width depe Kding on steel strain and distance from the nearest reinforcing 

bar. Numerical factors of course differ, but predictions are broadly 

similar. The CEB adds the influence of bond failure to its equation, a 

function of the ratio of the bar diameter to the effective steel 

PCt centage. Note that when calculating the steel strain for use in one of 
l.t':l 

the crack width formulae, some allowance is made for tension stiffening. 
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2.2.2 Slabs spanning one way 

The formulae derived from the results of Base et al' s beam tests 
, 

[9],[10] worked well for beams where the steel was fairly closely spaced. 

However, bar spacing in slabs and hence the distance acr can be much larger 

than in beams which would imply very large crack widths if Equation 2.2-3 

was still applicable. 

Beeby [19] decided to study cracking in slabs and carried out a 

series of tests on one-way spanning slabs reinforced with deformed bars. 

It was observed that: 

(a) The average crack spacing along any line parallel to the 

reinforcement decreases towards a minimum with increase in 

strain. 

(b) This minimum spacing is approached more rapidily by the cracks 

between bars than by those over bars. 

(c) More cracks develop over the bars than develop between the bars. 

By plotting test results on any line parallel to the reinforcement, 

Beeby [19] showed that there is a fairly linear relationship between crack 

spacing and the inverse of the strain 1/8 (see Figure 2.2-5). The following 

description was proposed for the cracking process in reinforced concrete 

members. 

The actual crack pattern occurring at any point on a member is the 

result of an interaction between two basic crack patterns: ,1 
!l" 

(1) A crack pattern controlled by the deformation imposed on the 

section or, more specifically, by the initial crack height. The 

only influence that the reinforcement has on this pattern is to 

control the crack height. The crack width and crack spacing in 

thi~ pattern are directly proportional to the initial crack 

height ho(=h-x). 



(2) A crack pattern controlled by the proximity of the reinforcement. 

A predominantly linear relationship is predicted between crack 

width and distance from the points where the cracks are measured , 
to the surface of the nearest reinforcing bar. Slip or internal 

cracking occuring before the crack pattern has fully developed 

modify this linear relationship by causing the distribution of 

crack widths to be skewed toward s the larger val ues. The 

magnitude of this skew depend s on the amount of premature 

internal fail ure that occurs (a function of AID, where A is the 

area of concrete surround ing a bar; D is the bar diameter), and 

the ratio of the cover to the initial crack height c/ho ' 

Directly over the reinforcement, pattern 2 dominates but, with 

increasing distance from the bars, the crack pattern approaches 

asymptotically. The following formulae were derived: 

w = . •• (2. 2-11 ) 

... (2.2-12) 

e 

... (2.2-13) 

e 

(

0.05 ) 
+ ---;-- exp(-0.0135 acr ) ... (2.2-14) 

where ' $;) 



ItJ is the crack wid th at the point considered; 

Wo is the crack vlidth directly over a bar where acr=c; , 

is the crack width which is approached as acr ~ 00; 

8 is the average surface strain at level where crack is 

measured; 

scr is the average crack spacing; 

A is the area of concrete surounding a bar as defined in Figure 

2.2-6b; and 

K1, K2, and K3 are constants which are chosen so that the calculated 

crack width has some specified chance of being exceeded. 

Val ues are given in Table 2.2-1. 

Table 2.2-1 Coefficients for Equations 2.2-12 and 2.2-13 [19J. 

Probabil it y of 

width being 

exceeded 

K 1 

2% 

2.27 

0.27 

5.0 

5% 

2. 15 

0.22 

4.2 

20% mean 

1. 75 1. 33 

o. 12 0.075 

3.2 3.5 

In order to check the validity of the proposed theory of flexural 

cracking d~cribed above, Beeby [33 J carried out further tests on axially 

reinforced ;"'concrete prisms subject to pure tension. Such members form a 

limit ing case in the application of the theor y and are al so suited to 

investigation of the effects of certain parameters in the formulae derived 

(Equations 2.2-11 to 2.2-14). The results of the tests confirmed the 

prediction~ of the theory and also led to some minor modifications of the 
' ~'f 

formulae for predicting crack widths as follows: 
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In Equation 2.2-13, the variable A/D, taken from the classical 

bond-slip theory of crac king, was used to define the probability of 

internal failure occuring prior to the complete formation , of the basic 

crack pattern. Results from the tension tests showed that a better 

variable was ~ (c2 /D) where C1 and c are the larger and smaller covers 

respectively in a rectangular cross-section. 

This improved variable has been used to modify Equation 2.2-13 for 

the general case of flexural members. The modified form of this equation 

is: 

where 

C 1, C2 

e 
.. • • •• (2. 2-15 ) 

are coefficients which depend on the required probability of 

the calculated width being exceeded. Val ues are given in Table 

2.2-2. 

are respectively the larger and smaller average covers in the 

rectangle of concrete surrounding a particular bar as defined 

in Figure 2.2-6. 

Table 2.2-2 New coefficients for Equations 2.2-12 and 2.2-15 

[33 ]. 

Probability of 

wid th being 2% 5% 20% mean 
i ;,' exceeded 

1. 94 1. 86 1.59 1. 33 

3.0 2.6 1.4 0.8 
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Beeby [27J carried out tests on five 750 mm deep T-beams primarily 

to check the validity of the theory and the formulae derived from the slab 

tests [19J when applied to cracking on the side of beams cat points well 

away from the tension steel. Also studied was the influence of stirrups 

and longitudinal anti-crack bars in controlling cracking on the side faces 

of beams. The results ind icated that the theor y and formulae do wor k 

ad equatel y in these cic urn stances and that, over the rang e of bar si zes 

used in these tests, stirrups and skin reinforcement had little 

significant influence on cracking. It was absolutely clear from the test 

evidence that cracks down the sides of beams are not wedge shaped, that is, 

widest at the tension face and tapering uniformly to zero at the neutral 

axis. In the beams reported by Beeby [27J, the maximum widths were always 

at about mid-height. 

Frantz and Breen [63 J carried out tests on forty-four large 

reinforced concrete beams to study the effect of skin reinforcement on 

side face cracking. Variables included amount, location, distribution, 

cover, and type of skin reinforcement, web width, and the beam depth. Test 

results showed that skin reinforcement affects only a narrow strip of 

concrete along each side face of the web independent of the web width. 

Thus, the effectiveness of skin reinforcement in controlling cracking can 

be related to a simple skin reinforcement ratio. As the beam depth 

increases, the skin reinforcement ratio required to provide the same 

degree of crack control also increases. It was found to be most effective 

to distribute the skin reinforcement as many small bars rather than as few 

large bars (See Fig~re ~2-7). 

2.2.3 Slabs: the general case 
j 
~{, 

The formulae derived by Beeby for the prediction of crack widths in 

flexural members are only directly applicable in cases where cracks are 

perpendicular to the steel reinforcement. But in many cases the cracks 

form at an angle to the directions of the slab reinforcement. In these 

cases, prob~ms of interpreting the formulae (Equations 2.2-11 to 2.2-15) 

are introduced. 
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The major problems are: 

(1) The calculation of the initial crack height ho ' It is not clear 

what steel area should be used in calculating the neutral axis 

depth, and hence ho' using the mod ular ratio theor y. 

(2) The evaluation of the area of concrete surrounding a bar in 

Equation 2.2-13. The definition given by Beeby [19J,[33J (Figure 

2.2-13) is purel y empirical. 

(3) The direction in which the distance acr should be measured -

either along the crack or at right angles to the bar. 

A method, based on Beeby's approach [19J, for calculating crack 

widths when the cracks do not form perpendicular to the reinforcing bars 

was proposed, and checked against experimental data, by Clark [38 J. The 

above three problems were considered and the following solutions were 

given. 

(1) The steel area used in calculating the neutral axis depth, and 

hence ho' should be equal to that obtained from resolving all the 

reinforcement into the direction normal to the crack. This is 

done by multiplying the individual steel areas per unit length by 

the fourth power of the cosine of their respective orientations 

to the normal. 

(2) The definition given by Beeby, defining the area of concrete 

(3 ) 

[38 J 

surrounding a bar, was retained for each set of bars, and the 

crack width was calculated over each set of bars using Equation 

2.2-13. 

Jl 
The distance acr was measured at right angles to the bar. 

Calculations of crack widths using the procedure proposed by Clark 

were compared with experimental data from tests by Clark 

[32J,[34J,[38J and found to be in acceptable agreement. However, the 

conclusion~ drawn by Clark concerning cracking in slabs with skew 

reinforcement are still uncertain since the data available are few. Only 

five slab models (34], [ 38], with skew reinforcement, were tested under 
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The major problems are: 

(1) The calculation of the initial crack height hoe It is not clear 

what steel area should be used in calculating the neutral axis 

depth, and hence ho' using the modular ratio theory. 

(2) The evaluation of the area of concrete surrounding a bar in 

Equation 2.2-13. The definition given by Beeby (19J,(33] (Figure 

2.2-13) is purely empirical. 

(3) The direction in which the distance acr should be measured -

either along the crack or at right angles to the bar. 

A method, based on Beeby's approach (19J, for calculating crack 

widths when the cracks do not form perpendicular to the reinforcing bars 

was proposed, and checked against experimental data, by Clark (38 J. The 

above three problems were considered and the following solutions were 

given. 

(1 ) The steel area used in calculating the neutral axis depth, and 

hence ho' should be equal to that obtained from resolving all the 

reinforcement into the direction normal to the crack. This is 

done by multiplying the individual steel areas per unit length by 

the fourth power of the cosine of their respective orientations 

to the normal. 

(2) The definition given by Beeby, defining the area of concrete 

(3) 

(38J 

surrounding a bar, was retained for each set of bars, and the 

crack width was calculated over each set of bars using Equation 

2.2-13. 

J/ 
The distance acr was measured at right angles to the bar. 

Calculations of crack widths using the procedure proposed by Clark 

were compared with experimental data from tests by Clark 

[32J,(34J,(38J and found to be in acceptable agreement. However, the 

conclusion~ drawn by Clark concerning cracking in slabs with skew 

reinforcement are still uncertain since the data available are few. Only 

five slab models (34 J,(38], with skew reinforcement, were tested under 
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uniform Lrrliaxial bending, and although provision was made to allow for 

modelling effects, scaling errors might have been introduced. 

, 
According to Clark [38J, the interaction between the bars need only 

be considered when calculating strains, neutral axis depth and ho; each set 

of bars has little effect on the crack control properties of the other set. 

This conclusion was founded on the agreement of results from tests on 

members reinforced onl y in the principal load ing direction with results 

from tests on identical members but with the addition of transverse steel 

bars [25 J. More information is needed to clear up this point, since the 

effect of transverse bars on the crack control properties of longitudinal 

bars is not quite the same as one would expect if the 'transverse' bars ran 

across cracks rather than parallel to them. 

Nawy et al [17J,[ 18J,[29J proposed a fracture hypothesis based on 

stress concentration at the points of intersection of ordinary 

reinforcing bars and at the welded joints of wire mesh. Thus, for control 

of cracking in two-way action floors, the major parameter to be considered 

is the spacing of the reinforcement in the two orthogonal directions. 

Concrete cover has only minor effect in such slabs, since it is usually of 

a constant small val ue of about 20mm, whereas it is a major variable in the 

crack control equations for beams. 

As a result of the proposed fr acture hypothesis, and on the basis of 

statistical anal ysis of the test data of 90 slabs tested to fail ure, a 

basic cracking equation was proposed as follows: 

Vf~ ax = K' " <is {G; ' ... . •. (2. 2-16 ) 

where 

K' is a fracture coefficient dependent on loading and boundary 

~.t':l cond it ions; and 
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GI is termed the grid index = D1s 2/P1' and can be transformed 

into 

s1 s2 Ch - ds1 ) 

GI = ----------------- • C 2.2-17) 

D1 11/8 

where 

P1 is the active steel percentage in direction '1 'j 

s 1 and s2 are the spacings of the steel bars in directions' l' and '2'j 

ds 1 is the effective depth of reinforcement in direction' 1 'j 

D1 is the bar diameter in direction '1 'j and 

'1' is the direction of reinforcement closest to the concrete 

tension facej this is the direction for which crack control 

check is to be made. 

Nawy et al [29J concluded that crack control is best accomplished 

through development of numerous narrow orthogonal cracking grids 

reflecting the reinforcement grids, rather than through a few wide 

diagonal yield-line cracks. This might well be the result of a 

crack-inducing action by the welded joints of the wire-mesh reinforcement 

that was used in their experiments. Thus, Equation 2.2-16 is not directly 

applicable to the general situation more likely to be encountered when 

ordinary reinforcing steel is used. In such situations, parallel cracks 

form, almost normal to the principal stress direction, at an angle to the 

steel bars © 1 J,[21 J and thus wider cracks are to be expected. 
" 

Desayi et al [56J presented a method for the determination of crack 

spacing and , maximum crack width ~r rectangular and skew two-way action 
$~ 

slabs reinforced with welded wire fabric. Cracks were assumed to form in 

two directions parallel to the reinforcement; thus, the maximum crack 
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width in any of the two directions, of a crack running in the other 

direction, is given by: 

· •. (2.2-18) 

where scri is the initial crack spacing in the direction considered that 

provides a balance between, on one hand, the tensile force in the concrete 

surrounding bars crossing the crack and, on the other hand, the sum of the 

bond forces caused by these bars and the bearing forces from bars parallel 

to the crack and falls within scri' 

It can thus be seen that Equation 2.2-18 is basically the same as the 

bond-slip approach. Furthermore, the crack spacing scri used in this 

equation is that obtained immediately after cracking and not the 

theoretical cr ack spacing obtained at large strain. The use of an 

intermediate crack spacing (such as scri) as a measure of the ratiow/e is 

incorrect since a crack would affect concrete-stress only over a 

relatively short distance on either side of the crack. The stress 

conditions in all other parts of the member are independent of the crack. 

Thus, the ratio W/e is a direct function of the distance affected by the 

crack and hence of the final crack pattern (at e ~ 00) which is directly 

related to their distance(see Figure 2.2-5). 

Ex periments on two tension series of r .c. slab elements, reinforced 

with two orthogonal sets of bars with direction-difference 8 (angle 

between the main-steel direction and that normal to the cracks') and 

tested und~r uniaxial stretching, were carried out by J.Peter (11 J. In the 
Jf. 

first serf'es, steel area and spacing in x and y directions were kept 

constant while the direction-difference 8 was varied from 00 to 40 0 in 

steps of about 10°. In the second series, different strength reinforcement 

in x and y directions were provided, and the direction-difference 8 was 

20 0 or 30°. Both series had elements with aspect dimensions of 1600 mm x 
'-~ 

1600 mm and "a thickness of 80mm. 



Resul ts were as follows: 

(1) The cracks ran, independentl y of the reinforcement direction, 
, 

almost at right angles to the principal stress trajectory 

especially for the isotropically reinforced specimens. 

(2) The number of cracks and there-with the crack density increases 

onl y insignificantl y wi th the angle 8. 

(3) The crack widths increase markedly with direction-difference, in 

the same ratio as the total extension of the element. 

The experiments of J. Peter [11 J preceded those of Beeby [19J; 

however, it was thought that crack spacing and wid,ths are predominantly 

infl uenced by the steel percentage, bar diameter, and bond properties. 

Tests on composite girders with concrete flanges in uniaxial and 

biaxial tension were carried out by Johnson and Arnaouti [50J. Cruciform 

specimens of half full size were used; at this scale it was not practicable 

to test regions of uniform biaxial tension. 

Different methods of analysing test data and predicting crack 

widths were compared graphically with the experiments. These graphs showed 

a big scatter of test results. This is mainl y due to the uncontrolled 

parameters which affect cracking: the test specimens were subjected to 

stresses which varied from one section to another. 

The main conclusion from the biaxial tests, where cracks ran at 45 0 

to the steel direction, is that the narrower cracks are in general wider 

(often over twice as wide) than would be predicted by existing methods for 
~-

regions o~~,{uniaxial) tension in concrete beams. However, the error is less 

for the wider cracks, and is not significant at mean widths exceeding 

about 0.25mm. 
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2.2.4 Concluding Remarks 

In conclusion, the above review of work on cracking in r.c. members 

showed that there is a need for further research on the effect of the 

angle between the general crack direction (normal to the principal 

stresses') and that of the reinforcing bars. 

In part of the work of Clark (32J,[34J and that of Johnson and 

Arnaouti (50 J, the stress field was either complex or variable and no 

areas of uniform strains were tested. 

In ex periments by Nawy et al (29 J and Desa yi et al [56 J on two-way 

action slabs, welded wire fabric was used in place of ordinary reinforcing 

steel. This meant that a different cracki ng mechanism Io/as obtained with 

crack forming in a grid reflecting that of the welded wire mesh. 

In Peter's tension tests [11 J, orthogonal reinforcement was used 

with cracks crossing each set of bars at a different angle. This 

introduced shear stresses and displacements along the cracks adding to the 

parameters involved in the analysis of test results. 

Clark (34J,[38J tested few slab models with skew reinforcement and 

subject to uniform bending moment. However, scale effects were involved in 

the analysis which made the interpretation of test results an indirect 

one, since cracks do not scale [22J,[43J. 

Thus, required is an experimental programme that will isolate and 

study the effect of the angle between the directions of cracks and steel 

bars. Such an experimental programme is described in Chapter 4. The results 

obtained from this ex periment are anal ysed and discussed in Chapter 6. The 

proced ure ;.given by Clark [38 J for estimating crack widths and spacing in 

slabs with' skew re inforcement (which is based on Beeb y' s for1l1 ulae (19 J) 

is discussed in the light of these experimental results. A new hypothesis 

is given describing cracking over a reinforcing bar that crosses cracks at 

an angle. Formulae ar e proposed for calculating crack wid ths in such 

situations both over and midway between bars. These formulae are closely 
'~$ 

based on those derived by Beeby (54 J. 
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2.3 Tension St iffening in R.e. Beams and Sl abs 

Early theoretical studies of deflection used the clas,sical elastic 

equations to calculate curvature under load. These equations ignored the 

contribution to stiffness made by the cracked tensile concrete following a 

traditional concentration on strength rather than stiffness. However, 

experimental evidence shows that substantial areas of significant tensile 

stress exist in the concrete between major cracks at advanced strains as 

described in . detail in the previous section in work on the nature of 

cracks. The problem therefore deserves some detailed consideration. 

2.3.1 J!IlIembers subject to pure tension 

Experiments on axially reinforced concrete prisms tested in pure 

tension [33] showed that, even at advanced load stages, the load carried 

by the member is higher than the force which can be carried by the steel 

alone at the same average strain. Thus, the remaining part of the load must 

be carried by the concrete even when the load exceed s the cracking load as 

shown in Figure 2.3-1. This conclusion is supported by results from 

ex periments by Evans and Marathe [14] who were able to obtain the complete 

stress-strain curves for plain concrete in direct tension by using a 

modified testing machine. Large strains (several times that of cracking) 

were observed at some percentage of maximum stress, primaril y due to 

initiation of a microcrack within the gauge length. This 'falling branch' 

might be explained by the pulling-out of interlocking aggregate particles. 

In reinforced concrete members, however, where cracks of sUbstantial 

widths can be present (major cracks), it is reasonable to assume that 
across cracks 

tensile stresses carried by the concreteLare negligible. 

Thus / in our example of Figure 2.3-1, it seems obvious that, at a 
~!. 

major crack the total load must be carried by the steel but between cracks 

a sUbstantial proportion of the force will have been transferred to the 

concrete. The force in the steel, therefore, varies from one section to 

another along the member and hence the average strain @m in the steel is 

less than t~e strain 81 at a cracked section. The difference between the 

strain in the steel . at a major crack and the average strain (S1-Sm) may be 

referred to as the reduction in strain due to tension stiffening. 
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N 

Cracking 
load 

Fi gure 2. 3-1 

Strain 

Idealised load-strain relation for a reinforced concrete 
member subject to pure tension. 

If a particular total load N is considered, correspond ing to an 

average strain of em' it can be seen from Figure 2.3-1 that N may be 

regarded as 

• •• (2. 3-1 ) 

where 

Ns is the force in bare steel with strain em and is given by 

Ns = Srn As Es; 

Nc '.t:is the force carried by the concrete and can be expressed in 

terms of an equivalent average tensile stress in the concrete 

f tm; thus, Nc = Ac f tm • 
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. The total force N can be expressed in terms of the steel strain e1 at a 

major crack: 

Hence: 

On rearranging, this gives 

Ac ftm 

em = @1 - --------

As Es 

Thus, the tension stiffening effect is given by: 

ftm 

e1 - em = -----
Es P 

where p is the proportion of steel (As/ Ac )' 

2.3.2 lFlextral members: beams 

. •• (2.3-2) 

... (2.3-3) 

While the discussion in the previous section has been based on 

members subj ect to pure tension, the same interaction between steel and 
i1 

concrete dbviously occurs in flexural members as well. However, a 

difficulty of applying Equation 2.3-3 to flexural situations is that it 

has to be decided what area of concrete in the tension zone corresponds to 

the area of the equivalent tension member since this is required for the 

calculation of p. The various formulae developed for predicting tension 
't; 

stiffening a~tually differ only in the means adopted for defining p and 

f t m' The CEB 1970 recommendations assume a constant val ue for f tm and adopt 
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a val ue for p equal to Pf as defined for use in the crack formula. As this 

definition varies according to the type of member considered, this results 

in the relationship: 

••• (2.3-4) 

In fact, ftm is not constant but reduces with increasing strain due 

to the propagation of external and internal cracks. Thus, a better formula 

would be one which gave a value of f t (the tensile strength of concrete) 

for ftm at the cracking load and then caused this to reduce towards zero 

with increasing load. A number of formulae of this type have been 

developed; for example, Rao and Subrahmanyan (39J developed the formula 

given below for beams: 

• •• (2. 3-5 ) 

where 

es 1 is the strain in steel at a major crack; 

@sm is the average steel strain; 

f t is the tensile strength of concrete; 

~scr is the stress in the steel just after cracking and neglecting 

concrete in tension; and 

i/ 
P :I is the reinforcement ratio and is equal to As/bd s ' where b is 

the breadth of the concrete section and ds is the effective 

depth of steel reinforcement. 

The c0efficient 0. 18 is an empirical factor determined using 

'ex i sting' test results from 35 beams reinforced with round smooth bars and 
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15 beams reinforced with deformed bars. The range of variables covered 

reinforcement percentages p from 0.3 to 1.66 %, concrete cube' strength from 

16 to 26 N/mm2, bar diameters from 6 to 32 mm, and beam depths from 200 to 

625 mm. Interestingly, no significant difference was observed between 

round smooth bars and deformed bars at any load stage in spite of the 

basically different behaviour of the two types of steel. 

The approach developed by Clark and Spiers [51 J for evaluating 

tension stiffening was based closel y on suggestions mad e by Rao and 

Subrahmanyan. They gave the following formula for beams: 

• •• (2.3-6) 

where 

Pe is the effective steel percentage taken as a ratio of the area 

of concrete below the neutral axis, i.e. b(h-x)j 

8sp is the steel strain at a major crack when tension stiffening 

is maximum and is given by: 

. •. (2.3-7) 

where I~n and Icr ar-e the 'uncracked' and 'cracked transformed' 

moments of inertia. 

Ss 1 is the steel strain at the stage consideredj where e s 1 >8sp ' 

The coefficient 0.3 is an empirical factor defining the average tensile 

stress over the effective area. 

' .t$ 
The formula given in the CP110 [37J (see Equation 2.2-5) is based on 

the same general principle with the simplifying omission of the term esp' 



'+ 
I 

In addition, f t was assumed to be constant and thus the reduction in steel 

strain due to tension stif f ening is given by: 

0.7 10-3 

.t;. e s = ---------- . .. (2.3-8) 

e O's 

where the steel percentage e is equal to As/bh. 

The CEB/FIP ~40del Code [47J recommends that tension stiffening 

should be estimated from the relation (see Equation 2.2-8): 

K" e s . •. (2. 3-9 ) 

This equation might seem to be very different from the formula given above 

while in fact it is not. If we consider the pure tension case, it can be 

seen that the cracking load is given approximately by ftAc (ignoring the 

effect of steel). But by definition, the cracking load is also equal to 

hence 

Thus, Equation 2.3-9b can be rewritten as 

;l 
~.r . .. " 

. •. (2. 3-10 ) 

which is ve~l similar to Equation 2.3-5. 
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Moosecker and Grasser [70] carried out a comparative study on some 

of the above plus other methods for evaluating tension stiffening.They 

concluded that the influence of concrete tension at first loading on mean 

steel stresses, moment-curvature relations, and deformations can be well 

aproximated by most method s. 

It can be seen from this review of the various formulae that there 

is no disagreement in principle about tension stiffening. Equation 2.3-10 

serves as a general ex pression of the tension stiffening; however, there 

are some disadvantages, practically speaking, in using such equations, as 

follows • 

(1) In calculating strains and stresses, one has to resort to the 

traditional no-tension approach. 

(2) The formulae presented above cannot be directl y used in 

modelling the tension stiffening effect of concrete for use in a 

non-linear structural analysis as discussed in Section 2.4. 

(3) Formulae such as Equat ion 2.3-10 do not allow for the effect of 

some of the parameters connected with the steel arrangement and 

only incorporate the average effect of these parameters into the 

empirical coefficient. 

(4) Equation 2.3-10 does not take into consideration situations in 

which the principal stresses' direction do not coincide with 

those of the steel. 

Thus, an al ternative method for calculating tension stiffening is 

needed. It should, however, be based so far as possible on experimental 

results with a minimum of intervening theory. Such a method is developed 
J/ 

as describea in Chapters 3 and 5. 
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2.3.3 Slabs: Effect of bar spacing 

Experimental results from tests by Clark and Speirs [51] on 9 r.e. 
, 

slabs showed that there is a tendency for tension stiffening and for the 

calculated @sp value to decrease with an increase in bar spacing. The rate 

of decay of tension stiffening was found to increase as the bar spacing 

increases. However, in view of the large scatter of the slab data, Clark 

and Cranston [57] decided to test further 8 slabs. The experimental 

resul ts from the 16 slabs were anal ysed; the following are among the 

conclusions drawn: 

(1) Maximum tension stiffening can be considered independent of bar 

spacing for design purposes. 

(2) The value of @sp is independent of bar spacing. 

(3) Tension stiffening decays with strain at a rate which increases 

with bar spacing when the latter exceed about . 1.5 times the slab 

depth. 

2.3.4 The general case 

An analytical and experimental study of the in-plane and flexural 

stiffnesses of reinforced concrete plates and slabs was carried out by 

Gardenas et al [15 ],[ 35]. Fort y-one isotropicall y and nonisotropicall y 

reinforced plate elements were tested under different combinations of 

flexural and torsional moments to check the theory. 

Results showed that the stiffness of plates depends on the relative 

orientation of the reinforcement with respect to the applied forces, the 
i 

combinatio'ns of the applied forces and the amounts of reinforcement in the 

two orthogonal directions. For isotropically reinforced plate elements, 

the in-plane and flexural stiffnesses may decrease to one-half or less by 

rotating the reinforcement from 0 0 to 45 0 with respect to the direction of 

the applied bending moments. This phenomenon is even more pronounced in 
,~ 

the case o r nonisotropicall y reinforced elements. 
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2.4 Nonlinear Finite Element Analysis of Reinforced Concrete Structures 

2.4.1 Introduction 

The development of numerical proced ures for the post-cracking 

analysis of reinforced concrete members is a research area of continued 

interest. Different methods of solution have been used, of which the finite 

element method appears to be the most versatile and powerful one. The 

accuracy of nonlinear finite element programmes depends greatly on the 

rel iabil it y of the description of the material behav iour. 

Under service loads, the most significant contribution to the 

nonlinear behaviour of reinforced concrete structures is the concrete 

cr ac ki ng under tensile stresses. This led some investigators 

[40J,[41J,[44J to neglect the stiffening effect of concrete between the 

cracks in the tension zone. By neglecting tensile strength entirel y, one 

can produce a linear easy-to-compute theory (the 'cracked-elastic' theory) 

in which no iteration is needed until the steel yields or the concrete 

becomes non-linear in compression. This gives a lower bound on the load 

for a given deflection. Unfortunately, such a theory does not model the 

sudden change of stiffness at cracking, and can seriously overestimate 

deflection and crack widths at a given load. Thus, most finite element 

idealizations [26J,[45J,[49],[53J,[59],[60J, [61 ],[62J adopt some concept of 

tension stiffening. This is often done by assuming a falling branch for 

the concrete stress-strain relationship in tension. Such a strain 

softening technique. can lead to localized instabilities and non-unique 

solut ions [73 J and to difficulties in achieving numer ical convergence 

[60J,[61 J,[62J. Furthermore, the simple addition of a strain-softening 

branch to t~i''e tensile properties of concrete does not ensure satisfactory 
';I"f. 
<. 

results since the amount of tension stiffening depends not only on the 

concrete properties but al so on the degree of interaction between the 

steel bars and the surrounding concrete. 

In what follows, a review is presented of the relevant literature on 
~.t:r 

modelling tension stiffening of cracked tensile concrete for use in 

nonlinear finite element analysis. An al ternative method of representing 
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'tension stiffening is considered; it consists of modifying the 

stress-strain diagram for the tension steel. 

2.4.2 ~ethods of anal ysis 

Two basically different approaches have been used to obtain 

idealized constitutive relations for use in finite element programmes. 

In the first approach (e.g. [26J,[45J,[49J), each finite element is 

divided into layers parallel to the plane of the member, and each layer may 

have different proper ties. This approach is based on ideal i zed 

stress-strain relationships for concrete and steel, together with some 

assumptions regarding compatibility of deformation between the two 

constituent materials. The element s ti ffness matrix can be obtained from 

summation involving the constitutive relations for the individual layers. 

Material nonlinearity due to tensile cracking of concrete is 

included in the analysis. The cracks are assumed to form perpendicular to 

the major principal stress direction when this stress reaches a specified 

limiting val ue; this crack direction is then fixed for all subsequent 

loadings. An unloading curve is assumed to account for tension stiffening 

in cracked concrete. The stress level is interpolated using the tension 

stiffening curve depending on the degree of straining in the concrete. 

Concrete cracked in one direction is assumed to have uniaxial properties 

in that direction only. However, additional cracks are permitted to form 

perpendicular to the original crack direction if the minor principal 

stress reaches the specified limiting value. 

The assumed stress-strain relationships for concrete with a crack 

oriented at an angle e counterclockwise with respect to the x-axis are: 

If 
~ ... f . 

r;~ ] = [T] [~ ~ ~ 1 [TJ
t [:~ 1 

l~Xy 0 0 llG YXY 
. .. (2.4-1 a) 

or 
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(2.4-1 b) 

where 

(jx,(jy'T'XY are the incremental direct and shear stresses; 

ex' 8y 'Y xy are the incremental direct and shear strains; 

E is the tangent modulus of elasticity of concrete; 

G is the shear mod ul us of uncracked concrete; 

is a coefficient (0 < ~ < 1) which allows for the shear stress 

transmitted across the cracks by means of aggregate interlock 

and dowel action of reinforcement [72]; 

{\'1} is the incremental stress vector; 

{E'} is the incremental strain vector; 

[DL] is the tangential elasticity matrix (material properties 

matrix) for the layer; and 

[T] is the transformation matrix from the 8 direction coordinate 

system to the x,y coordinate system. 

Some investigators [41 ],[44] assumed that no shear stress is 

transmitted across the crack once it has formed and thus they took n=O. 
I 

However, other values of ~ had been adopted, e.g. ~=0.4 which was adopted by 

Hand et al [40]. 

J1 
In the :" second approach, exemplified by the work of Jofriet and 

McNeice [23] and Bell and Elms [31], a semi-empirical overall 

moment- curvature relation is employed which attempts to take into 

consideration the various stages of material behav iour. For a cracked 

concrete element, Jofriet and McNeice adopt the following moment curvature 

relations USi ~~ classical theory (Timoshenko). 
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• •• (2. 4-2a) 

or 

• •• (:2.4-2 b) 

where 

by: 

mn,mt,mnt are the incremental moments per unit length in the nand t 

directions, normal and parallel to the crack direction; 

i:: n, \(t' \(nt are the incremental curvatures in the nand t directions; 

Dn is the flexural sitffness normal to the crack; 

Dt is the flexural stiffness parallel to the crack; 

D1 is the cross-flexural stiffness; 

Dnt is the torsional stiffness; 

{m} is the incremental moment vector in the nand t coord inate 

system; 

{ 'II\/ } is the incremental curvature vector in the nand t coordinate 

system; and 

[De] is the plate tangential stiffness matrix in the nand t 

coordinate system. 

The [DE'] matrix with respect to the x,y coordinate system is given 
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The terms in the [DEJ matrix are calculated using Huber suggested 

relations. These are as follows: 

E c (Icr) n 
D11 = Dn = ----------

- " 2 c 

Ec (Icr) t 

D22 = Dt = -----------
1 - " 2 c 

... (2.4-3 ) 

D12 = D21 = D1 = "c ~D11 °22 

1 - "c 

°33 = Dnt = -------- ~D11 °22 
2 

where 'le is poisson's ratio for concrete and Icr is the moment of inertia 

for cracked transformed cross-section. 

In calculating I cr ' an effective steel area in a direction normal to 

the cracks is used. Jofriet and McNeice [23J used the formula given by 

Lenschow and Sozen [13J for calculating this effective area, a function of 

cos 49. The assumptions for the orientation of cracks are the same as those 

given in the layered approach. 

The rrii:lin disadvantage of the second approach is that it is onl y 
·t· 

applicable to bending elements and membrane stresses are assumed to be 

negligible. Also, the moment-curvature relation used in the analysis is a 

semi-empirical bi-linear one and a more reliable relation is required in 

this case . 
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2 .. 4.3 MIodelling of tension stiffening 

Various models have been proposed for modelling the stress-strain 

response of concrete in tension. Scanlon [26J considered average tensile 

stress over a relatively long gauge length to be related to the 

corresponding average strain by means of an unloading relation for cracked 

tensile concrete. A stepped piecewise linear unloading relation was used. 

A simil ar approach was used by Lin and Scordelis [45 J and Abdel Rahman 

et al [62] who used a smooth curve instead of a straight line for the 

falling branch. A linear unloading model with a discontinuity at the 

initial cracking stress was used by Cope et al [60],[61]. 

Gilbert and Warner [53J carried out a comparative finite element 

anal ysis using the above three types of tension concrete stress-strain 

diagram. They considered the proximit y of the steel to be of major 

importance in assessing tension stiffening. Thus, in their layered finite 

element, they used reduced tensile stress values for concrete layers once 

and twice away from the steel. However, Gil bert and Warner gave no 

recommendation as to choice of the number of layers in the element. Both 

the stepped and discontinuous stress-strain diagrams produced numerical 

load-deflection curves in close agreement with test results. 

One structural problem which arises from using a stress-strain 

model for concrete in tension is that it does not account for the fact 

that, at a major crack, the concrete tensile stresses fall to negligible 

values and thus all tension must be carried by the steel bars crossing 

this crack. Changing the relative orientation of the cracks with respect 

to the steel direction would also affect the degree of tension stiffening. 

In addition, some practical problems arise when the tensile-concrete model 

is used in a finite element procedure as pointed out by Crisfield [13J and ,/ 
others, e.g. Cope et al[60J,[61] and Abdel Rahman et al [62], who reported 

great difficulties in achieving numerical convergence. 



· Gilbert and Harner [ 53J also proposed an alternative method for 

modelling the tension stiffening effect in which the concrete is assumed 

to carry no stress normal to a crack but an additional stress will be 

carried at the steel level. This additional stress represents the total 

internal tensile force in fact carried by the concrete between the cracks, 

conveniently added up at the level of tension reinforcement and oriented 

in the directions of the bars. It was reported that the results obtained 

using this method were at least as good as those obtained using stress

strain diagrams for concrete in tension, but with significantly less 

computing time. 

The shape of the 'saw-teeth' stress-strain curve used by Gilbert and 

Warner was kept unchanged for situations where steel passed across cracks 

at an angle, whereas, one expects that the angle between steel and cracks 

would have some in fl uence on the shape of this curve. 

Mang and Floegl [69J,[74 J considered a tension stiffening concept 

based on 'tension stiffening factors' that depend on bond-slip between the 

steel and the surrounding concrete.They assumed that these factors are 

directl y proportional to the average bond stress between the adj acent 

cracks, the crack spacing, the cosine of the angle enclosed by the normal 

to the crack and the reinforcement, and inversely proportional t o the 

average steel stress and the bar diameter. 

An experimental derivation of a general modified stress-strain 

curve for the tension steel is presented in Chapters 3 and 5. It takes into 

account the effect on tension stiffening of parameters such as the cross

sectional area of concrete in tension, steel percentage, bar spacing, and 

the angle ){lclosed by the normal to the cracks and the reinforcement 
~,r. 

direction. " 
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3. TENSION STIFFENING: A NE\-( APPROACH 

3.1 Introduction 

The tensile strength of concrete is of the order of 1/10th of its 

compressive strength and most reinforced concrete members subjected to 

tension or bending are expected to crack under their working loads. This 

in the past led to ignoring the tensile strength of concrete in the 

tension zone and for many years, the no-tension theory was used in 

concrete design. However, the advent of ultimate strength methods of 

design for reinforced concrete structures together with the use of 

high-strength steel has led to a reduction in depths of designed members 

(as compared with those designed using conventional methods). As a result, 

the idea of taking into account the contribution to stiffness made by the 

tensile concrete between cracks has since occupied the attention of many 

researchers and workers in the concrete field. This is because excessive 

flexural deflections and excessive flexural cracking are likely to occur 

in the case of smaller sections and thus deflection control and/or crack 

control can be the governing design criterion. 

In analysing a reinforced concrete member using a nonlinear 

numerical procedure such as a finite element program, a way of modelling 

the stiffening effect of cracked tensile concrete, the so-called tension 

stiffening effect, is needed. Although several methods for calculating the 

amount of tension stiffening are available, most of these methods use an 
f.( 

unloading ~tress-strain relationship for concrete in tension after 

cracking; such methods can lead to problems of numerical convergence in a 

nonlinear analysis. Also they conflict with the obvious fact that, at a 

major crack, all the tension must be carried by reinforcement since the 

concrete itself cannot carry tension across the crack. Thus, a new method 

of represent'rllng the tension stiffening of cracked tensile concrete, by 

modifying the tension steel properties, will be developed in the following 



-
. sections of this chapter. 

Several formulae to evaluate the tension stiffening effect of 
, 

concrete between major cracks have been introduced. Most of these formulae 

give the reduced average strain at steel level as a function of the steel 

strain calculated using the classical no-tension theory. This requires t he 

assumption that the tension stiffening force acts at the same level as the 

tension steel. This is not necessaril y the case at earl y load stages; 

nonetheless, the total tensile force line of action tends towards the 

steel level as the strain in this steel increases. This assumption will 

usually be adopted in the following new approach since our interest lies 

in ev al uating: the st iffening effect of tension concrete at serv ice load 

stages. 

As a result of the additional stiffness contributed by t he tension 

concrete, the mean strain at steel level (measured on a gauge length 

crossing several cracks) is less than the steel strain at a crack. If we 

assume that the stress in the tension steel at a crack is likel y to 

approximate that given by the classical no-tension t heory, then we are 

led to introduce the concept of an 'effective stress'-strain relationship 

for the tension steel, stiffer than the behaviour of a bare steel bar. The 

behaviour of - reinforced concrete members could then be predicted using 

no-tension theory but with an 'enhanced stress'-strain curve fo r the 

tension steel. The enhanced properties of reinforcing steel will depend on 

the various parameters that affect the tension stiffening. The 

ex perimental results on reinforced concrete beams and slabs in un iax ial 

bending tested byClark et al [51],[57] will be used to determine such 

relations. 

The cpncept of an adjusted stress-strain curve for the tension steel 
;R 

after the ;" surrounding concrete has cracked has already been used by 

Gilbert and Warner [53] as reviewed in Chapter 2. However, this method has 

not been taken any further nor has it been extensively compared with 

experimental results, especially those from tests on beams. 
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3~2 Calculating Tension Stiffening From Experimental Results 

3.2.1 Theoretical background 

Consider the reinforced concrete beam with bending cracks in Figure 

3.2-1. P.t a cross-section in the region of constant bend ing moment 

containing a major crack, the tensile strength of concrete is completely 

destroyed and the tensile force is resisted solely by the steel 

reinforcement. Meanwhile, at a section midway between two major cracks the 

uncracked concrete in the tensile zone may carry tensile stress (up to its 

tensile strength) dependent on the strain level in the steel -- and thus 

is capable of carrying part of the tensile force. Tensile force is 

transferred to this concrete from two sources: firstly, from its being 

strained by stresses from the compression zone owing to the curvature of 

the beam; secondl~ from the reinforcing steel through 

bond. Thus at such a section between major cracks the steel carries a 

reduced tensile force. The tension in the tensile zone produced by 

stresses from the compression zone and bond causes more major cracks to 

form until the effect of these stresses is · insufficient to produce further 

major cracking. From this stage onwards the continuing formation of minor 

and internal cracks is dependent on the detailing of reinforcement. 

Figure 3.2-2 shows a part of the beam containing two major cracks,i\t 

a section containing a major crack, section I, the neutral axis depth is 

less than that at a section midway between two major cracks, section n. 
This means that at section I the lever arm is greater, while the flexural 

rigidity is less than at section 11. It follows that at section I the total 

tensile force is less, while the strain at steel level is greater than at 

section 11 fOj a given applied bending moment (of course, the same at every 

cross-sectioth, 

In the remainder of this chapter, the strains mentioned are, unless 

otherwise stated, 'average' strains measured over long gauge lengths 

crossing several major cracks in the region of constant bending moment. 

These are the~strains which would be calculated by a structural analysis, 
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Figure 3.2-1 A reinforced concrete beam with bending cracks. 

f 

Figure 3.2-2 A reinforced concrete beam element in pure bending. 

Figure 3.2-3 Average behaviour of a reinforced concrete beam element in 

pure bending. 



-
e~. a finite element program with elements of length several times their 

depth, which considered overall behaviour of the 'beam Hithout 

investigating the formation of individual cracks. 

The 'average' strains, assumed to vary linearl y across the beam 

depth, may be converted into 'stress' using the stress-strain properties of 

separate control specimens. However, the status of these computed stresses 

is unclear; it is not known where they occur, if at all, because of the 

change of the stress profile between cracked and uncracked cross-sections 

as described above. Hhat is needed is a method of deriving the applied 

moment as a function of the 'average' strains, incorporating tension 

stiffening and based so far as possible on experimental results with a 

minimum of intervening theory. 

In deriving the applied moment, the concept of a 'tension stiffening 

force' is used. This is the apparent extra force in the tension zone in the 

ex periments, above the force calculated from the average strains in the 

steel bars and the stress-strain characteristics of bare reinforcement. 

/Uso of interest is the level in the beam at !t/hich this tension stiffening 

force acts. Before cracking, this level will presumably be at the centroid 

of a triangular distribution of tensile stress in the concrete. After 

cracks are well established the tension stiffening force will tend to act 

at the steel level -- since the only tt/ay in which extra force can be 

transmitted across major cracks is by increased stress (above the value 

for the 'average' strain) in the steel bars crossing the cracks. 

THo different approaches based on the above discussion can be used 

to evaluate the tension stiffening force and the 'enhanced stress' - strain 

curve for steel from ex perimental results. These are presented in the 

following subsections. 

Il 
~~ .. 

3.2.2 First approach 

In this approach, knowledge of the exact properties of materials, 

and in particular those of concrete in uniaxial compression, is assumed. 

From the me~~ured distribution of average strains (on long gauge lengths) 

across the depth of the beam (see Figure 3.2-3), both the 'average' 

compressive force and the 'average' force in the bare tension steel can be 
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found from the material properties. Assuming that these 'average' forces 

and the tension stiffening force Ft must satisfy equilibriym, Ft will be 

equal to the average compressive force Cm minus the average tensile force 
, 

Tsm in the bare tension steel as shown in Figure 3.2-3. Thus, if 

compression is negative and tension is positive, 

-C - T m srn . .. (3.2-1) 

... C3. 2-2) 

where 

b is the breadth of the beam; 

eCi is the average compressive strain in concrete at a distance of 

zi above the neutral axis; 

<5'ci is the corresponding average compressive stress; 

0sm is the average tensile stress in the tension steel found from 

the uniaxial stress-strain curve for the bare steel bar; and 

As is the cross-sectional area of the tension steel. 

The line of action of the tension stiffening force Ft is found from 

satisfying the condition that the applied bending moment is equal to the 

resisting m~rnent. If dts is the depth, below the compression face, at which 

Ft acts, the~ 

Ma - Tsm ds - Cm dc 
dts = --------------------- ... (3.2-3) 
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where 

dts is the depth of the line of action of the tension stiffening 

force Ft measured from the compression face; 

is the same, for the average compressive force 

ds is the same, for the average tensile force Tsm in the bare 

tension steel and is equal to the depth of this steel; and 

is the applied bending moment. 

The force Ft calculated using this approach was found to be 

sensi ti ve to small errors in measuring the neutral ax is depth; al so 

detailed knowledge of the behaviour of concrete in the compression zone is 

required. 

3.2.3 Second approach 

In this approach, the magnitude of the total tensile force Tt was 

found by dividing the applied bending moment Ma by the lever arm. This can 

be written as 

Ma 

Tt = ----------- . •• (3.2-4) 

(d t - dc ) 

whe .. re dt is the depth of the total tensile force measured from the 

compression face. 

J/ 
The t¥nsion stiffening force is equal to the total tensile force 

minus the average tensile force in steel i.e. 

... C3. 2-5) 

In Equation 3.2-4, the depth dt is unknown and was therefore 

calculated using an iterative procedure in which the depth dts below the 
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compressive face, as well as the magnitude of the tension stiffening force, 

were obtained. This iterative procedure used Equations 3.2-4' and 3.2-5 plus 

the following equation (obtained by taking moments about the compression 
1 

face level): 

Ft dts + cr'sm As ds 
dt = -------------------- ••. C3. 2-6) 

Tt 

The initial value of dt in Equation 3.2-4, used in the first step of the 

first load-stage calculation, was taken to be equal to the steel depth ds ' 

At each successive step in the iterative procedure, the initial value of 

dt was taken as the value of dt from the previous step. For load stages 

before cracking (Le. with Ma < Mcr )' iteration was carried out until the 

values of the depth (of the total tensile force below the n.a.) from two 

successive steps fell within+5 % of each other. The value of dts in Equation 

3.2-6 was taken to be equal to 2/3 of the tension zone height plus the 

'uncracked' neutral ax is depth. However, for load stages beyond cracking, 

the depth dts of the tension stiffening force is an unknown value; thus the 

number of iterations was limited to one so that the value of dts can be 

calculated us'ing Equation 3.2-6. A check 't/as carried out, at each load 

stage, on the difference between the depths of the total tensile force and 

the force in the bare steel. The load stage at which this difference ( = dt 
- ds ) fell within +5 % of the depth of the steel below the neutral axis, 't/as 

termed the limiting stage. At and beyond this limiting stage (the stage at 

which primary cracks have ceased to form), the depth dt was assumed to be 

equal to the steel depth ds ' since the only way in which the tensile 

stresses can be transmitted across major cracks beyond this stage is 

through th~/ steel reinforcement. 
y 

The great merit of this second approach is that knowledge of the 

concrete properties is not required, except for the purpose of finding the 

depth dc of the compressi ve force -- the magni tude of the compress i ve 

force does not enter into equations for the tension stiffening force. This 
If;~ 

means that possible differences between narrow beams and wide slabs in 

'compression zone' propert ies are not of great importance. Conversel y, 
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however, the axial force equation (Equation 3.2-1) may not be satisfied 

although one can use this equation to calculate Cm from known Ft and Tsm 

(thus giving the effective compression properties of the concrete in the 

beam) • 

3.2.4 Modified steel properties 

Once the tension stiffening force is obtained using one of the above 

two approaches, the enhanced stress of the tension steel at a given load 

stage can be obtained from the following equation: 

... <3.2-7) 

'tlhere 

0se is the enhanced stress in the tension steel corresponding to 

an average strain 8sm; and 

Ft is the tension stiffening force as calculated using one of the 

two approaches described above; 

If the enhanced stress crse is plotted against the average steel strain, a 

modified stress-strain curve such as that shown in Figure 3.2-4 'tlill be 

obtained. 

3.3 ~pplication to Test Results 

The above two approaches were applied to the results of experiments 

on 14 r.c. beams and 9 r.c. slabs tested in uniaxial bending by Clark and 

Speirs (51 J,. and to the experimental results from tests on further 3 slabs 
J/ 

by Clark arfd Cranston (57J. Copies of the two experimental results were 

sent to us by Dr. Clark (private communication). The measured dimensions 

and details of each of the beams and slabs and the results for concrete 

control specimens are given in Table 3.3-1 - the letter 'R' after a 

specimen number indicates that a second nominally identical specimen ' was 
$~. 

tested. The st ress-strain curve for concrete in compression was assumed to 

be parabolic with a peak stress 0cc and a corresponding strain 8cc ' the 

, , 



values of which were taken as follows: 

III 
III 
QI ... -en 

/ 
/ 

/ 
Strain - S 

Figure 3.2-4 A typical 'enhanced stress' - strain relationship for the 

tension steel in relation to the bare steel bar properties. 

where 

O"cc = k' k" 0" cu 

Scc = 2 (~cc/Ec) 

il 
~,r, ," 

~cu is the cube strength of concrete in compression; 
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Table 3.3-1 Measured dimensions and concrete properties of specimens tested 
by Cl ar k et al [51 J, [ 57 J. 

__________ _ ___________ _ ________________________________________________________ 4 

--------- - ------------- - -------------------------------------------------------. 
Specimen Width Depth Bottom steel Top steel , Concrete prop. 
Type No. 

mm mm 
No. Diam. Depth Area Depth 

bars * mm mm mm 2 mm 
Cu. st. Ten. st. E. 

N/mm2 N/mm2 KN I~~ 
===============================================================================: 
Beam 

lR 

2 
2R 

3 
3R 

4 
4R 

203 
202 

203 
204 

204 
204 

204 
204 

410 
412 

408 
408 

407 
409 

409 
406 

3 
" 

" 
" 

" 
" 

" 
" 

25 
25 

20 
20 

16 
16 

12 
12 

380 
368 

363 
367 

373 
376 

379 
370 

402 
402 

101 
101 

101 
101 

101 
101 

37 
35 

20 
24 

33 
34 

35 
38 

33.8 
34.7 

33.3 
39.6 

38. 1 
36.5 

28.9 
31.1 

2.08 
2.78 

2.12 
2.74 

3.05 
2.51 

2.17 
2.31 

26.5 
29.9 

28. 0 
30:5 

30.3 
35.1 

25.C 
28.S 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------_. 
5 203 204 " 16 167 226 26 29.3 2.18 21 . C 

5R 202 202 " 16 169 226 28 35.3 3. 19 26.E 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------_. 

6 203 306 " 16 268 101 30 26.3 2.64 25.~ 

6R 203 308 " 16 273 101 30 34. 1 2.88 28.C 

7 203 513 " 16 480 101 37 23.0 2.05 25.C 
7R 204 511 " 16 473 101 32 29.3 2. 18 27. S 

===============================================================================: 
Slab 1 

lR 

2 
2R 

3 
3R 

902 
902 

904 
901 

902 
902 

204 
203 

204 
203 

205 
204 

6xl 
6xl 

3x2 
3x2 

2x3 
2x3 

20 
20 

20 
20 

20 
20 

169 
169 

168 
168 

169 
166 

201 
" 

" 
" 
" 
" 

35 
" 

" 
" 

" 
" 

35.4 

35.9 

33.9 

2.65 
1. 96 

2.74 
2.06 

2.92 
1. 88 

27. E 

27.1 

26.1 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------_. 
4 

4R 

5 
5R 

901 204 
902 204 

901 203 
903 202 

6xl 
6xl 

3x2 
3x2 

16 
16 

16 
16 

169 
169 

169 
168 

201 35 
" " 

" " 
" " 

33.0 
.... 

26.8 

3.26 
2.04 

2.26 
2.50 

28.9 

27.1' 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------_. 
6 

6R 
903 
901 

203 
205 

2x3 
2x3 

16 
16 

171 

" 
" " 
" " 

27 :0 2.22 
2.24 

22.8 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------_. 

8 

9 
9R 

900 

901 

901 
904 

201 

203 

204 
204 

6xl 

3x2 

2x3 
2x3 

12 

12 

12 
12 

170 

168 

172 
165 

" " 

" " 

" " 
" " 

28.1 

33.6 

33.7 

2.04 

2.65 

2.72 
3.01 

25.9 

22,7 

26.3 

=============================================================================== 
* For slabs this is given as the no. of groups x the no. of bars per group. 
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k' is a coefficient equal to the cylinder compressive strength 

divided by the cube strength and is taken as 0.851 

k" is a coefficient giving the long term response and is chosen 

so that the (concrete) stress-strain curve for Beam 82 

matches that in Figure 9 of reference [51J -- it took a value 

of 0.9; and 

Ec is Young's modulus for concrete . 

For the 8 slabs tested by Clark and Cranston [57 J, the val ues of 0 and E cu c 
were not provided so the average values from the other nine slabs were 

used instead. 

Application to the author's test results from experiments on eight 

concrete slabs reinforced with skew steel mesh and tested in uniaxial 

bending will be presented in Chapter 5. 

3.3.1 Computer programs 

Two computer programs 'tJere written for the University Computer IBM 

370, the first of ItJhich carried out the analysis mentioned above. The 

second computer program had the task of plotting the results of this 

analysis, as presented in Figures 3.3-1 to 3.3-34. 

3.3.2 Comparison between first and second approaches 

Figures 3.3-1a and 3.3-2a show two examples of typical experimental 

relationships between Ose1osy (where 0sy is yield stress of steel) and 

8sm l 8syi ( = 0s/Es ' where Es is Young's modulus for steel) cal c. ulated 

using the above two approaches and compared with the bare steel bar curve. 
J1 

Figures 3.3~ 1b and 3.3-2b show the variation with the ratio 8sm/8sYi of the 

positions of the total tensile force, the total compressive force, and of 

the neutral axis. It can be seen from Figure 3.3-1 that the irregularities 

in the 'enhanced stress'-strain (experimental) relationship obtained using 

the first approach (Subsections 3.2.1 and 3.2.3) reflects marked 1 y the 

irregularitf~es in the 'neutral axis depth'-strain curve. 
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(a) Relationship between ~se/~sy 
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Beam B4 
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o 

:..- ' .Jf ______ • / -----. 
Bare steel 

1st approach 
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o 

(b) Relationship between each of dt,~, 

o 

Figure 3.3- 1 

dc' and xm and esm/@syi. / 
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Steel level 

N.A. 

c 

Analysis of the experimental results of beam 84 according 

to the first and second approaches. 
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c 

Figure 3.3- 2 Analysis of the experimental results of beam B3R according 

to the first and second approaches. 
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It can also be seen from Figure 3.3-2a that the 'enhanced stress' 

calculated using the first approach is overestimated due to an overestimate 

in the uniaxial compressive strength of concrete. On the other hand, the 
, 

'enhanced stress'-strain (experimental) relationships obtained using the 

second approach (Subsections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3) are less sensitive to any 

possible error in measuring the neutral axis depth and are almost 

independent of the concrete compressi ve properties. For the above two 

reasons, it was decided to use the second approach of Subsection 3.2.2 in 

anal ysing the ex perimental data mentioned above. The resul ts of this 

anal ysis will be used in the next section in deriving formulae for 

estimating the tension stiffening force and the enhanced steel stress at 

any strain level for a given r.c. beam or slab. 

3.3.3 Application of second approach to the experimental results 

The experimental data from two series of tests on beams and slabs by 

Clark and Speirs [51J and Clark and Cranston [57J were analysed using the 

second approach (Subsection 3.2.2 above). In Figures 3.3-3 to 3.3-18, the 

tension stiffening force Ft as a ratio of the theoretical tensile force 

Ftcr in concrete at cracking ( = f t bh/4, where f t is the tensile strength 

of concrete) is plotted against the average steel strain @sm as a ratio of 

8syi . In Figures 3.3-19 to 3.3-34, the 'enhanced stress' (j'se as a ratio of 

(j'sy is plotted against the average strain esm as a ratio of esyi . 

Figures 3.3-3 to 3.3-6 show the effect of steel percentage ( taken as 

a ratio of the area of the tension zone) on the maximum tension stiffening. 

The higher the steel percentage, the smaller the tension stiffening 

effect. The influence of the cover ratio (i.e. the ratio of the cover to the 

reinforcement to the height of the tension zone) can be seen from Figures 
i/ 3.3-7 to 3;~3-1 o. The greater the cover ratio, the smaller the stiffening 

effect. This behaviour was expected since a greater cover ratio would 

result in smaller crack spacing accord ing to Equations 2.2-7 and 2.2-14, 

and hence gives less tension stiffening. 

In F"i gures 3.3-11 to 3.3-18, the effect of bar spacing on tension 
~:t 

stiffening can be seen. There is little influence on the maximum tension 

stiffening force while the influence on the decay of the tension 
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stiffening force is clear from the graphs. The tension stiffening decays 

more quickly in slabs with greater bar spacing. The effect qf bar spacing 

on tension stiffening is the subject of the paper by Clark and Granston 

[57J refered to earlier and is discussed in Chapter 2. 

In practice however one would like to be able to predict the tension 

stiffening force at any given average steel strain, or to determine the 

enhanced properties for the tension steel. Thus, formulae for estimating 

the tension stiffening force and the ' enhanced stress'-strain curve for 

the tension steel will be derived in the next section. The theoretical 

curves determined using these formulae are plotted in Figures 3.3-3 to 

3.3-34 and will be discussed later in Section 3.4. In Section 3.5, these 

theoretical curves, together with the approach used in deriving the theory 

presented here, will be compared with, and discussed in relation to the 

theory obtained by Clark et al [51 J,[57J, and to the approach which they 

had adopted to derive this theory. 

3.4 Tension Stiffening: Formulae Derivation 

3.4.1 Computer programs 

A computer program was written for the University Computer t o carry 

out the analysis described in Subsections 3.4.4 and 3.4.5 and to plot the 

results of this analysis. The programs mentioned in Subsection 3.3.1 Here 

ex tended to cover the theoretical anal ysis derived in this chapter and 

summed up in Subsections 3.4.6 to 3.4.8. 
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Figure 3.3-24 Enhanced steel properties for beams B6 and B6R. 
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Figure 3.3-27 Enhanced steel properties for slabs S1 and S1R. 
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Figure 3.3-28 Enhanced steel properties for slabs S2 and S2R. 
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Figure 3.3-29 Enhanced steel properties for slabs S3 and S3R. 
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Figure 3.3-30 Enhanced steel properties for slabs S4 and S4R. 
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Figure 3.3- 32 Enhanced steel properties for slabs S6 and S6R. 
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Figure 3.3-33 Enhanced steel properties for slabs S7 and S8. 
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Figure 3.3-34 Enhanced steel properties for slabs S9 and S9R. 
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3.4.2 Tension stiffening force - average steel strain relations 

. 
Figure 3.4-1 shows a typical Ft-@sm curve where @sm is the 

experimental average strain at steel level and Ft is calQulated by the 

second approach. This curve has the following main characteristics: 

(1) A linear part up to point 1 where cracking first begins; 

(2) as the strain increases, Ft increases but at a gradually 

decreasing rate until it reaches a maximum value. 

(3) After reaching its peak value, the tension stiffening force falls 

down in two stages. The first is a stage of rapid breakdown of 

tension stiffening; point 2 on the curve marks the end of this 

stage - - it is also the point at which major cracks stop forming. 

The reduction in tension stiffening beyond this stage as strains 

increase is a gradual one. 

The experimental analysis described in Section 3.3 above showed that 

the peak value of Ft occur before all major cracks have formed, r ather 

than, as Clark and Speirs (51] assumed, at the stage when major cracks stop 

forming. Note that Clark and Speirs used a semi- empirical approach t o 

calculate the tension stiffening force: the formula included two 

theoretical terms, namely the strain at steel level Es and the neutral 

axis depth x, which were found using the classical no-tension theory. 
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3.4.3 Tension stiffening force: general 

The tension stiffening force is a direct function of the tensile 

strength of concrete and the average area of concrete in the ,tension zone. 

This can be expressed as: 

where 

· •• C3. 4-1 ) 

is a factor giving the average concrete tensile stress as a 

proportion of the average tensile stress in concrete at 

a o is a constant; 

f t is the concrete tensile strength; 

is a factor defining the effective area of concrete 

contributing to the tension stiffening; and 

A. tm is the average area of concrete below the neutral ax is. 

The factor a is equal to the ratio Ft/Ftp multiplied by the ratio 

htp/htm where Ftp is the maximum (peak) tension stiffening force and htp 

and htm are the mean height of the tension zone at Ftp and Ft respectively. 

The vaue of a depends mainly on the mean strain at steel level Ssm' taking 

a value of 1.0 at a steel-level strain of Ssp (Le. when Ft = Ftp ) and 

decreases from 1.0 to 0.0 as esm increases from esp to esy (the yield 

strain for steel). 

J! 
The constant a o depends mainly on the average profile of the tensile 

stress, across the height of the tension zone, at the peak value of Ft and 

on the ratio between the effective tensile strength of concrete in the 

beam or slab and the measured ft. In the tests under consideration, f t was 

measured from the indirect tension test. 
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3.4.4 Maximtun tension stiffening 

When tension stiffening is maximum, Equation 3.3-1 reduces to: 

• •. C3. 4-2) 

where 

Ftp is the peak value of Ft; 

b is the breadth of the cross-section; 

h is the total height of the section; and 

xp is the average neutral axis depth when Ft = Ftp ' 

Thus, 

Ftp 
a o ~ = --------------- ... C3.4-3) 

f t b (h - xp ) 

The value of ao~ was evaluated from Clark et al [51 J.[57J 

experimental data for each beam and slab using the peak values of Ft and 

the corresponding neutral axis depth values xp' The values of Ftp and Esp 

were interpolated from the Ft-E sm graph (obtained by the second approach) 

as explained below. 

The experimental point with maximum Ft. and hence the four 

successive{,"points (points 1 to 4 in Figure 3.4-2) with this point of 
." 

maximum Ft as point 2, was first determined. The point of intersection 

(point 5) between line A (which passes through points 1 and 2) and line B 

(which passes through points 3 and 4) was found. The Esp value was taken as 

the esm value for point 5 while the peak value of Ft was taken as the 

average of~ximum Ft and the Ft value for point 5. This peak point can be 

connected with point 2 (the point of maximum Ft) by means of a parabolic 
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curve which has a horizontal tangent at the peak point while the tangent 

at point 2 will be line A as it is clear from the geometry of the figure; . 
line B is the tangent for another parabolic curve that has a horizontal 

tangent at the peak point. This procedure was repeated with' the point of 

maximum Ft as point 3. Of the two, the peak point with the higher Ftp 'tJas 

chosen. This method of interpolation gave better results than those 

obtained using three other solutions, the first of which was to find the 

peak of the parabolic curve passing through points 1,2, and 3. In the other 

two solutions, the peak of the Ft-@sm curve was taken to be the peak of the 

cubic curve passing through points 2,3, and 4 with line A as a tangent at 

point 2, and the peak of the cubic curve which passes through points 1,2,3, 

and 4. For each of the four solutions, a subroutine was written for the 

University Computer and a Computer printout of the results was obtained. 

It was decided to adopt the values of Ftp and @sp found using the first of 

these four solutions since it gave the better results and needed less 

computational efforts and checks. 

The value of a o in Equation 3.4-3 depends mainly on the degree of 

confidence in estimating the actual tensile strength of concrete though 

there may also be some systematic difference between tensile behaviour in 

beam and in split cylinder. Thus a o will be assumed to have the same value 

for each of the beams and slabs on the grounds that each of '<-he test 

specimens had the same number of indirect tensile tests to determine ft. 

However, it should be noted that the ratio of the volume of the control 

specimens to the overall volume of the test specimens is greater in beams 

than it is in slabs giving more credibility to the value of f t for beams 

than for slabs. Having fixed the value of a o for all the test specimens, 

the values of ao~ become a direct measure of ~ which is the ratio between 

the effective area of concrete contributing to tension stiffening and the 

average area of concrete in the tension zone. 
j/ 
~. ,. ," 

The main variables likely to affect the value of ~ are the effective 

steel percentage Pe in the tension zone, bar spacing s, and cover to the 

main reinforcement c. Table 3.4-1 gives the values of ao~' ee' bar spacing 

ratio s', and cover ratio c' for each of the beams and slabs, where 
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· •. C3. 4-4 ) 

· •. (3.4-5) 

• •. C3. 4-6) 

The test specimens can be grouped into 3 groups: for each, one or 

more of the above main parameters is variable while the rest (if anything) 

remain more or less constant. The first group consists of the first 8 beams 

B1 to B4R. The main variable in this group is Pe. Beams B5 and B5R together 

with the slabs form the second group which has two main variables namely s' 

and Pe. Beams B3 and B3R in addition to the last 6 beams B5 to B7R form the 

last group in which the 3 parameters are variable. 

1\ study of Table 3.4-1 shows that oco~ decreases with an increase of 

Pe' s' , or c'. 1\ linear relation between oco~ and each of the three 

parameters is suggested. 1\ variety of other possible non-linear relations 

have been investigated and were ruled out, since the straight line 

relation was found to be in better agreement with the results . If the 

effect of the three parameters is added together, the following linear 

expression can be written: 

where 

~o 

• •. C3. 4-7 ) 

is the value of ~ when the effect of reinforcement is zero 

(e.g. in an unreinforced or an uncracked situation) and is 

thus equal to unity. 

B1 ,B2,B3 '~$re constants which will be determined empiricall y. 
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Table 3.4-1 

Specimen 
No. 

B1 
B1R 

B2 
B2R 

B3 
B3R 

B4 
B4R 

B5 
B5R 

B6 
B6R 

B7 
B7R 

S1 
S1R 

S2 
S2R 

Values of CXo ~, Pe' SI, and Cl as defined by Equations 3.4-3 
to 3.4-6. 

Steel 
percentage 

Pe 

3.56 
3.47 

2.00 
2.26 

1. 53 
1. 32 

0.72 
0.72 

2.70 
2.83 

1. 95 
1. 67 

1 • 11 
0.93 

1. 84 
1. 63 

1.67 
1.82 

Spacing 
ratio 

SI 

0.333 
0.320 

0.290 
0.333 

0.352 
0.303 

0.294 
0.294 

0.615 
0.639 

0.444 
0.380 

0.253 
0.214 

1. 32 
1. 19 

2.42 
2.65 

Cover 
ratio 

Cl 

0.086 
O. 150 

o. 150 
0.152 

O. 135 
O. 111 

O. 104 
0.130 

0.264 
0.256 

o. 197 
O. 152 

0.093 
0.944 

0.220 
o. 198 

0.200 
0.221 

Value 
of 

CXo ~ 

0.381 
0.410 

0.416 
0.443 

0.480 
0.466 

0.508 
0.521 

0.381 
0.356 

0.421 
0.379 

0.574 
0.452 

0.498 
0.438 

0.389 
0.411 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------
S3 
S3R 

S4 
S4R 

S5 
S5R 

S6 
S6R 

S7 

S8 

S9 
S9R 

1. 97 
2.35 

1. 10 
1. 12 

1. 09 
1. 11 

1. 35 
1. 32 

0.777 

0.720 

0.684 
0.589 

4.26 
5. 15 

1. 24 
1.26 

2.44 
2.58 

4.56 
4.44 

1. 55 

2.87 

4.09 
3.93 

87 

0.246 
0.320 

0.223 
0.226 

0.211 
0.223 

0.242 
0.266 

0.258 

0.277 

0.236 
0.287 

0.352 
0.546 

0.378 
0.413 

0.554 
0.397 

0.494 
0.473 

0.606 

0.441 

0.364 
0.345 



To determine the values of the constants B1, B2, and B3 in Equation 

3.4-7, we consider the beams Bl to B4R in which Pe is the only variable. In 

this case Equation 3.4-7 can be rewritten as: 

or, 

. .• <3.4-8) 

A linear regression on the B data points gives: 

B4' = 0.534, and B1 ' = 4.14 

Thus, 

~' = 0.534 - 4.14 Pe 

This gives a good fit to the data points as shown in Figure 3.4-3. 

Similarly, to find B2 from the second group of test specimens (Beams 

B5 and B5R plus 16 slabs), Equation 3.4-7 is rewritten as follows: 

or 

~' + 4.14 Pe = B5' - B2 s' • .. (3.4-9) 
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A graph of ao~ (Equation 3.4-3) against the effective steel 

percentage Pe (Equation 3.4-4) for data from beams 81 ~ 
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A graph of (ao~ - 8 1Pe) against the bar spacing ratio SI 

(Equation 3.4-5) for data from beams B5 and B5R plus the 

sixteen slabs. 
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.. 
In Figure 3.4-4, {W + 4.14 Pe} is plotted against s' and a strai ght 

line is fitted to the data. This gives a zero value for B2' , and a value of 

0.495 for B5' Le. there is no influence of bar spacing on the value of ~. 

However, if the average value of <Xo~ at each of the four positions where 

the spacing is nominally the same is plotted against the average spacing 

ratio, a curved relation can be obtained with a peak value at a spacing of 

about 1.5 times the height of the tension zone as shown by the broken line 

in Figure 3.4-4. A. similar relation was indicated by Clark and Cranston 

[57J who also ignored the effect of bar spacing on ~. However, attention 

must be drawn to the different way in which the val ues of Ft were 

calculated in our approach: the analysis was based so far as possible on 

experimental results with little of intervening theory. The scatter in the 

slab results could be explained by the small number of data points around 

the peak of the Ft-esm graph. 

Using the data from the third group of test results, B3 can be found 

in a similar way. Rearranging Equation 3.4-7 gives: 

. •. (3.4-10 ) 

Values of {W + 4.14 Pe} are plotted against c' in Figure 3.4-5. It can be 

seen that the straight line best fit agrees well with the data points. The 

value of B3' was found to be equal to 0.378. 

Having found the values of B1' and B3' it remains necessary to find 

the value of <Xo' From Equation 3.4-7 (with B2' equal to zero) we can write: 

~' = <Xo - A. (4.14 Pe + 0.378 Cl) • •. (3.4-11) 

where A. is a constant which will equal unity if the values of B1' and B3' 

were found using the same set of test results. But since each of the two 

constants were found from a different set of results, 'A.' would be ex pected 

to be different from but close to unity. 
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Figure 3. 4- 5 A graph of (oco~ - 8 1E'e) against the cover ratio c' 

(Equation 3.4- 6 ) for data from beams 83 and 83R plus beams 

85 ~ 87R. 
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A linear regression to fit best the data points (from the beam 

results only) of the graph of {4.14 Pe + 0.378 c'} versus ~~ gives a value 

of 0.98 for A and a value of 0.575 for <Xo -- see Figure 3.4-6. The value of A 

shows that the evaluation of the constants 81' and 83' is very 

satisfactory. Dividirig both sides of Equation 3.4-11 by <Xo we obtain the 

following expression which gives the value of ~ in terms of re and c'. 

~ = 1.0 - 7.07 Pe - 0.645 c' ... C3. 4-12) 

Multiple regression of <Xo~ on re and c' was carried out on data from beams 

only (14 in all). As a result, the following equation was obtained (see 

Figl.!re 3.4-7): 

~ = 1.0 - 6.95 Pe - 0.669 c' ... C3. 4-13) 

and <Xo had a value of 0.575. It can be seen that Equations 3.4-12 and 3.4-13 

are not much different and although derived from data on beams only, they 

will be used for both beams and slabs since the influence of bar spacing 

on the ~ value is neglected. 

Equation 3.4-13 can be rewritten as: 

• .. (3.4-14) 

This equation gives the effective height of the concrete tension zone when 

Ft is maximum. It can be thought of as the actual height of the tension 

zone minus a height equal to 2/3 of the cover plus 7 times the thickness of 

a smeared sheet of steel equivalent in area to the main reinforcing steel 
!-.r. 

and having the same breadth as the concrete section. 
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A graph of ao~ (Equation 3.4-3) against (D 1ee + D2c') for 

data from beams only. 
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Typical experimental relationship between a and the ratio 

8sm/8 sp for values of 8sm < esp' 
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! 3.4.5 Variation of the tension stiffening force with strain 

The factor <X in Equation 3.4-1 describes the manner in Itlhich f\ 
attains its maximum and then falls down to zero as esm increa$es from zero 

to esy• The values of <X can be calculated from the Ft values (calculated 

according to the second approach described in Subsection 3.2.2 above) and 

the measured mean neutral axis depth xm for each load stage. The value of ~ 

is evaluated for each specimen using Equation 3.4-14. The value of <Xo for 

the present test results (beams only) is 0.575 and should be taken as 0.5 

if unknown. Hence, 

Ft 

<X = --------------------- . •• C3. 4-15 ) 

The two parts of the relationship between <X and esm will be dealt 

wi th separatel y. The first part describes the attainment of max imum 

tension stiffening force and the second part, the decay of tension 

stiffening. 

-I- Attainment of maximum tension stiffening force: 

If <X for data points with e <8 (where 8 is the interpol ated srn sp sp 
steel-level strain at peak tension stiffening) is plotted against the 

ratio 8sm/e sp ' a graph similar to that in Figure 3.4-8 can be obtained. The 

theoretical cracking point for a beam of linear-elastic material with 

tensile strength f t is also shown on the graph, it has an <X value of 

. . . 

Ftcr 

<Xcr = ----------------------

<X '$'i- cr , - 1 /~ 
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The e sm value for the cracking point is 

· .. (3.4-11) 

where 

Ec is the initial tangent modulus of elasticity for concrete; 

ds is the depth of main tension steel measured from the 

compression face; and 

Xun is the neutral axis depth for the uncracked section 

(calculated) • 

The relationship between QC and the average steel strain ratio 

8sm/8 sp is chosen to be a curve with both its initial and final tangents 

passing through the theoretical cracking point as illustrated in Figure 

3.4-8. The initial tangent slope at the origin is thus equal to 

QCcr @sp/escr and the final tangent slope at the point where 

8sm/esp = QC = 1 is equal to (l-OCcr)/ ( 1-8sm/8sp)' This can be expressed as 

follows: 

... C3. 4-18) 

where K1, K2, K3, and K4 are constants that can be determined by solving the 

four equat ¥ons that satisfy the boundary conditions namely the two points 
1~r. 

and the two tangents. The solution of such equations gives the following 

values for these constants: 
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K1 = 1 - K3 

1 - K3 eSp 
K2 = ------------------- = -----------

K1 ( 1 - escr/esp) esp - Sscr 

In order to be able to calculate 0: in Equation 3.4-18, a way of 

estimating esp should be available since esp is an experimental not a 

calculated quantity. The ratio esp/8scr (i.e. the experimental steel-level 

strain at maximum tension stiffening divided by the estimated steel-level 

strain at cracking) was tested against several variables or combinations 

of variables and was found to be dependent on some of them. The ratio 

8sp/@scr was found to decrease with an increase in each of the effective 

steel percentage Pe"' bar spacing ratio s", and the steel depth ratio Ys" 

within the tension zone, where 

As 

" ( 3.4-19) Pe = ------------ ... 
b (h - xun ) 

s 

s" = ---------- ... C3. 4-20) 
(h - xun ) 

j! 
~.J'. 

(d s xun ) <' -
ys " = ----------- ... C3 • 4-21 ) 

(h - xun ) 

Notice that here we are using xun (the neutral axis depth for uncracked 
'-.?; 

behaviour) i ;{' defining Pe"' s", and ys", whereas earlier we used xp -- the 

neutral axis depth at peak tension stiffening in defining Pe' SI, and Cl. 
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Table 3.4- 2 

Specimen 
No. 

81 
81R 

82 
82R 

83 
83R 

84 
84R 

85 
85R 

86 
B6R 

87 
87R 

S1 
S1R 

S2 
S2R 

S3 
S3R 

S4 
S4R 

S5 
S5R 

S6 
S6R 

Values of the ratio 8sp/8scr' Pe", s", and Ys" as defined by 
Equations 3.4-19 to 3.4-21. 

Steel 
percentage 

Pe" 

3.82 
3.76 

2.40 
2.39 

1. 50 
1. 49 

0.829 
0.83 

3.04 
3.07 

2.03 
2.01 

1. 20 
1. 19 

2. 14 
2. 12 

2. 13 
2. 12 

2.13 
2.10 

1. 35 
1. 35 

1. 35 
1.32 

1. 36 
1. 36 

Spacing 
ratio 

s" 

0.356 
0.347 

0.350 
0.351 

0.345 
0.342 

0.339 
0.341 

0.693 
0.693 

0.463 
0.458 

0.273 
0.274 

1.54 
1.55 

3.08 
3.09 

4.60 
4.61 

1. 51 
1. 51 

3.04 
3.06 

4.60 
4.56 

Cover 
ratio 

y " s 

0.842 
0.773 

0.767 
0.789 

0.827 
0.834 

0.851 
0.820 

0.621 
0.643 

0.740 
0.763 

0.867 
0.847 

0.642 
0.640 

0.642 
0.640 

0.633 
0.612 

0.648 
0.647 

0.656 
0.654 

0.674 
0.646 

1.26 
1. 86 

2.03 
1. 29 

1 . 14 
2.11 

1.95 
1. 80 

2..49 
1. 84 

1.54 
2.33 

1.55 
2.00 

2.26 
4.48 

2.37 
1. 64 

1 17 
0.49 

2.44 
2.63 

2.98 
2.03 

0.98 
I." 0 5 

----------------------------------------------------------------------
S7 

S8 

S9 
S9R 

0.762 

0.754 

0.75 
0.67 

1. 51 

3.00 

4.48 
4.48 

97 

0.691 

0.650 

0.682 
0.614 

I. 01 

0.99 

1. 0 4 
1. 05 
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The values of the ratio esp/escr' (le", s", and ds " for each of the 

beams and slabs are given in Table 3.4-2. Linear regression similar to that 

used in Subsection 3.4.3 above was carried out on this data, and once again 

the specimens were grouped into three groups 
. , 

accord lng to the main 

variables. The following best fit linear relations were obtained: 

(1) For Group 1 (beams 81 to 84R) with one main variable -- (le". 

= 1.87 - 8.87 (le" ... (3.4-22) 

(2) For Group 2 (beams 85 and 85R plus the 16 slabs) which has two 

main variables, (le" and s". 

= 3.23 - 8.87 (le" - 0.45 s" ... C3.4-23) 

(3) For Group 3 (beams 83 and B3R plus beams 85 to B7R) which has 

all three parameters ((le", s", and ys") as variables. 

= 5.0 - 8.87 E'e" .. - 0.45 s" - 3.6 Ys" ... C3. 4-24) 

(4) For all the specimens with esp/escr taken as a 

function of (8.8 E'e"+0.45s"+3.6ys "}. 
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= 4.61 - 0.81 (8.87 E'e" + 0.45 sIt + 3.6 Ys") . 

= 4. 61 - 7. 2 E' e" - o. 366 s" - 2. 92 y s " . •• ••. C3. 4-25 ) 

The slope of the line in Equation 3.4-25a ought to have been close to 

unity, but since the constants of the expression in between the brackets 

were obtained from anal ysis of three different groups of data, the slope 

differed from 1.0. Multiple regression was also carried out on data from 

all the beams and slabs (30 specimens in all); the following equation was 

obtained: 

= 7.1-10.9(\"-0.44 sIt - 6.15 Ys" ... C3. 4-26) 

The best fit lines of Equations 3.4-22 to 3.4-26 together with the 

experimental data points are drawn in Figures 3.4-9 to 3.4-13. It can be 

seen that a good correlation was obtained except for the graph of Figure 

3.4-10 where the scatter in the slabs' results can be attributed to the 

small number of data points around the peak of the Ft -8 sm graph -- another 

cause for this scatter might be the bundling of bars which was done to 

vary the bar spacing in the slabs. This equation is to be adopted for use 

in the theory in preference to Equation 3.4-25, since the scatter around 

the best f~t line of Equation 3.4-26 is less than that in the latter 

case -- comJ'~re Figure 3.4-13 with 3.4-12. 
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effective steel ratio re" 

A graph of the ratio of 8sp/8scr against the effective 

steel ratio Pe" (Equation 3.4-18) for data from beams Bl ~ 

B4R. 
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bar spacing ratio s" 

' i'; 

~~ graph of 8sp/8scr - B lee") against the bar spacing ratio 

s" (Equation 3.4-19) for data from beams B5 and B5R plus 

the sixteen slabs. 
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Figure 3.4- f~ A graph of 8sp/8scr against (B1t>e" + 8 2s" + B3
ys") for 

data from all thirty specimens. 
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ratio 8sp /8sm for values of 8sm > esp' 
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-II- Decay of tension stiffening force: 

The decay of the tension stiffening force as 8sm approaches the 
• yield strain of the tension steel 8

SY 
occurs in two phases. A phase of 

rapid decline in tension stiffening is followed by another of rather slow 

breakdown. The factor cr in Equation 3.4-15 describes the manner and rate at 

which Ft decays. 

If cr for data points with 8sm>8 sp is plotted against (8 sp /8 sm )' a 

graph similar to that of Figure 3.4-14 can be obtained. This suggests a 

non-linear relation between the two variables with cr = 1 when 8sm = 8sp 
and cr = 0 when 8sm = 8sy ' To normalize the results, cr is plotted against 

the ratio (8 sp /8 sm ) l'l' where 

= ----------------- • •. (3.4-27) 

as shown in Figure 3.4-15. The tangent at the point with 8sm = 8sp is 

assumed to pass through the cracking point ( Le. the point with coordinates 

(8sp/8scr)n and crcr ) and thus the slope of this tangent takes the value of 

{(1-crcr)/((8sp/8scr)n-1)}. The tangent slope at 8sm = esy will be taken as 

the inverse of the tangent at 8sm = esp Le. is equal to 

{((8sp/8scr)n-1)/(1-crcr)}. The following equation can now be 'tIritten for 

calculating cr when 8 >e : 
srn sp 

... (3.4-28) 

where K5, K6, K7 ,and K8 are constants that are determined by solving the 

four equations that satisfy the boundary conditions of two points and two 

tangents. Such analysis gives the following values for these constants: 
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3.4.6 General formula for tension stiffening 

Thus the tension stiffening force at any given average steel-level 

strain esm can be calculated from the following general expression: 

••• C3. 4-29) 

where 0::
0 

: 0.575 

213 c 

~ : 1. 0 - .•. . •. (J::quation 3.4-14) 

The values of xm in Equation 3.4-29, and of xp in Equation 3.4-29, can be 

interpolated from the ex perimental relation between the neutral ax is 

depth and the strain at steel level 8sm ' once this strain is known. The 

steel strain Esp at peak force when Ft : Ftp must first be determined 

before xp can be interpolated. If however, the n.a. depth-8 sm relationship 

is not available, as in a design problem, then the value of xp has to be 

estimated and xm will then be calculated using an iterative procedure; 

such a technique is used in calculating the moment-curvature relations for 

beams and slabs as explained in Chapter 5. Finally one must check that the 

estimated value of xp was reasonable. 

where 

The val ue of Esp is calculated using Equation 3.4-26, i.e. 

0.444 s 

esp : escr 7.1 - ----------- - --------- - --------------
(h - xun ) 

(Equation 3.4-26) 

••• (Equation 3.4-17) 



In Equation 3.4-29, the value of the strain ratio 6sr and of the 

coefficients k1' k2' and k3 depend on whether or not the steel~ level strain 

8sm is greater than 6sp ; they take the following values: 

CXcr 6sp 
k3 = ---------

8scr ... 0.4-30) 

k1 = - k 
3 

where 

.•• (Equation 3.4-27) 
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(6sp/Sscr)n - 1 

k 3 = -----------------
occr - 1 

, ... C3. 4-31 ) 

k1 = 1 - k3 

1 + k3 

k2 = -------- f 
k3 

The theoretical relationship between the ratio F tl (f t .b.h2/4) and 

the ratio 6sm/ Ssyi was determined using Equation 3.4-29 for each of Clark's 

beams and slabs, and is plotted on the experimental graph of that specimen 

for comparison as shown with the lines in Figures 3.3-3 to 3.3-18 (pages 

65 - 72). Good agreement was obtained in the case of the beams ( except for 

B1 and B1R) and at early load stages in slabs S3, S4, S4R, and S7 - the 

rest of the slabs had reasonable · agreement and showed more tension 

stiffening than was predicted by the theory. 

Note that at high steel strains where the tension stiffening force 

ought to have diminished, most specimens showed some extra tensile force 

additional to that in the steel reinforcement ( calculated using the 

uniaxial stress-strain curve for a bare steel bar, and the corresponding 

measured 8sm )' In Figures 3.3-3 to 3.3-18, the tension stiffening force Ft 

can be seen to fall to a minimum at a steel stress equal to about 70 % of 

the steel yield stress. After this, the value of Ft rises once again, 

indicating an extra tensile force to that calculated for the steel. This 

extra force which appears as the stress-strain curve for steel enters its 

plastic phase (i.e. deviates from the linear), should not be confused with 

the tensi0fo stiffening force that exists at service load stages (i.e. while 

the steel ~einforcement is still in the elastic phase). At service loads, 

our interest lies in the overall average behaviour of the reinforced 

concrete member, and thus the tension stiffening force should be accounted 

for; but as the steel reinforcement approaches its yield stress, the 

overall average behaviour ceases to represent the critical condition of 
' 4!;r 

that member since, at such a hi gh stress, the deformations tend to be 

concentrated at certain major cracks that are potential yield lines. Thus, 
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when Equation 3.3-5 is used to obtain Ft at high stress levels (according 

to the second approach), the average steel stress a'sm (correspond ing to 

the average strain 8sm measured over a great length of the constant moment 
, 

zone) is less, and hence Ft is greater than at the critical section. 

Another reason for this apparent extra tensile force at high steel 

strains may be a difference in beh:wiour at such high strain levels 

between, on one hand, the steel embedded in concrete with only short lengths 

of the bars exposed at major cracks (where, despite bond slip and internal 

cracking, deformations tend to be concentrated), and on the other hand, the 

steel control specimen in the uniaxial tensile test 't/here the 

comparatively long gauge length gives a stress-strain curve which is less 

stiff at high strain levels than the actual behaviour. This becomes 

clearer when the tension stiffening force is converted into an extra steel 

stress, as can be seen from the 'enhanced stress'-strain curves for the 

steel in Figures 3.3-19 to 3.3-34. For the same stress level, the strain in 

the bare steel bar is larger than the average ex perimental one at high 

stress levels -- though as expected none of the experimental curves 

exceeded the ultimate steel stress. 

The procedure outlined above, Equations 3.4-29 to 3.4-31, can be used 

directly for calculating the tension stiffening force if desired and does 

not have to be incorporated in the 'enhanced steel stress' approach. This 

procedure has been experimentally verified for the following ranges of the 

effective steel percentage re", the bar spacing S", the cover ratio c", and 

the steel depth ratio Ys" within the tension zone. 

0.6710 < < 3.8% 

J/ 
~.'" .. " 

s 

0.27 < sIr = < 4.6 

(h - xun ) 
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c 

0.09 < CIf = < 0.30 

(ds - xun ) 

0.62 < y " = -----------s < 0.84 

For val ues of 0" s" CIf and y " outside the above ranges, more 
\~ e' " s 

experimental results are needed to improve on the values of constants and 

coefficients in Equations 3.4-29 to 3.4-31. Nevertheless, the variables 

affected by steel arrangement that are likely to be met in practice ( i.e. 

the commonly used values of re", s", CIf and ys") are more or less covered 

by the ranges given above. However, the range of Ys" is practical only when 

one layer of steel is used, since in this case the steel will be placed as 

near as possible to the tension face in order to give the largest lever 

arm. The question about the influence of y s" when it takes smaller val ues, 

arises when dealing with beams which have a significant amount of skin 

reinforcement, or when the r.c. member has got tltlO or more layers of 

tension steel. 

3.4.7 Line of action of the total tensile force 

The position inside the tension zone at which the tension stiffening 

force acts, and hence the position of the total tensile force, depends on 

several factors such as: the overall dimensions of the r.c. member; the 

position, type, and amount of steel reinforcement; the properties of 

materials; and on the stage of loading that is to say the strain level. In 

analysing tp:'e beams and slabs (under consideration in this chapter) 
~-{. 

according to the second approach, an iterative procedure was employed to 

find out the depth below the neutral axis, as well as the magnitude, of the 

tension stiffening force. Figures 3.4-16 to 3.4-23 show the relationships 

of the position of each of the total tensile force, the total compressive 

force, versu~~ the neutral axis, and the average strain at the steel level. 
.Tj~ 

It can be seen from these graphs that the line of action of the total 
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tensile force starts at a depth dt below the neutral axis equal to 2/3 of 

the tension zone height and then, as the strain increases, moves towards 

the steel level. Once cracks are well established (Le. after the peak 

tension stiffening is attained and major cracks have ceased to form), the 

only way the tensile forces can be transmitted across major cracks is 

through the tension . steel. Hence, beyond some limiting steel-level strain 

8slim ' the total tensile force will act at the tension steel level. 

In order to be able to predict the strain 8slim beyond which dt is 

equal to ds ' the ratio eslim/Sscr was tested against the variables re" and 

c" where re" is given by Equation 3.4-19 and the cover ratio c" is given by 

c 

c" = ••• 0.4-32) 

The influence of spacing on the ratio 8slim/8scr could not be investigated 

because in the slabs, as in beams 85 and B5R (see Figure 3.4-20), the 

thickness of the slab was such that the total tensile force always acted 

a~ the steel level. 

Linear and multiple regressions, similar to those in Subsection 

3.4.5, were carried out on data from the beams onl y (beams 85 and B5R were 

excluded); the following results were obtained: 

(i) From linear regression on two sets of beams: the first set 

consisted of beams 81 to B4R (the main variable in this set is 

f'e"); the second set consisted of beams 83, 83R, and beams B6 to 

B7R (the main variables were re" and e"). 

;R 
~~. 

= 15.54 - 206.0 re" - 40.0 e" ... 0.4-33) 

I 
, I 
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(ii) From multiple regression on the twelve beams 

= 15.44 - 209.0 ee" - 39.0 c" C3. 4-34) 

The agreement between the above two equations is quite good, and the 

second of them will be adopted. Equation 3.4-34 is plotted on the 

experimental graph as shown in Figure 3.4-23. It can be seen from this 

graph that the straight line fit is sufficient for such a small number of 

data points and range and number of variables. 

Having determined the strain at which the line of action of the 

total tensile force joins that of the tension steel, a transition curve is 

needed between this point and the cracking point at which the depth of the 

total tensile force below the neutral axis is equal to 2/3 of the height 

of the tension zone. It can be seen from Figures 3.4-16 to 3.4-23 that, with 

very few data points on this transition curve, a straight line connecting 

the cracking point with the limiting point will achieve the purpose. Thus, 

the depth of the total tensile force dt measured from the compressive face 

can be calculated from the following equations. 

(i) for 0 < esm < escr 

Ft (dts)un + (ism As ds 
d t = ------------------------ • .. (Equat ion 3.2-6) 

(Ft + (ism As) 

where 

.•. C3.4-35) 



' PS 

(ii ) for Sscr < 8sm < 8slim 

8slim - 8sm 
dt = -------------- (ds - (dt ) un) C3. 4-36) 

8slim - 8scr 

(iii) for 8 slim < 

d t = ds 

3.4.8 Enhanced stress - strain relations for tension steel 

The enhanced steel stress ~se for a given mean steel strain can be 

obtained by dividing the total tensile force by the steel area, thus: 

.•. (~quation 3.2-7) 

Substituting for f t from Equation 3.4-29, we obtain: 

The theoretical relationship between the ratio ~sel ~sy and the 

ratio Ssm/Ssyi was determined using Equation 3.4-37 for each of the beams 

and slabs, a9"d is plotted on the experimental graph of that specimen for 
:l: 

comparison as shown in Figures 3.3-19 to 3.3-34 (pages 73 - 80) with the 

lines. Good agreement between the experimental and theoretical graphs was 

obtained in the case of beams, except for B1 and B1R (the beams with the 

highest steel percentage), and at early load stages in slabs S3, S4, B4R 

and S7. In the rest of the slabs, the agreement was reasonable; however, the 
~$:r 

experimental steel stress, at early post-cracking load stages, was higher 

than that predicted by the theory, even in the slabs with greater bar 
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spacing ratio. This means that the influence of bar spacing on the value of 

Bsp ' and hence on the rate of decay of extra steel stress, was exaggerated; 

this can be attributed to the small number of data points around the peak 

of the Ft -8sm curve, as can be seen from Figures 3.3-11 to 3.3-1 8, and thus 

to an inaccuracy in interpolating the Bsp value for the slabs. 

It can be seen from Figures 3.3-19 to 3.3-34 that at high load 

stages, the experimental enhanced steel stress was in most cases higher 

than that predicted by the theory. This phenomenon of extra steel stresses 

existing at high load stages was discussed in detail when commenting on 

the 'theoretical tension stiffening -- steel strain' curves in Subsection 

3.4.6 above. However, in some of the test specimens, less stress than that 

in the bare steel bar was obtained at high load stages; these are the 

specimens with high steel percentage which are sensitive to experimental 

inaccuracies in the analysis, based on the second approach, used in 

obtaining the tension stiffening force. 

The 'enhanced stress'-strain relationship for the tension steel 

gives the stress in the steel at a major crack, in the post-cracking phase, 

since the total tensile force is carried across the cracks by the steel. 

Thus, we expect O"se never to exceed the ultimate stress O"sy' of the tension 

steel; this expectation was fulfilled by the test results -- the ultimate 

stress is assumed to be equal to 1.2 times the yield stress for this type 

of steel. 

Once the 'enhanced stress'-strain relationship for the tension steel 

is obtained, it will be ready for use in non-linear structural analysis 

such as a macroscopic finite element program. It might be necessary, 

however, in order to be able to obtain the tension stiffening force needed 

for calculating (j'se' to make an assumption concerning the neutral 
J,i 

depth at Ft;" = Ftp. As calculations go on step by step, the neutral 

ax is 

axis 

depth at each stage is determined using an iterative procedure, so that 

compression equals tension. A check should then be carried out on the 

value of neutral axis depth at the peak strain esp to see if it agrees with 

the assumed value -- xp can be assumed equal to a constant times xun . In 
' cP:." Chapter 5, th1: S new approach, Le. the 'enhanced steel properties' approach, 

will be used in obtaining the moment-curvature relations for concrete 
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slabs with skew reinforcement tested by the author. 

3.5 General Discussion in Relation to Clark et al's Approach 

The analysis of the experimental data from tests by Clark et al as 

described in this chapter, differed substantially from the analysis 

carried out by Clark et al (on the same data of course). These differences 

can be summarized as follows: 

(1) In deriving the experimental values of Ft using the second 

approach presented here, only one assumption, about the centroid 

of the compression block, was used in add ition to the 

experimental results. In fitting curves through the experimental 

Ft -8 sm relations obtained by this analysis, we used the neutral 

axis depth xun ' and the steel strain 8scr for the uncracked 

behaviour. Clark et al, on the other hand, used classical 

no-tension theory to calculate the neutral axis depth x and then 

the steel strain 8s ' and both values were used at the two stages. 

First, 8s was used with given experimental esm and steel 

properties to calculate Ft; then, 'both 8s and x were used to 

predict Ft from given steel and concrete properties. It should be 

pointed out though, that the classical no-tension theory will be 

a long way from the truth when tension stiffening is largest, 

both on xm and 8sm ' 

(2) The value of ~ (Equation 3.4-14), giving the effective area of 

tension concrete, was found to be a function of the effective 

steel percentage Pe' the cover ratio c', and to some ex tent the 

bar spacing ratio s', however, the bar spacing effect was 
11/ 

negl.ected. In the case of Clark et al's anal ysis, ~ was taken as a 

constant value for beams It/hile the effect of bar spacing was 

neglected for slabs. 

(3) The constant ~o' giving the average tensile stress in concrete at 

Ft ='·ti" tp as a ratio of the measured tensile strength of concrete, 

was introduced here but not used by Clark et al 
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.. 
(4) The average experimental strain Esp at Ft = Ftp was found, in our 

case, to be a function of the average strain at cracking escr ' the 

effective steel ratio ee", bar spacing ratio sIt, a~d the depth 

ratio Ys" of the steel below the neutral axis depth. Clark et al 

used 'esp', the theoretical strain at peak tension stiffening 

force obtained using the classical no-tension theory, instead of 

the average experimental strain as in our case. They gave 'esp' as 

a function of Icr/Iun -- the ratio between the theoretical second 

moment of area of the cracked section and that of the uncracked 

behaviour. 

(5) The experimental neutral ax is depth xp at Ft = Ftp' was used in 

defining the ratios ee' Si, and c' mentioned in (2) above, and the 

calculated neutral axis depth xun for the uncracked section was 

used in defining the ratios Pe", sIt, and Ys" mentioned in (4) 

above. Clark et al used the theoretical neutral ax is depth x for 

the cracked section in defining the bar spacing ratio. 

(6) The factor <x, giving the average concrete tensile stress in the 

tension zone as a proportion of the average tensile stress in 

concrete at Ft = Ftp ' was found to be a function of, :nainly, the 

strain ratio Esr ' and of ~ and the ratio Esp/Escr. In the case of 

Clark et al, it was taken as a direct function of esm/'esp', and of 

the bar spacing when it exceeds 1.5 times the slab depth. 

(7) The degree of agreement between the experimental and the 

theoretical curves was almost the same in our case as in Clark 

et al's. However, the theory obtained by Clark et al covers only 

the" post-cracking phase, and also it predicts some tension 

stiffening after the steel yields whereas a prudent approach to 
J/ 

design at ultimate limit state suggests that this late 

tension-stiffening ought to be rejected. 

The approach adopted in this chapter, for predicting the tension 

stiffening fo~ce in a reinforced concrete member in uniaxial bending at a 

given load stage, might be preferable to Clark et al's approach for the 
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following reasons: 

(a) Derivation of formulae was based on purely experimental results 

with only one assumption made -- concerning the line of action of the 

compression force. 

(b) In pred icting the 'tension st iffening force -- steel level strain' 

(Ft -8 sm ) curve, there is no need at all to resort to the classical 

no-tension theory. Anal ysis of the uncracked section onl y, together with 

the section and materials properties, is needed. 

(c) The values of the steel strains given by the Ft - 8sm curve are the 

average strains such as those calculated by a macroscopic finite element 

programme. This means that our approach can read il y be used in such 

programmes after incorporating the tension stiffening force into the 

'enhanced steel stress' approach. 

(d) The average strains obtained by this approach are those which 

directly enter into formulae for predicting crack widths. 

(e) There is no discontinuity in the approach given here: the predicted 

F t-Esm relation covers the whole range of load ing from zero up to the 

ultimate load, 'tlith the tension stiffening force reducing to zero as the 

steel strain reaches its yield value. 

( f) Steel arrangement (or the ratios Pe", s", c", and y s") has more 

influence, according to this approach, on the values of ~, Esp' and ex as 

supported by the experimental results. 

11 
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4. EXPERIMENTAL WORK 

4.1 Introduction 

While many tests have been carried out on reinforced concrete slabs 

by other researchers to provide information on tension stiffening and 

crack widths, few tests were performed in situations where bending cracks 

form at an angle to the direction of main bending reinforcement. Such 

situations are very often encountered in the case of slabs and thin walled 

structures, where the direction of main bending reinforcement does not 

necessarily coincide with that of the principal stresses as in beams. 

The experimental work described in this chapter was desi gned to 

investigate the effect of the angle 6, between the direction of the steel 

reinforcement and the principal bending direction, on tension stiffening 

and crack widths. The tests were carried out on reinforced concrete slabs 

in uniaxial bending. The main parameter which was varied between specimens 

was the angle 8. 

Since experimental studies of cracking at small scales can be 

unreliable [24J,[44J, it was decided to perform the tests on slabs of a 
/l 
1r. 

si ze approaching practical dimensions. Eight slabs were tested under 

uniaxial bending with a constant moment over a region of more than one 

meter square. All but one of these slabs were reinforced with two sets of 

bars arranged symmetrically with respect to the principal bending 

'~ 
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direction (see Figure 4.1-1). The angle 8 between each set of bars and that 

direction varied from 100 to 60 0 in steps of 100
• The othe r. slab had only 

one set of longitudinal bars. The slabs were designated Sn, 'f'lhere S stands , 

spacing of bars - set 2 

spacing 

Figure 4.1 - 1 Steel arrangement for the slab tests. 

direction of ba rs 

of set 1 

principal-moment 

direction 

direction of bars 

of set 2 

for 'Skew' and n is the angle 6 in degrees divided by 10. A repeat of the 

slab with 6=30 0 was designated S3N (New) while the "old" slab S3 became 

;fr' 
S30. In slabs S1 to S6, the bar spacing in the set which had the smaller 

effective depth was reduced to give the same moment of area about the 

neutral axis (in the elastic range) as that of the other set of bars. The 

symmetrical arrangement of reinforcing bars with r espect to the 



(I) Speciment in test rig. ------

(2) Prestressi ng st ra nds . '~0 (3) Load divider. 

(4) Loading arrangement. G\ 
CD 

(5) 
~O 

(6) Reaction bearing plates. 

Cif (7) Hinge-roller support. 

(8) Loading bearing plates. 

(8) Side v le w. 
(9) Safety steel-cover to 

strand's anchorage length. 

( 10) Ball-bearing support. 

~ ~ ~ 

, 
_______________ .J. 

, 
______________ L-

------ --------, I 

Figure 4.2-1 ,~ Schematic illustration of test rig. Ca) Side view. Cb) Plan 
view. 
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(a) 

Specimen in test rig. 

Prestressing strand s (covered 
with safety plastic tubes). 

( 3 ) Lo ad d i v id er • 

(4 ) Loading arrangement. 

(5 ) Supporting girders. 

(b) 

(6 ) Reaction bearing plates. 

(7 ) Hinge-roller support. 

(8 ) Loading bearing plates. 

(9) Safety steel-cover to strand's 
anchorage length. 

(10) Ball-bearing support. 

• 

• 
• 

dJ ~ 
• 

• .~' 
• • 

C? ~ 
-
• 

-CD 
-. 

(c) 

figure 4.2-2 Photographs of the test rig. (a) Front view. (b) Side view. (c) Details of supporting system. 



principal loading direction was chosen to ensure that cracks formed 

approximately perpendicular to this direction and thus no significant 

shear displacement would take place across the cracks. In the , actual tests 

observations showed that these expectations were fulfilled. 

4.2 Test Rig 

The test rig used in these ex periments was based on that used by 

Clark [38 J. The rig is illustrated in Figures 4.2-1 and 4.2-2. 

The structural system representing the tested specimen is the 

simpl y supported beam with two overhanging end s. Load s applied to the 

overhanging ends produce uniform bending moment in the central region 

between the supports. The specimen is positioned in a vertical plane with 

its lower long side standing on two ball bearings, one of them fixed to the 

rig and the other free to move on rollers in any direction. The principal 

bending direction is parallel to the longer side of the specimen with 

tension face outwards. The supports were chosen to be two vertical girders 

each composed of two steel channels (No. 8"x3.5") back-to-back. Two 

hollow-ram jacks were used to apply the load through two prestressing 

strands. The load in each strand was divided into two equal loads by means 

of the load divider described below. The load from each of the strands was 

then spread over half the width of the specimen by means of a length of an 

angle section with a strip of hardboard between it and the specimen as 
;/ 

shown in Fig Gre 4.2-2c. 



The Load Dividers 

Each of the two load dividers consisted of two steel channels 
, 

(back-to-back). Welded to the back of each channel is a rectangular steel 

plate ·which sticks out of the middle section of the channel forming a "T" 

shape. Passing through the attached plates is a steel roller to carry the 

applied load. Two more steel rollers pass through the top and bottom edges 

of the channels (to carry half the load). Each one of these rollers was 

drilled across its mid diameter so that the prestressing strands could 

pass through these holes (see Figure 4.2-2b). 

4.3 Materials 

4.3.1 Reinforcement 

Cold worked ribbed reinforcing bars (Tor 8ar to 8.S. 4461:1969) 't/ere 

used in all the specimens. For slab SO, the bars were 12 mm in diameter 

(0.2% proof strength of 481 N/mm2 ), while 8 mm bars were used in the rest 

of the slabs (0.2% proof strength of' 495 N/mm2 ). 

4.3.2 Concrete 

A trial mix designed according to the DoE mix design method (46J 

showed that the practical cube strength at a certain age was much greater 
J/ 

than expectea. Three more trial mixes were needed to arrive at a suitable 

mix for the slabs, to give a measured strength of about 30 N/mm2 at 28 

days. (It was desireable to have the weakest concrete mix possible so as to 

arrive at the cracking stage earlier and thus have a larger post-cracking 

stage; at th~$ same time our concern was to keep the water I cement ratio 
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reasonable enough to get a medium workability mix). 

The mix was of medium workability and had cement, sand and gravel in 
, 

the proportion 1: 2.64: 3.1 by weight, with 10 mm maximum size of gravel 

aggregate. Ordinary Portland Cement and a water-cement ratio of 0.6 were 

used. 

4.3.3 Control Specimens 

The stress-strain curve for steel in tension was obtained from 

load-control tests on uniaxially loaded steel bars. Figure 4.3-1 shows the 

average steel properties from 36 tests on 8 mm diameter bars. 

Four 100 mm cubes and four 200x100 mm diameter cylinders were cast 

with each batch of concrete (i.e. eight cubes and eight cylinders for each 

slab -- see Subsection 4.4-3). The cubes of the first batch were tested in 

compression on the first day of the slab test, and those of the second 

batch on the last day of the test. The cylinders of the first batch were 

tested in indirect tension on the first day of the slab test, \"hile the 

other four were tested in compression (to obtain the stress-strain curve) 

on one of the last two days of the slab test. 

The results from the control specim~ns' tests are summarised in 

Table 4.3-1. 
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Figure 4.3-1 

Table 4.3-1 

Slab 

No. 

SO 

S1 

S2 

S30 

S3N 

S4 

S5 

S6 

8 mm bars Average of 36 I e sI s 

- - - - - - -- - - - - - - .- - - -

/ 
/ 

/ 
/ 

/ 
/ 

/ 
/ 

/ 

0.1 0.2 0.3 04 % 

Strain 1%1 

Stress-strain curve for 8mm reinforcing bars (average of 
36 tests). 

Results from tests on concrete control specimens. 

;/ 
~r. 

Cube 
strength 
at test · 

N/mm2 

50.80 

43.0 

35.2 

42. 1 

30. 1 

40.0 

30.55 

'~ 43.27 

Compress i ve 
strength 

from cylinders 
N/mm2 

35.08 

29.92 

28.55 

30.64 

19.43 

34.80 
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Indirect 
tensile 
stren~th 

N/mm 

3.32 

3. 17 

2.84 

3.30 

2.5 

2.80 

2.81 

3.32 

Age of 
specimen 
at test 

days (months) 

5 months 

28 - 35 

21 - 29 

5 months 

34 - 42 

28 - 36 

10 - 12 

36 - 37 



4.4 Test Specimens 

4.4.1 Dimensions 

The test specimens were 2000 mm long by 1000 mm wide and 80 mm deep. 

Conical shaped holes of 30 mm average diameter were left through the slab 

near the ends in order to accommodate the stressing strands which were 

used in loading the specimens (see Figure 4.4-1). 

The measured dimensions of the test specimens and the steel 

arrangment are given in Table 4.4-1. 

4.4.2 Reinforcement layout 

The specimens 'Here cast horizontally with tension face downwards. A 

10 mm (nominal) cover, all over the slab, was achieved by using hard 

plaster spacers and by suspending the bars at mid-span using thin wires. 

The plaster spacers, together with clips connecting the two sets of bars, 

were confined to both ends of the specimen (350mm wide) while the 

suspending wires were removed half an hour after casting: this left a wide 

central area completel y free of spacers and tying clips (which might have 

induced cracks at particular positions). 

In order to have better anchorage for the reinforcing bars, the bars 

from the first set were bent where they reached the long edge of the slab 
j/ 

to form th~ second set of bars. The bars were also bent out of plane to 

anow for the difference in cover between the two sets of bars. 
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30 mm dia . holes c . l. of supports 

-$-

-$-

1220 300 +90

1 
+ 

2000 

Figure 4.4-1 Dimensions of test specimen. 

Table 4.4-1 Measured dimensions of test specimens and of 
steel arrangement. 

250 

500 

250 

1000 

Slab Angle 
of 

skew
ness 

80 

Thick- Effective depth 
ness of steel - mm 

Cover to 
steel bars 

Spacing of 
steel bars 

No. 

so o 

Sl 10 

S2 20 

S30 30 

of ---------------
slab 

mm 

81. 3 

8.1.6 

80.7 

80.9 

set 1 
ds1 

61.5 

66.5 

65.4 

66.3 

set 2 
ds2 

58.5 

56.3 

57.5 

13.8 125.0 

11. 1 19. 1 125.0 100.0 

11.3 20.4 125.0 100.0 

10.6 19.4 125.0 105.0 
__________ ~L------------------------------------------_______________ _ 

' ,. 
S3N ~jo 81.4 66.0 57.3 11.4 20 .2 125. 0 105.0 

S4 40 81 .3 6J~. 3 55.5 13.0 21. 8 125.0 105.0 

S5 50 81 .4 66.5 58.0 10.9 19.4 125.0 105.0 

S6 60 82.0 67.8 59.8 10.3 18.3 125.0 110.0 
----------~~~---------------------------------------------------------* bar diamet er is 8 mm for all slabs except slab SO with 12 mm bars. 
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Because of the sl ight difference in spacing in the two directions, two 

small wedges at the top-right and the bottom-left corners were free from 

reinforcing bars as shown in Figure 4.4-2. An additional length of steel 

bar was placed near the edge to make up for the absence of reinforcement 

in these wedges. However, it was impractical to use the "bending of bars" 

technique for slabs 35 and 36 (because some of the bars had to be bent in 

more than one place); instead, the ends of both sets of bars were welded 

together. 

4.4.3 Casting 

Two batches of concrete were needed to fill up the formwork and so 

each specimen was cast in two layers. Full compaction was achieved using 

two vibrators one attached to each end of the formwork as illustrated in 

Figure 4.4-3. 

The formwork base consisted of a resin coated plywood panel ( 18 rmn 

thick) attached to a rigid framework; this resulted in a flat and smooth 

tension face. 

4.4.4 Preparation 

,. After each specimen was cast, its top (compression) surface was 

leveled and given a steel float finish, then the specimen was covered with 

pol ythene sheeting at the end of the day (casting took place in the 

mornings). -pge following morning the slab was covered with damp hessian 
~f' 

and polythene sheeting, while the concrete control specimens were 

demoulded and cured in the same way as the slab. Three or four days later, 

the formwork was lifted up into a vertical position and then the slab was 
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(1) Formwork. Additional steel bar. 

(2 ) Conical shaped steel hole- (4 ) Buil t-in socket for lifting-
former. loop. 

Figure 4.4-2 Reinforcement layout for Slab S30. (Photograph taken in 
long- side direction). 

(1) Formwork. 

(2) J.-'J~ Vibrators. (4 ) 

First batch of concrete mix. 

A timber plank on which the 
steel mesh hangs temporaril y. 

Figure 4.4- 3 Photograph of concrete mix being vibrated after casting. 
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demoulded and left for about three weeks to dry. Two coats of dil uted 

emulsion paint (white) were applied to both faces of the slab (.white-wash 

was used in slabs SO and S30 and undiluted emulsion, in slab S2) to enable , 

cracks to be seen more easil y. The bearing plates, used to spread the load 

and reaction over the width of the slab, were fixed to the slab with strips 

of hardboard in between (Figure 4.2-2c). The different grid lines (the 

function of which is explained in Subsection 4.5.3 below) were then drawn 

on the tension face and the studs for Demec and dial gauges were fixed. The 

position of grid lines drawn over steel bars was determined using a steel 

detector (covermeter). The slab was inserted into the test rig after 

nearly four weeks (on the average) from the day of casting. 

4.4.5 Core samples 

At the end of the test program, three cores were taken by 

diamond-edged drill out of the middle zone of each slab in places where 

the steel bars crossed. The average depth of the slab and the average 

position of the steel bars were measured directly from the core samples. A 

check was made on the position of the grid lines and gave a positive 

resul t. 

4.5 Instrumentation 

P-4.5.1 Loading ;{ 

Two 100 kN capacity hydraulic jacks with hollow rams were used in 

loading the specimens. A separate pump was used with each jack to give good 

control over loading. 
' -ir$ 
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The loads were measured by means of two 160 kN capacity load cells. 

Each load cell consisted of a thin walled cylinder (3.5 mm thick) made of 

Direct Hardening Alloy steel EN16 T (665 N/mm2 yield strength). The , 

deformation was measured using electric resistance strain gauges arranged 

in half a bridge and connected to an electronic 'Bridge' that gives a 

digital reading of the strain. Load cells were calibrated using the 

compression machine that was used in testing the concrete control 

specimens. The calibration load - 'strain reading' curves for both cells 

are shown in Figure 4.5-1: the best fit lines forced through the origin 

agrees well with the data. Note that since the e.r .s. gauges are arranged in 

half a bridge, the calibration curve for the load cell will give smaller 

strain readings if the load is eccentric towards the place where there is 

no vertical strain ~auge. For this reason, care was taken to make sure that 

in the actual test the applied load was central, by taking some 

precautionary measures as explained below. 

The details of the loading arrangement at each of the two loading 

positions are shown in Figure 4.5-2. It consists of the following: 

(1) A reaction beam made out of two channels connected to the back 

columns of the test rig • 
. ' 

(2) A bearing plate 25 rmn thick bolted to the reaction beam; a 25 mm 

hole was drilled through the plate to accommodate the stressing 

strand. 

(3) The load cell. 
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Figure 4.5-1 Calibration curves of load cells. 

(4) A wedging device, used to clamp on the stressing strand when the 

hydraulic jack is not in use, e.g. at night or when the ram runs 

out of travel and a new travel is needed. It consisted of a 

wedging barrel and a hollow steel cylinder with openings in its 

wall to allow access to the wedges so that they can be pushed in 

or pulled out as necessary. 

(5) Th~i hydraulic jack described above. 
~.r . .. ' 

(6) Another wedging barrel to clamp on the stressing strand when the 

hydraulic jack is in use. 
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(1) 

(2 ) 

Fig ur e 4.5- 2 

Reaction beam. (4 ) Wedging device. 

Bearing plate. Hollow- ram hydraulic jack. 

Load cell. (6 ) Wedging barrel. 

Detail s of Load ing arrangement. 

.. 
'.~~ 

1013 

D 

5D 

8B 7B 

D 

Figure 4.5- 3 Deflection rig and dial gauge arrangement for slabs S1, 
S3N, S5, and S6. 
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In the absence of an applied load, the above loading elements were 

held together by custom made seating rings as shown in Figure' 4.5-2. These 

seating rings together with spherical contact between the hydraulic jack 

and the wedging cylinder (described in 4 above) ensured that the load was 

as central as possible. 

4.5.2 Deflections 

Deflections were measured at mid-span and at two points each 400mm 

distant from either side of midspan (except in slab 32 ' .... here this distance 

was 300mm) by means of 0.01 mm mechanical dial gauges. These were fixed to 

steel scaffolding tubes which were bolted to the front columns of the test 

rig (the columns on which the slab is supported) as illustrated in Figure 

4.5-3. For slabs 330, 30, 32, and 34 the dial gauges were positioned at 

mid-bread th and at 100 mm from the lower edge of the compression face of 

the specimen as illustrated in Figure 4.5-4. For slabs 31, 33N, 35, and 36 

they were positioned at mid-breadth and at 250 mm from both the top and 

lower edge i.e. quarter-breadth (Figure 4.5-3). 

4.5.3 Cracks 

The cracks were measured using a microscope fitted with a Micrometer 

Eyepiece. A special frame designed and manufactured in the Department held 

the microscope firmly in its position allowing it to move freely in a 

vertical plane parallel to the intial plane of the specimens as 
;l 

illustrated ;in Figure 4.5-5. The microscope body was fitted with a 

strip-light to illuminate the surface of the specimen. This light could 

thus move with the microscope to the position of the crack being measured. 
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Figure 4.5-4 Dial gauge arrangement for slabs SO, S2, S30, and S4. 

The microscope had a 13X magnification when the cracks in slab SO 

were measured but the magnification was increased to 36.5X for slabs S1, 

S2, S3N, S4, and S5 by changing the objective lens. No cracks were measured 

in slab S6 in which cracks formed outside the test region (the middle 

50x50 mm square). 

/1" 
~l' 

The rotation of the Eyepiece's micrometer results in the movement of 

one of two parallel hairs fitted to the eye-piece, relative to the other 

(fixed) hair. Thus, the width of a particular crack could be measured by 

measuring the distance between the two parallel hairs after positioning 
~.t'(r 

each one of them to coincide with one side of the crack as shown in 
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(1) Micrometer eyepiece. 
J./ 
~_.r. 

(2) Strip-fight Illumination. 

Ca) 

Cb) 

(4 ) Brake lever ( vertical 
movement) • 

(5) Independent microscope frame. 
(3) Microscope track. 

Figure 4.5- 5 Microscope and microscope frame. 
}$~ 
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Figure 4.5-6. This was done by lining up the fixed hair with one side of 

the crack using the microscope fine movement and then, using the 

micrometer, mov ing the other hair to the other side of the crack. The 

micrometer reading could then be converted into a crack width using a 

calibration linear equation of the type 

or 
VI = m(R - Ro) 

• •. (4.5-1) 
ltJ = mx6R. 

where 

VI is the crack width; 

R is the micro m eter read ing; 

Ro is the micrometer reading when the two hairs coincide; and 

m is a calibration constant. 

The microscope was calibrated using a glass scale marked in 1/ 10 of 

a mm divisions. Micrometer readings were recorded for widths of 0.1, 0.2, ••• 

0.8mms on the scale; this was repeated twice using a different starting 

point on the scale. The value of the constant m was determined for each of 

the two magnifications and took the values of 1/130 and 1/365 

respecti vel y. The micrometer read ing s were estimated to hal f a div ision 

Le. 0.005 mm, this corresponds to a width of about 0.0014 mm for the 36.5X 
,# 
~l' 

magnification. 

Crack width at any point on the tension face of an r.c. element is 

affected by the proximity of the reinforcing bars. If now we consider the 

slab elemen'& with skew widel y-spaced reinforcement shown in Figure 4.5- 7, 
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a strip controlled by a minimum cover c will exist over each bar. The width 

of this strip Has taken to be hal f the spacing of the bars. The two sets of 

strips (influenced by the two sets of bars) will intersect , forming the 

four regions illustrated in the figure. The regions were designated jk 

where j and k are labels describing the positions of the two sets of grid 

lines running in the direction of steel sets and 2 respecti vel y. The 

labels j and k can either be the letter 'A' for a grid line above a steel 

bar or the letter 'B' for a grid line midway between bars. Thus, a region of 

type AB is a region above a steel bar of set 1 and midway between bars of 

set 2 and so forth as illustrated in the figure. 

magnified 

fixed hairs 

grid line 

movable hair 

Figure 4.5-6 A typical crack profile as seen under microscope. 

Cracking in regions of type AB and BA is affected by the proximity 

of bars of sets and 2 respectively. In a region of type AA, cracking is 
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Figure 4.5-7 

Positions of steel bars of 
I 

Regions ' boundaries 

sets 

A slab element with skew widely-spaced reinforcement. 

Above steel bars. 

Mid-way between bars . 

Regions' boundary. 

Figure 4.5-8 Grid lines marked on the tension face. 
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influenced by both sets of bars while a region of type BB is far from the 

influence of either set of bars. In the actual tests, wider cracks Here 

found in regions of type BB and narrower ones in regions of type AA as was , 

ex pected. 

One of the objectives of the experimental work Has the study of 

cracking in each of these regions. Blue lines defining the boundaries of 

these regions were marked on the tension face of the specimen. Grid lines 

were marked along the line of each reinforcing bar (the red lines) and 

mid Hay between the bars (the green lines), for each steel direction as 

shown in Figure 4.5-8. At each load stage, the width of each crack, in a 

direction perpendicular to the general crack direction, was measured where 

it crossed each of these grid lines (the red and the green lines) inside 

the test region. 

The cr acks were not straight-edged, they had a rather rough 

(zig-zag) profile with the general direction being perpendicular to the 

principal bending direction. In most cases, the crack edges took a shape 

similar to that shown in Figure 4.5-6. Having cracks with rough edges was 

of an advantage as far as lining up the hairs to the edges was concerned: 

with the two edges having identical and parallel profiles, it was easy to 

line up the hairs with the crack edges, accuratel y and in the right 

position, as it can be seen from Figure 4.5-6. Nevertheless, in feH cases, 

we were met by other types of crack profile, examples of these profiles are 

shown in Figure 4.5-9. Cracks with the first of these profiles (i.e. 
J.>" 

perpend icJlar to the grid line -- Figure 4.5-9 a) accounted for 10.5% of the 

total number of crack measurements in Slab S5. Cracks running for a short 

distance along the grid line (Figure 4.5-9b) accounted for 7.9% of the 

total number of crack measurements at the same stage in slab S5; however, a 
'>1~ 
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Figure 4.5-9 Examples of less commonly encountered crack profiles. 

Figure 4.5-10 Strain gauge arrangement on the tension face. 



lower percentage (2.7%) for this type of profile was found in the case of 

slab S3 - the total number of cracks at this stage in Slab S3 i~ as twice as 

that at a similar stage in slab S5. It is interesting to know that this 

second profile of Figure 4.5-9b It/as found to be running always along a grid 

line which was over a steel bar, whereas in the case of cracks with the 

first profile, it did not matter which grid line it was formed at. 

In some cases where a crack was branched just over the grid line 

(over steel bars), the width of this crack was measured at a position where 

the crack is not branched (position 1 in Figure 5.4-9c). If a crack was 

branched at a point away from the grid line, then it is treated as two 

cracks as shown in Figure 4.5-9d. Very few cracks were obscured by 

excessi ve damage being done to the concrete, in such cases, if an y, the 

crack width was measured at the nearest clear portion of the crack within 

a distance of + 5 mm from the grid line. 

In general, the crack width was always measured horizontally i.e. in 

the principal bending direction. Great consideration was taken in choosing 

the position at which a crack was to be measured, and so far as possible, 

this crack was measured at the same position at successive load stages. 

This was made possible by the rough profile of the cracks since in most 

cases the profile was memorable. 

4.5.4 Strains 

ji 
The com~ressive strains were measured along two lines, perpendicular 

to the general crack direction, by means of a Demec gauge on 200mm gauge 

lengths as shown in Figure 4.5-4. The surface tensile strains were measured 

in two different ways. The first way which is the same as the above one was 

used in slab ''''~ O. The second consisted of using two Demec gauges on two 
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independent gauge lengths that were located alternately in the middle of 

the regions of types AA and BB that lie along two lines perpendicular to 

the general crack direction (see Figure 4.5-10). The gauge lengths varied , 

from one slab to the other depending on the region size (200 mm in slab Sl, 

100 mm in S2 and S3N, and 50 mm in S4, S5, and S6). The second way was used 

in slabs S2, S30, and S4 while both ways were used in slabs Sl, S3N, S5, and 

S6. 

The measured strains gave information which allowed calculation of 

the average surface strains, the neutral axis depth and the average 

curvature for each load stage. 

4.6 Test Procedure 

A set of zero readings was first taken on the strain and dial gauges 

and on the load cells. A load was then applied to give a bending moment of 

about a quarter of the calculated cracking moment. After each increment of 

load, the readings of the load cells and of the dial and the Demec gauges 

were recorded. This procedure was continued until the slab had crac l<ed. 

After cracking, the load was increased in a number of stages, which 

depended on the progress of cracking, to just below the calculated failure 

load. The slabs were not tested to failure since the resulting very 

deformed slabs would have been difficult to handle and since the actual 

failure was of no particular interest to this investigation. 
i 
!·t 

It is important to have a curvature which is invariant with time 

during each crack width measuring process, so that the measured crack 

widths will correspond to the same average tensile strain. In these 

experiments, th~~ deflection gauge readings were kept more or less constant 
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at each load stage. To do this, the load should be decreased slowl y with 

time to allow for the creep effect. This was achieved automatically as a 

natural result of the way in which the rig functions. Under t~e effect of 

creep the slab curvature increases Le. the deflections at the four load ing 

points increase resulting in a decrease in strain in each of the stressing 

strands and hence a decrease in the applied load. Deflection and strain 

readings taken at the end of the crack width measuring process showed a 

very slight difference from those taken at the start. 

After each increment of load in the post-cracking stage, the initial 

readings of the load cells, the deflection and strain gauge readings and 

the intermediate readings of the load cells were successively recorded. 

All the cracks visible on the surface were then marked in by painting 

alongside the cracks with a coloured pen while taking care not to obscure 

any crack. At each subsequent load stage, the cracks that appeared were 

marked with a different colour, so that the development of the crack 

pattern could easily be studied from the coloured photograph that would be 

taken of the slab after the test ( in slab S30 cracks were traced before 

taking any deflection or strain measurements). The crack "ridths were 

measured at three or four of the load stages. A crack width measuring 

process at a typical load stage took about 3 hours ( not including time 

needed for the eye to rest). Another set of readings of dial and strain 

gauges and of load cells followed each set of crack width measurements. 

Finally the crack pattern was photographed for record purposes. 

1/ y. 
Each test was completed in about seven working days except slabs S5 

and S6 which took 3 and 2 days respectively. 
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4.7 Treatment of Test Results 

4.7.1 Computer programs 

Two computer programs were written for the University Computer IBM 

370 to carry out the analysis of the experimental data as described below 

and to plot the results as presented in Chapter 5. The first of these 

programs deal t with loads, deflections, and strains, while the other deal t 

with crack width data. 

4.7.2 Loads 

The initial and intermediate load cell readings (taken before and 

after record ing the deflection and strain gauge read ing s) were slightl y 

different and well within + 5% of each other in the post-cracking stage. 

Thus, the average load was used to obtain the applied bending moment by 

multiplying this average load by the lever arm (300.0mm). 

During the process of crack width measurements, the load was allowed 

to gradually drop down, as explained in Section 4.6 above, in order to 

maintain constant curvature. The final load cell readings that '"ere taken 

at the end of each crack-measurement process, were always within 10% of 

the initial load. However, the applied load continued to fall after this 

until the next load increment was applied Le. overnight. The loads 

recorded beforet.a new load increment is applied, were within 25% of the 

initial load of the previous increment. 

With this relaxation of load due to creep in concrete, it was felt 

necessary that the stress-strain relation for concrete in compression has 
, .fI'~ 
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to be modified when used in theoretical calculations, so that it gives the 

long term response. 

o .... ..., 
C1l 
l-
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Strain ratio 

Figure 4.7-1 Long- and short-term stress-strain relations for concrete 
in compression (average of 3 tests). 

In order to find out more about the properties of concrete in 

compression under long term loading, compression tests were carried out on 

six 200x100 mm diameter cylinders made out of the same concrete mix as the 

slabs. Three of these cylinders were tested in a manner similar to that in 
J1 

which the slilbs were tested i.e. the load was applied in increments at 

periods of time similar in length to those in the slab tests during ',mich 

the strain was held constant and thus due to creep the load fell down. This 

meant that the stress-strain relation had both an upper and a lower 

!.1:< envelope as 1n the experimental moment-curvature relation of which the 
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upper envelope is the one presented in Chapter 5. Therefore, the upper 

envelope of the long term stress-strain relation for concrete in 

compression (Figure 4.7-1) was used in calculating the theoreti.cal curves 

described in Chapter 5 (Subsection 5.3.2). Each of the other three concrete 

cylinders were tested in the usual manner (i.e. under short term loading) 

immed iatel y prior to one of the long term tests and using the same machine. 

The ratio of the long term stress to the short term stress for a 

given strain level was found to be equal to 0.84 (an average of three 

tests). Hence, the long term response for the concrete of any of the slabs 

was obtained from the short term properties for that slab by multiplying 

the stress by 0.84. 

4.7.3 Deflections 

The readings of the deflection gauges at either side of mid-span l"{ere 

averaged and then subtracted from the deflection gauge reading at mid-span 

in order to obtain the relative mid-span deflection. This was done at two 

positions, at mid-breadth and near the edge of the slab, in the case of 

slabs SO, S2, S30, and S4. The relative mid-span deflections at each of 

these two positions fell within + 6% of the average relative mid-span 

defl ection (see Figure 4.5-4). In slabs S1, S3N, S5, and S6, the relative 

mid-span deflection at each of the three positions, at mid-breadth and at 

quarter-breadths, fell within + 12% of the average value. 

i t 
The curVed slab in the constant moment zone was considered to have a 

cylindrical surface the radius of which, and thus the average curvature, 

was found from the measured relative mid-span deflection by applying 

simple geometry rules. 
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4.7.4 Strains 

The strain readings were averaged along each gauge line. These 

average strains were used to calculate the average curvature, over the 

constant moment zone, using the measured thickness of the slab and 

allowing for the thickness of the Demec disc. The average strains were 

al so used to calculate the neutral ax is depth over the constant moment 

zone (for slabs SO, S1, S3N, S5, and S6). 

The above values were also calculated for each type of the two types 

of region AA and BB (over and midway between the steel bars) for all the 

slabs except SO. Comparing the average curvatures for regions of type 3 and 

4 showed little difference in most of the slabs. The number of regions over 

which strains were measured was small (less than 10 regions for each type) 

and the gauge length was shorter than that on the compression face and 

differed from one slab to another. It was therefore decided that the 

average curvature over the constant moment zone should be used for slabs 

S2, S4, and S30. 

The variation between strains measured at any load stage in the 

post-cracking phase was reasonable for strains measured over a long gauge 

length (200mm). On the compression face, the maximum and minimum strains 

fell within + 10% for slabs SO, S2, and S30; \.,rithin + 15% for slabs Sl and 

S3N; within + 20% for S4; and within + 45% for .. slab S5. In slab S5, cracks 

first appeared on the right side of the tension face and progressed 

J/ 
toward s the left side. 

It was decided that the average values of the neutral axis depth and 

the surface tensile strain should be calculated, for all the slabs, using 

the average compressive 
'~ 

strain and 
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4.7.4 Strains 

The strain readings were averaged along each gauge line. These 

average strains were used to calculate the average curvature, over the 

constant moment zone, using the measured thickness of the slab and 

allowing for the thickness of the Demec disc. The average strains were 

also used to calculate the neutral axis depth over the constant moment 

zone (for slabs 30, 31, 33N, 35, and 36). 

The above values were also calculated for each type of the two types 

of region AA and BB (over and midway between the steel bars) for all the 

slabs except 30. Comparing the average curvatures for regions of type 3 and 

4 showed little difference in most of the slabs. The number of regions over 

which strains were measured was small (less than 10 regions for each type) 

and the gauge length was shorter than that on the compression face and 

differed from one slab to another. It was therefore decided that the 

average curvature over the constant moment zone should be used for slabs 

32, 34, and 330. 

The variation between strains measured at any load stage in the 

post-cracking phase was reasonable for strains measured over a long gauge 

length (200mm). On the compression face, the maximum and minimum strains 

fell within + 10% for slabs 30, 32, and 330; \-.fithin + 15% for slabs S1 and 

S3N; within + 20% for S4; and within + 45% for .. slab S5. In slab 35, cracks 

first appeared on the right side of the tension face and progressed 

j/ 
toward s the le'ft side. 

It was decided that the average values of the neutral axis depth and 

the surface tensile strain should be calculated, for all the slabs, using 

the average compressive 
'-$11 

strain and 
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deflection readings. 

The curvature calculated using the averaged strain measurements was 

used as a check only: the agreement was quite good and difference 

percentage ranged from 0% to 10%. 

Detailed results on strain analysis and tension stiffening will be 

presented in Chapter 5. 

4.7.5 Crack Data 

The total number of crack width measurements in this experiment 

(slabs SO, Sl, S2, S3N, S4, and S5) was over four thousand two hundred 

(4200). This means that an average of 200 measurements were taken at a 

typical load stage. 

For each of the slabs Sl to S5, cracks were divided into tHO sets 

according to the direction of the grid lines at which the cracks were 

measured. The cracks in each set were classified in two different ways. The 

first IlIay was to divide those cracks into four groups according to the 

region to which they belong. The second was to divide the cracks of one set 

into two groups: one for cracks over, and the other for cracks midway 

between steel bars as in slab S~ 

Each crack width that was measured during a given load stage was 

divided by the relevant value of the average surface tensile strain in the 
;# 

principal momelh direction. Then, by using a sorting routine, the values of 

crack widths divided by strain exceeded by 2, 5, 7.5, 10, 15, 20, 25, and 50% 

of the results were extracted; the average value was also calculated. This 

was done for each of the 12 groups of cracks mentioned above. 
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The average crack spacing in a particular type of region was 

calculated by dividing the sum of the components, in the principal moment 

direction, of the parts of grid lines that crossed the regions Qf that type 

by the number of cracks crossing those parts of the grid lines. 

The detailed crack-width results will be presented in Chapter 6. 
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5. PRESENTATION OF TEST RESULTS: TENSION STIFFENING 

5.1 Introd uction 

This chapter deals with the presentation and discussion of the 

results from the tests described in the previous chapter that have 

relevance to the tension stiffening phenomenon and ways of representing 

it. These data are: the properties of materials, loads, strains, and 

curvatures in addition to the geometrical dimensions of the cross section 

and the arrangement of the steel. The other data from the tests, Le. crack 

width measurements, l"rill be presented and discussed in Chapter 6. 

5.2 Computer Programs 

Two computer programs were written for the University Computer IBM 

370. The first of these programs was an extension of the relevant program 

mentioned in Subsection 4.7.1. Its task was to carry out further analysis 

on the test data that have connection with tension stiffening as will be 

described in detail in the following sections. The program also carried 

out theore t;t.cal analysis based on the classical no-tension theory and on 

the theory presented in Chapter 3. 

The second program made use of the University Computer Graphics 

Library to plot graphs of the different relationships that were found 
~~ 
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using the first computer program. The graphs are presented and discussed 

in the remaining part of this chapter. 

5.3 Moment-curvature relations 

The dimensionless experimental and theoretical moment-curvature 

relations for each of the slabs SO to S6 are shown in Figures 5.3-1a to 

5.3-8a.The bending moment is taken as a ratio of the simplified theoretical 

cracking moment Mcrs equal to f t bh2/6 and the curvature is taken as a 

ratio of the inverse of the slab thickness h. Note that SO is the slab with 

the angle 8 (between the reinforcement direction and the principal bending 

direction) equal to 00 , S1 is the slab with 8=10 0 and so forth; slab S3N is 

a repeat of slab S30 and both have 8 = 30 0
• 

5.3.1 Experimental curves 

The experimental load cell readings used in calculating the bending 

moments are those averaged from readings recorded before and after taking 

the deflection and strain gauge readings -- upon application of the load 

increment. However, during the processes of crack width measurements or 

when the slabs were left under load overnight, the load was left to drop 

down in order to maintain constant curvature. Hence, the stress-strain 

relation of concrete in compression has to be modified when used in the 

theoretical calculations so that it gives the long term response. This 
if 

modification wds achieved as described in Subsection 4.7.2 of the previous 

chapter. 
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· The experimental curvatures are those obtained from the deflection 

measurements: the curvatures obtained from the strain gauge readings were 

used only as a check. The agreement was quite good for all the s~abs and 

the difference between the two curvatures at any load stage fell within 

+ 5% of the average curvature. 

5.3.2 Theoretical curves 

Two theoretical moment-curvature relations are presented in each 

one of the graphs in Figures 5.3-1a to 5.3-8a. In the first of these 

theoretical curves, the tension stiffening of concrete in the tension zone 

was neglected -- this is the classical no-tension theor y. In the other 

theoretical curve, the tension stiffening effect was allowed for using the 

concept of the 'enhanced stress'-strain relation for the tension steel 

developed in Chapter 3. 

The theoretical moment-curvature curves were found by calculating 

the values of the bending moment that correspond to assumed values of the 

curvature according to the following procedure. 

-I- Tension stiffening is neglected 

The curvature is increased in suitable increments and the following 

steps are carried out for each curvature: 
j/ 
~l' 

(1) An initial estimate of the neutral axis depth is calculated using 

the classical no-tension concept and allowing for non-linearity 

in the material properties. The secant moduli from the previous 

stage a~e used in this calculation. 
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(2) The strains in the principal moment direction are assumed to be 

linearly distributed across the thickness of the slab giving 

strain 8s at the steel level; (note that there are t~o sets of 

bars and thus two strains 8s 1 and 8s2 at each steel level). 

(3) The equivalent steel stress a's (in our case a's1 and a's2) in the 

principal bending direction are calculated using a modified 

stress-strain relationship that allows for the fact that the 

steel is at an angle 8 to the principal bending direction. This 

uses the equations: 

SSb = Ss cos
2 8 

a's = a'sb cos2 8 

(5.3-1 a) 

(5.3-1b) 

where 8 sb is the strain in the steel bar direction; and 

a'sb is the corresponding stress in a uniaxial t est on a bare 

steel bar. 

The area of steel per unit 'tlidth is that perpendicular to the 

steel direction and thus, the effective tensile force in the 

bending direction per unit width due to the steel bars is equal 

to the steel area times the equivalent steel stress a's' 

(4) The compression zone is divided into 10 layers of equal thickness 

and f t-he stress is calculated at the boundaries of each layer 
~" r, ," 

using the non-linear stress-strain curve for concrete. This curve 

is modified to give the long term response and to allow for the 

restraint on lateral displacement. The compressive force in 

conc r,ete is then evaluated using the Simpson rule of integration. 
$$ 
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The position or level at which this force acts is also 

calculated. 

, 
(5) To satisfy equilibrium, compression should equal tension and 

hence a check is carried out to see whether or not this condition 

is met. An iterative procedure (based on the Ne1Nton-Raphson 

method) is used to find the neutral axis depth that gives 

balanced forces. Practically, this is done by limiting the 

difference between the tensile and compressive forces to within 

certain limits; in our case the limits were taken to be + 0.5% of 

the summation of the absolute values of the tensile and 

compressive forces. 

(6) The secant modulus of el asticity for the steel in each set of 

bars is taken as the ratio Js/e s for that set. The modulus of 

elasticity for the concrete in compression is taken as the 

average of the secant mod uli for the 10 layer s. These val ues of 

secant moduli for the materials are used in calculating the 

initial neutral ax is depth in the first step of the next stage. 

(7) Finall y, the bend ing moment is calculated by taking moments 

around the level at which the compressive force acts. 

I 
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-11- Tension stiffening is taken into consideration 

The same procedure as in 5.3.1 above is used except that in step 3, 

the 'modified' stress-strain relationship is the modified 'enhanced 

stress'-strain one developed in Chapter 3. It should be noted however that 

the procedure developed in Chapter 3 for calculating the 'enhanced 

stress'-strain relationship was derived from results from experiments on 

beams and slabs with reinforcement running in the principal bending 

direction. Therefore, in order that this procedure might be applicable to 

the case where the reinforcement lies at an angle to the principal bending 

direction, certain adjustments ought to be made when calculating the ratios 

re' s', and c' (Equations 3.4-4 to 3.4-6) and the ratios re", s", and CIf. 

(Equations 3.4-19, 3.4-20, and 3.4-32). These adjustments are as follows: 

(i) The area of steel per unit width is transformed to an effective 

area per unit width in the principal bending direction. This was 

done by multiplying the area of steel per unit width by the ratio 

0s/(E s es ). From Equation 5.3-1 the effective area of steel per 

unit width in the principal moment direction Ase is equal to 

As cos 4 8. 

(ii) The effective bar spacing in the cracks' direction se is used 

instead of the bar spacing s and is equal to s/coso. It should 

be al so noted that in the slab tests the effective spacing of 

bars se varied from one position to another along the length of 

J/ 
the ;lslab due to the intersection of the two sets of bars. It 

ranged from half to once the average effective spacing seav (the 

average of the two bar spacings of the two sets). Thus the 

modified effective spacing sem to be used in the theoretical 

calc~ations is 3/4 of the average ef f ective bar spacing seav: 
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i.e. 

3 
sem = ' , ' . (5.3-2) 

4 2 cos 8 

where s1 and s2 are the bar spacing for sets 1 and 2 respectively. 

(iii) The cover c is multiplied by the ratio of the average steel 

strain in the bar direction to the average strain at steel level 

in the principal direction i.e. by cos 2 0 to give the effective 

cover ce . This assumption follows the hypothesis given in Section 

6.4.3 as a result of the crack width analysis carried out in 

Chapter 6 since the cover c affects the tension stiffening by 

affecting crack spacing and widths. Thus, 

ce = c cos2 0 • .. (5.3-3) 

5.3.3 Discussion 

In Figures 5.3-1a to 5.3-8a, the classical no-tension theory can be 

seen to overestimate the curvatures at all load stages in the case of 

slabs SO, S1, S3N, and S5 (that is slabs with 8 = 0°, 10°, 30°, and 50° 

respectively) and at early load stages in the case of slabs S2, S30, and S4 

(i.e. slabs with 8=20°, 30°, and 40°). Attention must be drawn however to 

the fact that the strain gauge lengths on the tension faces of those 

latter slabs were both short (5 and/or 10mm long) and discontinuous and 
;/ 

that the defl~ctions were measured at mid-breadth and near one edge (i.e. 

one curvature value only inside the test zone) as explained in 4.5.2 and 

4.5.3 in the previous chapter. In the case of 36, the slab with 8=60°, the 

test was terminated soon after cracking because the deformations were 

' *, 

concentrated at one narrow position that happened to be outside the area 
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of deflection measurements and next to one of the supports (i.e. outside 

the test zone). 

The slabs in general showed a similar manner of behaviour to that 

reported by other researchers e.g. [51 ],[57]. A typical experimental 

moment-curvature relationship for a reinforced concrete member under pure 

bending moment would take the form shown in Figure 5.3-9 in relation to the 

classical no-tension theory. The theory can be seen to overestimate 

curvatures by amounts that depend on the stage of loading. Up to the 

cracking moment, the ratio of the theoretical to the experimental 

curvature (kth/~ex) is almost constant. This ratio decreases after 

cracking as the concrete in the tension zone looses its strength owing to 

crack propagation, until it reaches a value of about 1 at a high load stage 

just below the yield moment. As the bending moment approaches its yield 

val ue and thereafter, the ratio (kth/Kex) increases again for the 

following reasons. 

Firstly, at or around yield the curvature tends to be concentrated 

at certain major cracks where a yield line or lines would later form. Thus, 

the experimental curvature which was measured over a great length of the 

constant moment zone would certainly be less than that calculated at a 

section containing a yield line. Secondly, the stress-strain relation for 

the steel reinforcement used in calculating the theoretical stresses in 

the steel bars was obtained from uniaxial tests on long steel bars (200mm 

gauge length). Therefore, the experimental moment-curvature relationship 
i<' 
:.~!". 

would probably be stiffer than the theoretical one since the exposed 

length of bars at a yield line would be much shorter than the gauge length 

of the steel control specimens. Finally, the stress-strain relation for 

the concrete in compression was basically that of a uniaxially loaded 
J..t:r 
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cylindrical specimens, and although this relation was adjusted to allow 

for restraint on lateral displacement, still the actual behav'iour of 

concrete in the compression zone of the slab could be different. 

Moment 
Mutt 

My 

M 

Figure 5.3-9 

'/ 

--~ 
~. 

Experimental curve 

Classical no-tension 
theory 

Curvature 

A typical experimental moment-curvature curve for a r.c. 
member in pure bending in relation to the classical no
tension theory. 

The theoretical curves allowing for tension stiffening are in 

reasonable agreement with the test results. This demonstrates the ease 

with which the 'enhanced stress' - strain relation for steel derived in 

Chapter 3 is used to model tension stiffening in a computer program that 

uses the no-tension concept. No problems of numer ical convergence were 

faced in running the program and only a slightly higher computing time was 

needed. Along with the moment - curvature relation one can directly obtain 

the average strai.!1 em and the n. a. depth and hence the height htm of the 
/!' 

,!_.r. 

tension zone at any load stage. Both em and htm are needed for use in 

formulae for predicting crack widths. As can be seen from Figures 5.3-1b to 

5.3-8b, there is quite a good agreement between the theoretical and 

experimental values of the average neutral axis depth. 
'~ 
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5.3.4 Effect of reinforcement angle 8 

It can be seen from Figures 5.3-1 to 5.3-8 that the classical 

no-tension theory overestimates experimental curvatures to ' a greater 

degree for greater val ues of the angle 8 between the direction of the 

steel reinforcement and that of the principal bending. In other words, the 

tension stiffening due to concrete has a greater effect as 8 increases. 

This is because the tensile stresses due to the steel reinforcement take 

smaller value for greater values of 8 at comparable strains at the steel 

level in the principal bending direction as given by Equation 5.3-1. Hence, 

the ratio of the tension stiffening force to the tensile force due to 

steel ( in the principal moment direction) will be greater as 8 increases. 

This can be clearly seen from the graphs in the following sections. 

The cracking moment can be seen to be almost the same for all the 

slabs (8 in all) and thus the range of loading between the cracking moment 

Mcr and the yielding moment My is less for greater values of 8 since My is 

equal to cos 2 6 times the yielding moment when 8 = 00 , Also, the curvature 

at ltihich the moment reaches its yielding is equal to the yielding 

curvature when 8 = 00 divided by cos 2 S and thus the slope of the straight 

part of the classical no-tension theory will be equal to cos 4 S times the 

slope of the straight part when 8 = 00 , Again it is seen that the greater 

the val ue of 8 is, . the greater is the relative effect of tension 

stiffening. 

The ultf mate bending moment ~lt was calculated for each one of the 

slabs according to the simple plastic theory and allowing for 8 by 

multiplying the ultimate steel stress ~ by cos 2 8. The values of Mult are 

marked on the graphs in Figures 5.3-1 to 5.3-8. It can be seen that the 

applied bendirv~ moments are always well below the ultimate. 
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5.4 Tension stiffening force - mean strain relations 

In Figures 5.4-1 to 5.4-4 are shown the experimental and theoretical , 

relations between the tension stiffening force as a ratio of Ftcr 

( = f t bh/4) and the strain at steel level as a ratio of esyi ( = O'sy/Es). 

The experimental tension stiffening forces are those obtained from 

analysis based on the second approach explained in Subsection 3.2.3. The 

area of steel As used in Equations 3.2-5 and 3.2-6 is the area per unit 

width perpendicular to the bar direction but the stress-strain relation 

for the steel is modified to account for the effect of steel- bars' 

orientation and is given by Equation 5.3-1. The depth of the steel 

reinforcement was taken to be the average of the depths of both sets of 

bars. The strains at this depth were deduced from the strain measurements 

on the compression face and the deflection measurements. 

The theoretical Ft -8sm relations are those obtained from the theory 

developed in Chapter 3. Note that in calculating the theoretical values of 

the strain e sp at steel level when Ft is maximum, Equation 5.3-2 should be 

used to obtain the average effective bar spacing. Also note that the area 

of steel As and the cover ratio c' used in calculating the factor ~ 
should be multiplied by 

(Equation 3.4-14)L cos 4 0 and cos 25 respectively. The neutral axis depth 

needed for the calculation of the theoretical Ft in Equation 3.4-29 is 

interpolated from the experimental n.a. depth - 8sm relation. 
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If we consider the experimental graphs in Figures 5.4-1 to 5.4-4, the 

following conclusions can be drawn: 

(1) The peak value of Ft seems to increase with an increase' in the 

angle 8 (between the steel-bars' direction and that of the 

principal bending). 

(2) The rate of the initial breakdown of tension stiffening 

decreases as the angle 8 increases. 

(3) At a steel strain of about 80% of the value of (6"sy /Es), the 

tension stiffening force Ft after reaching a minimum val ue, 

increases once again this time owing to the same reasons given in 

5.~3 above and not due to tension stiffening of concrete. 

It can be seen from Figures 5.4-1 to 5.4-4 that reasonable agreement 

is obtained between the theoretical and experimental graphs especially in 

the early st<;lges of loading. As expected, the value of Ftp predicted by the 

theory took greater values for slabs lt1ith greater angle 6; meanwhile, the 

amount of tension stiffening beyond the stage where major cracks are well 

established is almost the same for all the slabs. As mentioned before, this 

means that the ratio of the tension stiffening force Ft to the average 

force Tsm in the principal bending direction due to steel, in other words 

the ratio (6"se - <Jsm ) I 6"StTI , is greater for slabs with greater angle 8 at 

comparable steel level strains as illustrated in the graph of the next 

section. 
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5.5 Enhanced steel properties 

The ex perimental and theoretical enhanced stresses 0se , of the 

reinforcing steel, as a ratio of the yield stress ~sy' are plotted against 

the mean strain at the steel level, as a ratio of the 'initial' yield strain 

8Syi ( = ~sy/Es)' as shown in Figures 5.5-1 to 5.5-4. Also plotted on these 

graphs are the dimensionless properties of the bare steel bars. Both the 

ex perimental and theoretical enhanced stresses ~se were calculated by 

adding the ratio Ft / As between the tension stiffening force and the area 

of tension steel to the stress ~sm in the bare steel bar. 

The agreement between the theoretical and experimental curves is 

reasonable; good agreement can be found at early load stages . . l\t late load 

stages however, the ex perimental . curve in some slabs is above and in 

others below the theoretical curve. 

Comparing the theoretical curves in Figures 5.5-1 to 5.5-4 with the 

bare steel properties, one can see that enhanced steel stress increases as 

the reinforcement angle 8 increases. Even at high steel strain, the 

enhanced stress is significantly higher than the bare steel curve for 

slabs with greater angle 8. 

Thus, the theoretical 'enhanced steel' properties are ready for use 

in a structural analysis, such as a finite element program, to obtain the 

theoretical moment-curvature response of the slabs. This analysis was 

carried out as p~esented in Subsection 5.3.2 and is discussed in Subsection 
~ .... 
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6. PRESENTATION OF TEST RESULTS: CRACK SIZE 

6.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, the results from the tests described in Chapter 4 

that have connection with the crack width analysis are presented and 

discussed. These results are: the properties of materials, crack width 

measurements, crack spacing data, and surface tensile strains as '"ell as 

dimensions of the cross section and the arrangement of the steel 

reinforcement. 

A computer program '"as written for the University computer IBt1 370. 

Its task was to analyse these experimental results as will be described in 

detail in the following sections. 

6.2 Crack Pattern 

Figure 6.2-1 shows how the crack pattern on the slab S30 develops as 

the surface strain increases. Cracks first appeared at a surface strain of 

24 xl 0-5 (with Jeneral direction perpend icular to the principal bend ing 
!l' 

direction) giving a fairly uniform crack spacing in that direction all 

over the tension face (Figure 6.2-1 a and b). As the load increases, more 

cracks form right across the slab, though many of these are not continuous, 

and some short cracks start developing near the position of reinforcement. 
'~:; 
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Some of these short cracks join up with the other cracks giving what might 

be called forked cracks. The discontinuous cracks that have formed across 

the width of the specimen had an overlapping profile often in ehe region 

of the reinforcement as shown in Figure 6.2-1 c. The formation of these 

overlapped and forked cracks meant that more cracks were produced over 

steel bars than midway between bars. Therefore, the average crack spacing 

scr' in the bar direction, becomes smaller along a grid line running over a 

steel bar, than along a grid line midway between two adjacent bars. Note 

that grid lines run in the relevant bar direction. 

.;L-'\f"--

~ ... - -'It;-
~ 
~-'\f"--

..... 
--~ ---y' 

Grid line above steel bars. 
Grid line midway between bars. 
Boundaries of various regions. 
Cracks. 
Positions of crack width measurments. 
Reinforcement direction • 

Principal stresses direction. 

--~ ---,I 

Figure 6.2-2 Definition of grid lines, regions, and number of cracks. 



However, with the presence of two intersecting sets of bars, there 

will be an interaction betwee n the two crack patterns each occ'uring in the 

presence of only one set of bars. Thus, the average crack spacing and the 

average crack width are expected to vary from one position to another on 

the same grid line. For this reason, it was decided to study cracking in 

each one of the four regions described in Subsection 4.5.3 (the regions are 

all equal in area for a given angle 6). The reg ions were designated jk 

where j and k are labels describing the positions of the two sets of grid 

lines running in the direction of steel sets 1 and 2 respectively. The 

labels j and k can either be the letter 'A' for a grid line above a steel 

bar or the letter 'B' for a grid line midway between bars. Thus, a region of 

type AB is a region above a steel bar of set 1 and midway between bars of 

set 2 and so forth as illustrated in Figure 6.2-2. 

In Figure 6.2-3 are given the full y developed crack patterns of 

slabs SO to S5 (see Figure 6.2-1d for the crack pattern of slab S30). Slab 

SO (with one set of bars in the principal moment direction ) gave a crack 

pattern similar to that described by Beeby (19], 'tlith more cracks forming 

over steel bars as the load increases than in between these bars. Slabs 

with skew reinforcement have also shown more cracking in the vicini t y of 

reinforcement than away from it. However, as the reinforcement angle 8 

increases, the influence of the steel reinforcement on the crack pattern 

reduces and hence the different crack patterns become less distinct as can 

be seen from Figure 6.2-3. 

J/ 
~'. 

Also clear from this figure is the increase in the average crack 

spacing in the principal bending direction as the angle 8 (between this 

direction and the steel's) increases. 
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6.3 Crack Spacing - Inverse of Surface Strain Relations 

It was shown by 8eeby [19] that there is a linear ,relationship 

between average crack spacing scr and lie (were e is the surface strain) 

in which scr decreases towards a minimum as e increases. This minimum 

average crack spacing is given by the point where the best fit line for 

the scr - lie data points cuts the axis of scr' 

The results obtained from the slab tests (Chapter 4) will be treated 

in two different 'Nays according to the way in which the cracks were 

classified as explained in Subsection 4.7.5. 

6.3.1 First classification 

In this classification, the cracks were divided into four sets 

according to the type of region to which they belong. The average crack 

spacing in a particular type of region (for each of the two steel 

directions) was calculated by dividing the sum of the components Lo ' in 

the principal bending direction, of the parts of grid lines in the 

direction considered which passed through the regions of that type by the 

number of cracks crossing those parts of grid lines (see Figure 6.2-2). 

Grid lines in the two directions were treated separately because the bars 

of the two sets had different cover and spacing; thus, for a slab with skew 

reinforcement at an angle 8 to the principal bending direction (see Figure 

6.3-1), the following equation can be written. 
JP. 
~{. 

. .. (6.3-1) 
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Figure 6.3-1 Calculating the horizontal projection of a length of a 

grid line. 

where 

Loi is the val ue of Lo for reinforcement set i; 

nr is the number of regions of the type under consideration; and 

li is the length of the part of the grid line, runn ing in the 

direction of bars of set i, within one region. 

If s j is taken to be the spacing of bars of set j, then, 

(5.3-2 ) 
sin 28 

and hence 
/l 
~"r • . : 

Loi = (5.3-3) 
2 sin 28 

Dividing Lo by the number of cracks ncr seen in the regions of the type 

considered and at grid lines in the direction considered~for a given load 

stage, we obta~ the average visible crack spacing scr for this particular 

group of cracks (8 groups in all) for this load stage. 
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Table 6.3-1 Number of regions nr • number of cracks ncr ' and the average crack spacing 
seT (mm) for each of the eight region of classification 1 for slabs S1 to S5. 

------------------ ------------------- ------------------- ----.. --------------r--I 
St e el 

type nr 
Sl ab S 1 
8 (%) 

--- ---- -- ---- -- --- ---- - --+--
AA 36 32.0 41 35. 1 7 36 28.0 44 28.6 

BB 26 44. 3 39 45. 0 8 31 37. 2 35 41. 1 

AB 8 3433.937 38.9 8 3830.34532.08 4326.84929.4 

BA 7 25 40. 3 30 42. 0 8 32 36.0 44 32. 7 8 36 32. 0 47 30. 6 

Slab S2 
8 (%) 0.178 0.300 0.445 

AA 16 25 46.7 29 50. 3 16 41 28.5 37 39.5 16 48 24. 3 39 37.4 

BB 13 1563.32156.513 20 47. 5 31 38. 3 

AB 16 19 61. 5 26 56. 2 16 27 43. 3 37 39. 5 

BA 14 16 63.9 24 53.2 14 23 44.4 30 42.6 14 27 37.9 36 35.5 

Slab S3N 
8 (%) O. 140 o. 23 1 0.315 

AA 24 30 42.0 35 42.9 24 

BB 13 8 85 • 3 9 90 • 3 13 

AB 18 26 36.3 28 40.2 18 35 27.0 34 33.118 40 23.6 34 33.1 

BA 17 2142.52444.317 2437.22936.617 2535.7 3035.4 

Slab S4 
8 (%) 0.218 0.272 0.348 0.410 

AA 24 23 42.7 23 50.9 24 27 36. 4 24 48.8 24 32 30.7 32 36.6 24 36 27. 3 33 35.5 

BB 13 13 41.0970.413 1535.5970.413 1633.3970.413 1633.3970.4 

AB 17 2034.81748.817 2034.81846.017 2330.32139.517 2429.02336.0 

BA 18 15 49.117 51.6 18 15 73.7 18 48.8 18 16 46.1 18 48.8 18 17 43.419 46.2 

Slab S5 
8 (%) O. 115 0.180 0.273 

BB 12 3 137. 7 69.9 17 4 146. 11 63.0 17 5 116. 11 63.0 

AB 14 6 79.9 6 95.1 22 12 69.8 14 64.0 22 15 50.2 17 52.7 
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Table 6.3-1 gives the number of cracks ncr ' the number of regions nr 

and the average crack spacing scr for each of the eight groups of cracks 

(4 types of region x two steel directions) for slabs S1 to S5. , It can be 

seen that the number of cracks is usually fairly large, so that the effect 

of errors due to cracks passing just outside the region in question is low. 

In Figure 6.3-2, the average crack spacing scr for region type AA (average 

of two directions) is plotted against the inverse of the surface strain 8 

for each of the slabs S1 to S5. It can be seen from this figure that, as the 

angle 8 increases, the average crack spacing at early post-cracking stages 

becomes greater though it approaches a value of the same order as the 

other slabs at higher load stages. Figure 6.3-3 shows a graph of scr 

against 1/8 for region type BB for slabs S1 to S5. In this figure, it can be 

seen that there is a less distinct relation between the angle 8 and the 

average spacing; this perhaps is due to the fewer ~racks and regions 

involved in the calculation of scr as compared with region type AA (see 

Table 6.3-1). However, the lowest and the highest scr-1/e relation is given 

by slabs S1 and S5 (with 8=10 0 and 50 0
) respectively. Typical graphs of scr 

plotted against 1/8 for each of the four types of region ( slab S3N) are 

given in Figure 6.3-4. 

6.3.2 Second classification 

Here in this classification, cracks which were measured at each set 

of grid lines, each running in the direction of one set of bars, were 

divided into 1 wo groups: one for grid lines over, and the other for grid 
" 

lines midway between, steel bars. Table 6.3-2 gives the value of nr , ncr and 

scr for each of the four groups - the number of grid lines is given instead 

of number of regions for slab SO. Figure 6.3-5 shows the straight line best 

fit for the sc~ 1/8 graphs of slabs SO to S5 for each of the four groups. 
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Table 6.3-2 Values of nr through which the grid line passes. ncr ' and 
scr (mm) for each of the four groups of classification 2 
for slabs SO to S5. 

0.067 

------ --f---~---A 1 6 60 100 
------ -- --- ---
81 6 63 95.2 
------ -- --- ---
SI ab S 1 
8 (%) 0.110 0.176 0.242 0.362 

A1 16 46 50.1 16 66 34.9 16 7431.115 79 27.3 

B1 

A2 91 29.7 

82 15 51 52.9 16 61 47.2 16 77 37.4 16 84 34.3 

Slab S2 
8 (%) 0.178 0.300 0.445 

A2 30 53 51.7 30 67 40.9 30 75 36.5 

B2 29 47 56.3 29 62 42.7 29 68 38.9 

Slab S3N 
8 (%) 0.14. 0.231 0.315 

42 76 29.0 42 84 26.3 

30 37 42.6 30 40 39.4 

A2 415943.441 7434.641 8231.3 

B2 31 3752.431 4741.231 4741.2 

Slab S4 

£. (%) 0.218 0.272 0.348 0.410 

A1 41 4339.041 4735.741 5530.541 6028.0 

81 31 3042.331 3239.731 3338.5 

A2 . 2 40 51.2 49 42 48.8 42 50 41.0 42 

B2 30 27 54.2 30 30 48.8 30 32 45.7 

Slab S5 
(%) 0.115 0.180 0.273 

73.0 50 29 59.0 50 35 48.9 

12 79. 9 39 20 66.7 39 24 55. 6 

A2 34 1972.950 40 50.9 50 5140.0 
------ -- -- ---- --- -- ---- -- --- --- -- -------- ------------------
B2 26 13 81.5 39 24 66.2 39 28 56.8 
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6.4 Crack Widths 

6.4.1 Crack width - surface strain relations 

In the extensive research on flexural cracks in beams by Base et al 

[9],[10], it was found that the crack width is proportional to the measured 

surface strain at the level where the cracks were measured. This 

conclusion was found to be true in the case of slabs with reinforcement in 

the principal moment direction as demonstrated by Beeby [19]. 

For each of slabs SO to S5, the average crack width Wav at each load 

stage in which cracks were measured was plotted against the relevant 

average surface strain 8 as shown in Figure 6.4-1. Also plotted on the 

graphs of this figure is the maximum crack width Wmax ' The values of Wav ' 

Wmax and 8 at load stages of crack width measurements for slabs SO to S5 

are given in Table 6.4-1 

Table 6.4-1 Values of Wav ' Wmax ' and 8. 

------ -------- --------- ----1------------- ---_.-..._---r------
Slab st rair No. of Wav Wmax Sla b S t r a in N <..0 f Wav W max 
No. 8 % pracks mm mm No· t% era c ks mm mm 

------ -------- --------- ---- ----------- ----------------
SO 0.068 158 0.022 0.054 

------ -------- --------- --- ----i------------ ---------r-------
o. 103 228 0.027 0.063 S3N O. 140 181 0.051 0.123 

------ -------- --------- --- ----1------- ----- ---------1-------
o. 148 242 0.044 O. 121 0.231 234 0.072 0.197 

------ -------- --------- --- ----1------- ----- --------- -------
o. 197 339 0.071 O. 172 0.315 253 O. 100 0.263 

------ -------- --------- --- ----1------ --------- -------
S1 O. 110 1 ~'1 0.036 0.084 S4 0.218 134 0.085 0.226 

~l' 

--------- -----------1------ ------ ------- --------- --- ----1------
O. 176 237 0.051 O. 156 0.272 142 O. 104 0.290 

----1-----_. ------ ------- --------- --- ----1------ --------- -------
0.242 263 0.068 0.178 0.348 162 O. 118 0.343 

------ ------- --------- --- ---- ------ --------- -------. 
0.362 303 0.092 0.267 0.410 172 O. 141 0.395 

------ -------- --------- --- ---- ------ ----- 10-------- -------
S2 o. 178 171.~~ 0.05 O. 116 .S5 O. 115 58 0.082 0.189 

------ ------- ---------

~J::- :~~~~~ 
-----10-------- -------

0.300 236 0.078 O. 192 114 0.095 0.258 
------ ------- --------- -------- -------

0.445 265 O. 122 0.308 139 O. 124 0.328 
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-
It can be seen from Figur~ 6.4-1 that, with the exception of slab S5, 

a straight line best fit forc e d through the origin agrees wel i with the 

data points. Therefore, the parameter Hie (i.e. the slope of the 1;[ .... 8 graph) 

will be used in the analysis carried out here. Thus, we 'tlill be able to 

deal with all the cracks measured in one slab test as one sample by 

dividing each crack width by the relevant surface strain. 

6.4.2 Effect of angle 8 - some theoretical considerations 

Tests by Beeby [19J on slabs spanning one way and reinforced in the 

main bending direction have led to a new hypothesis describing t he 

cracking process in concrete members as reviewed in Chapter 2. This ~ay be 

outlined as follows. 

The actual crack pattern occuring at any point on a member is 

the result of an interaction between two basic crack patterns: 

( 1) A crack pattern controlled by the initial crack hei ght ho ' 

(2) A crack pattern controlled by the proximity of t he 

reinforcement. 

Directly over the reinforcement, pattern 2 dominates but , wi t h 

increasing distance from the bars, the crack pattern approaches 1 

asymptoticall y. 

Formulae ,#ror the prediction of crack 'tlidth and crack spacings were 
:-.'. 

derived from these tests by Beeby [19J. These formulae are only directly 

applicable to situations in which cracks are perpendicular to the steel; 

thus, problems of interpreting these formulae arise in situations in which 

the crack direq~ion is at an angle to the principal bending direction. 
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Clark (38] suggested a certain procedure to allow for the effect of the 

angle 6 when using 8eeby's formulae (see Subsection 2.2.3), Not 'e that Clark 

had based hi s proced ure on 8eeby's formulae gi \fen in reference .c 19] but, in 

a later report on cracking in r.c. members subject to pure tension (33], 

8eeby gave a revised version of these formulae. 

The procedure used by Clark can be outlined as follows: 

(1) The steel is resolved into the principal bending direction. For a 

slab cracked in one direction only, the equivalent area of steel 

per unit width in this direction is Ase where 

(6 . 4-1 ) 

where As is the area per unit width normal to the steel bars. If 

there are more than one set of bars, then the effect of these will 

be added up in the usual way. 

(2) The initial crack height ho is calculated using the classical 

no-tension theory and the appropriate Ase value from Equation 

6.4-1. 

(3) The ratio ltllim/8 is calcuated - Hlim is the crack width which is 

approached as acr -7 00, where acr is the distance from point of 

measurement of crack to surface of nearest reinforcing bar. Wlim 

depend s mai nl y on ho • 

(4) Thei area of concrete surround ing a bar Ac is calculated for each 
~_r. 
<" 

set of bars independently, according to the definition given by 

8eeby (see Figure 2.2-6a page 26). 

(5) The ratio Wo/S, where Ho is the crack width directly over a bar, 

is ' ;}'calculated for each set of bars independently using 
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Equation 2.2-13. 

(6) The crack width at any given required point is calculated using 

Equation 2.2-11 with acr measured perpendicular to the bars. 

It is felt that the above procedure may not give enough allowance 

for the effect of the angle 6 on crack widths directly over bars. The only 

adjustments made to Beeby's crack width formulae was resolving the steel 

into a direction perpendicular to the cracks'. This will only influence the 

initial crack height ho which in its turn has a minor effect on the value 

of Wo as can be seen from Equation 2.2-13. To illustrate this, three 

hypothetical slabs are considered with identical dimensions, material 

properties, and steel arrangements except for the steel skewness an g I e 0 11 

which takes the values 100, 45 0
, and 80 0 (see Table 6.4-2 ) . The values of 

Wo/8 for each df the three slabs were calculated using Clark's procedure . 

plus the following equation (as revised by Beeby [33]) instead of Equation 

2.2-13: 

. . . . .. ( 2.2-15 ) 

In Figure 6.4-2, the theoretical values of wo/e are plotted against 

cos 4 8 which is a convenient measure of the influence of 6 on the 

stiffness provided by a set of bars (Equation 6.4-1). The experimental 

curve drawn ~on the graph is an approximation of results from tests on 
i« 
~1.r. 

similar slabs (Chapter 4). It can be seen that the crack width over bars 

for a slab with 6=80 0 is in theory only about 15% higher than that for an 

identical slab but with 6=10 0 • This may be unreasonable, since for a slab 

with 6..;. 90 0 we face a slab equi valent to a plain concrete slab. 
i fl'ir 
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Table 6.4-2 

Slab 
No. 

2 

3 

140 

Angle 
60 

10 

45 

80 

120 I-

1.33 h <~ 
100 ~ .. 

:> \ 
<1l , 

Dimension of hypothetical slabs. 

Breadth Height Diameter 
mm mm D 

1000.0 80.0 8.0 10.0 18.0 

1000.0 80.0 8.0 10.0 18.0 

1000.0 80.0 8.0 10.0 18.0 

-'-'- Experimental observations. 

Possible trend for large b's. 
C lark & Beeby approac h. 

.-... , 
c.v 80 " 
~ '" 

" 60 

Spacing 

s 1 s2 

125.0 105.0 

125.0 105.0 

125.0 105.0 

-

~. ---. 40 --. W 
~-----------e-----------------------:::--~'==~~~ 0 13 -.~.~ 

20 

o 
0.0 

Figure 6.4-2 

2 1 E: 

0.2 0 .4 0.6 0.8 1.0 

Theoretical relations between ratio of average crack width 

; 0 average surface strain and the 4th power of cosine the 

~ngle 8. 
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Table 6.4-2 Dimension of hypothetical slabs. 

Slab 
No. 

2 

3 

:> 
C1l 

........ 
Cl) 

"-
~ 

140 

120 

Angle 
SO 

10 

45 

80 

r 

Breadth Height Diameter 
mm mm D 

1000.0 80.0 8.0 10.0 18.0 

1000.0 80.0 8.0 10.0 18.0 

1000.0 80.0 8.0 10.0 18.0 

_._ . - Experimental observations. 

Possible trend for large b's. -
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Figure 6.4-2 Theoretical relations between ratio of average crack width 

# to average surface strain and the 4th power of cosine the 
;!. 

angle 8. 



In a plain concrete member subject to uniaxial bending, only one major 

crack can form. The ratio I,Jl S, l.-Jhich is closely related to the crack 

spacing, would then be expected to be very large: though not l.-Jel'l defined 

for a single crack, 'tllS would be of the order of the span of the beam. 

However, if we assume that there will always be some small amount of steel 

crossing the cracks, so that more than a single crack forms, then Ho l S will 

take a finite value even over bars which have a value of 6 ~ 90 0
• This 

limited value of Ho / 8 for cracks over the set of bars with 8 ~ 900 will 

presumably be equal to Wlim/S calculated using a value of ho equal to the 

thickness of the slab h (the maximum possible value of ho' for a very low 

equi valent steel percentage) as shown in Figure 6.4-3. Here we assume that 

as 8 ~ 900 the influence of bond and cover diminishes, and the distinction 

between cracks over and cracks between bars tends to vanish. Thus, the 

ratio (Wo / S)B is expected to vary from (Wo/S)o to (Hlim / S)gOo as the angle 

8 changes from 0 0 to goo. This point l.-Jill be discussed further in the nex t 

subsection on experimental results. 

6.4.3 Effect of angle 8: Experimental results 

Figure 6.4-4 shows the ex perimentall y obtained f requency 

distribution of the crack width - surface strain ratios for region type AA 

of slab S4. Superimposed on this graph is the distribution of the W/ S 

val ues for region type BB of the same slab. The val ue of S used are the 

surface strains averaged over the constant moment zone and are the same 

for all types ~f region. It can be seen from this figure that in regions 

above steel reinforcement (type AA), a higher percentage is obtained of 

values of W/S below average than in regions away from reinforcement (type 

BB). This is compatible with the theory of cracking in slabs given by 
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Experimentally obtained frequency distributions of w/e for 

regions type AA and 88 of slab S4. 
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8eeby . [54J,[65J which predicts smaller crack spacing and hence smaller 

crack widths in the proximity of reinforcement. 

The experimentally obtained frequency distributions of the W/e 

values for each of the slabs SO ~ S5 are drawn against cos 48 in Figure 

6.4-5. The Wle values from all load stages and at all the different 

positions are treated as one sample. The number of crack measurements each 

histogram represents is given in between curled brackets. The med ian of 

each of these histograms (value of W/6 exceeded by 50% of the results) and 

that exceeded by 2% of the results are marked along the base of each 

histogram. It can be seen from Figure 6.4-5 that as 6 increases, the values 

of (W/e)50% and (W/S)2% increase. This increase becomes sharper beyond a 

value of 0 equal to 45 0 (cos 445° = 0.25). This indicates a need perhaps for 

more experimental data from tests on slabs with steel skewness angle of 

6 > 45 0
• However, experiments become difficult in such situations, since 

the yielding moment decreases towards the cracking moment as 0 increases 

and becomes lower than this moment for high val ues of o. In cases like 

this, as in slab S6, the zone where cracks first appear becomes the failure 

zone before the cracks have the chance to spread all over the tension zone. 

The general shape of the histograms of Figure 6.4-5 does not seem to 

change significantly as the angle 0 changes. The histograms for slabs with 

higher 8 values have more intermediate shapes than those for slab SO 

(6 = 00
) due to the increase in the number of blocks into which the data 

are divided. Thus.:, when the histogram of slab S5 (8 = 50 0
) was redrawn with r 

-: .. t 

a reduced base length equal to that of the histogram of slab SO, it was 

made clear that there is no significant difference between the shapes of 

the two histograms as demonstrated in Figure 6.4-6. 
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Figure 6.4-6 Comparison between the ex perimentall y obtained hi stograms 

of It/18 for slabs SO and S5. 

Table 6.4-5 gives the experimental values of (W/8) av' (W/8)2% and 

(W/8)max for both directions in each of the four regions for slabs 

S1 ...;. S5. In Table 6.4-4, the experimental values of the same parameters 

for each of the four types of grid lines are given for slabs SO ...;. S5. 

J./ 
~.'. 

Experimental results from Table 6.3-5 show that differences between 

regions of different types reduces as the angle 0 increases. This means 

that the influence of steel reinforcement on the crack pattern reduces as 

o increases. This conclusion has already been drawn from observations of 
~~'1 . 

the fully developed crack patterns of slabs SO ...;. S5 shown in 



- + 
I 

Figure 6.2-3. Based on these experimental observations and on the 

theoretical considerations given in Section 6.4-2, a hypo'thesis is put 

forward for cracking over reinforcing bars that cross the , cracks at an 

angle. This hypothesis may be outlined as follows: 

(1) The crack pattern at a position away from reinforcement is 

governed by the initial crack height ho (pattern 1 in 8eeby's 

hypothesis) assuming a minimum amount of steel in the principal 

bending direction. 

(2) The addition of steel bars in the crack direction will not in 

theory affect the crack pattern (see Figure 6.4-3b). Some 

experiments [25] showed that the effect of transverse bars is 

insignificant. 

(3) As the angle 8 between the reinforcement direction and that 

normal to the cracks decreases, the initial crack pattern is 

gradually modified until, at 8 = 00
, the crack pattern governed 

by the proximity of the steel (pattern 2 in Beeby's case ) is 

obtained (Figure 6.4-3a) . 

(4) The amount of modification made to the initial crack pattern by 

the skew steel bars is likel y to depend on the ratio of the 

strain in the steel direction to the strain in the principal 

stresses direction. This ratio is equal to cos28 and thus varies 

fp:om 0 to 1 as 8 decreases from 90 0 to 0 0 • 
:l' 

In order to examine the above hypothesis, the values of (S/W)av for 

grid line of type A1 and 81 (above and midway between bars of steel set 1) 

are plotted against cos 28 as sho\m in Figure 6.4-7. A straight line is 

'.~~ 
fitted to each of the two groups of data points. The values of (Hie) av for 
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o :: 90 0 may be obtained from the CS/H)-axis intercepts of the best fit 

lines of Figure 6.4-7. The two values of CH/S)av thus obtained were found 

to be about 109 rmn - a val ue ltlhich is very close to 1.33 ' times the 

thickness of the slab h nominally equal to 80mm. This value C 1.33h) forms a 

lower bound to Hlim/8 and can be obtained when ho ~ h as it does the 

case in slabs with steel skewness angle 8 = 90 0 . Thus, the hypothesis given 

above adequately describes the effect of the skewness angle 0 on cracking 

above skew reinforcing bars in slabs. 

5 

4 

3 

2 

Figure 6.4-7 
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A graph of C 8/\<1) av plotted against cos 2 8 for grid lines 

above and midway between bars of set 1. 
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The val ue of (Wo / 8) 8' Le. the ratio w/e over steel bars t"ri th an 

angle 8 to the principal be nd ing direction, may be calculat: ed from the 

equation given below which was derived using the linear nelationship 

between 8/W and cos 28 demonstrated in Figure 6.4-7. o 

or 

where 

'd /8 o 

W o 
= ------------------------------------

is given by Equation 2.2-12, and 

is given by Equation 2.2-15. 

· •• (6.4-2) 

To estimate the crac k width exceeded by a certain percentage o f t he 

results or the average value of 'rl at any position on the slab, Equation 

2.2-11 might be used with due regard to the value of acr in cases where 

6 > O. The evaluation of the distance acr in such cases is not a straight 

forward task and is discussed in the following section. 

6.4.4 Calcula~1ng acr when 8 > 0 0 

The first question that one faces when calculating the distance acr ' 

from the point considered to the nearest reinforcing bar, in situations 

where 8 > 00 is whether to calculate this distance in a direction along 
J 4::< 

the crack or else in a direction normal to the bar. Clark [3 8 J su gg ested 
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the latter distance since it is the shorter of the two, however, it becomes 

clear that this is not the right solution when the nearest ba~ runs in the 

crack direction, i.e. 5 = 90 0
• Furthermore, proximity of the steel controls , 

cracking by passing across cracks and thus the distance to the position 

'tJhere the nearest bar crosses the crack is what should be calculated and 

not the shortest distance to the nearest bar. 

Another question arises when calculating acr for 8 values> 00 , and 

that is how to account for the interaction between the two sets of bars. 

The presence of two sets of intersecting bars means that calculating acr 

is not simple or straight-forward. Considering Figure 6.4-8 which shows 

two set of intersecting grid lines above and midway between steel bars we 

can see that the distance acr varies as we go along a grid line. For 

example, the distance acr from a grid line midway between bars of set 1 

(type 81) to the nearest steel bar changes from a minimum equal to c2 (the 

cover to the steel of the other direction) to a max imum equal to ax' The 

distance ax is taken to be the least of the two space distances each 

measureQ from the point of intersection of two grid lines of type B (e.g. 

point x in Figure 6.4-8) to the nearest bar of one of the two sets of bars 

in a direction parallel to that of cracks. Thus, the following expressions 

can be written for acr for each of the four types of grid lines. 

(1) For grid lines of type A1 (above reinforcing bars in direction 1 

closest to the tension face), 

... (6.4-3) 

(2) For grid lines of type A2 (above reinforcing bars in direction 

2) , 

. .. (6.4-4) 
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Figure 6.4-8 
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Variation of distance to the nearest reinforcing bar along 

grid lines midway between bars measured in the direction 

of cracks. 
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2 cos 0 

Illustration of calculating the distance axi from the 

point of intersection of grid lines B1 and B2 to the 
' .f1;t 

surface of nearest bar of set 2 (with smaller bar spacing). 
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l 
I 
I In equation 6 .4- ~, the proximity of bars in dire? tion 1 at and 

around points of intersection of bars has been neglected since it 

has small effect (less than 10%). 

(3) For grid lines of type B2 (midway between bars in direction 2), 

... (6.4-5) 

where s2 and s1 are the bar spacing in directions 2 and 1 

respectively, with s2 < s1; and ax1 and ax2 are the space 

distances from grid lines type B1 and B2 to nearest bar in 

directions 1 and 2 respectively, both measured in the direction 

of cracks. 

Thus, if i and j represent the two reinforcement directions (see 

Fi gure 6.4- 9), then 

D 
...... (6.4- 6) 

2 cos 8 

The last term at the right hand side of Equation 6.4- 7 is an 

approximation of the actual distance from the center to the 

surface of the bar. 

(4) For grid lines of type B1, 

i. 
~ r. 
~. 

2 

where ax2 is given by Equation 6.4- p. 
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Table 6.4-3 gives the values of acr for each of the four types of 

grid line calculated for each s lab using Equations 6.4-3 to 6.4-7. In 

Figure 6.4-10, values of (8/W)av from Table 6.4-3 are plotted against 1/acr 

for each of the slabs SO to S5 and a straight line is fitted to each set of 

data points. It can be seen that this linear relation seems reasonable and 

thus Equation 2.2-11 (page 23) for calculating W at any point on a slab's 

surface is still applicable in our case. 

Table 6.4-4 gives the values of (W/8)av' (1,118)2% ' and (W/8)max for 

each of the four types of grid line. The values of (W/8) av are plotted 

aginst cos 2 0 as shown in Figures 6.4-11a and b. The confidence interval is 

also shown on these graphs. In calculating the 95% confidence intervals, 

the frequency distributions of W/8 were assumed to be normal whereas in 

some cases (above steel bars) the distributions are skewed towards higher 

values. Thus, if ss is the sample standard deviation, the 95% confidence 

interval will be equal to ~ t.025 ss/..yn , where t.025 is the Student's t 

value. The theoretical curves shown in Figure 6.4-11 are those obtained 

using the procedure outlined in the next chapter. The agreement is good 

for grid lines over steel bars of set 1 and an over estimate is obtained 

for grid lines between steel bars. This overestimate might be due to the 

discontinuity in the theoretical relationship between the 6rack width and 

the distance from steel bars which results from ignoring interaction 

between the influence of parallel adjacent bars on cracking as illustrated 

in Figure 6.4-13. 

Table 6.4-5 gives the experimental average, 2% chance of being 

exceeded, and the maximum values of W/8 for different types of region. In 

Figure 6.4-13, the values of (W/8)av from table 6.4-5 are plotted against 

cos 2 6. It can be noticed that the regions of type AA and AB have similar 
J$~ 



Table 6.4- 3 Values of acr calculated for each type of grid 
line (Equations 6.4-3 to 6.4-8). 

Slab 

SO 

S1 

S2 

S3N 

S4 

S5 

0·6 

> 
Cl! 

J 0·4 

" cv 
~ 

Above steel 
bars 

set 1 set 2 

13.8 

11. 1 19. 1 

11.3 20.4 

11.4 20. 1 

13.0 21.8 

10.9 19.4 

• 51 

0 52 .. 53N 

<> 54 

• 55 

•• 

0·2 0·4 

Midway between 
steel bars 

set 1 set 2 

59.6 

34.0 39.6 

35.8 41.4 

39.0 44. 1 

43.6 

48. 1 56.3 

0·6 0·8 1·0 

Figure 6.4-10 Experimental values of (S/W)av plotted against calculated 

'~ values of (1/acr ). 
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Table 6.4-4 Experimental results according to the second classification. 

Slab Gr id 

I in e 

No. t y pe 

----- f-----
SO A 

B 
----- ----
S1 A 

B 
----- ----
S2 A 

B 
----- ----
S3N A 

B 
----- ----
S4 A 

B 
----- -----
S5 A 

B 
----- ----

SI eel s e I 1 

No. 0 

obser _ 
vat ions 
-------

545 
422 

-------
246 
194 

-------
184 
120 

-------
216 
106 

-------
193 
123 

-------
79 
55 

-------

Va I u e of W/S 

av 

---------
23.4 
36.3 
---------
23.8 
33.8 
----------
20.9 
33.0 
----------
26.5 
40.3 
----------
32. 1 
41.7 
---------
52.9 
60.4 
---------

I 
I 
I 

2% 
r---------

56.9 
17 .9 

r---------
49.8 
76.0 

---------
44.8 
64.4 

---------
73.1 
80.5 

---------
83.5 
102.4 

---------
158.3 
132. 1 

1.-________ 

- - -- --... -..... 

set . 2 

mm No· of W 18 mm 
o bser_ , 

max vations a v 2% max 
------ ----- ------ ------ -------

80.5 - - - -
90.8 - - - -

------- ----- ------f------- 1-------
56.6 275 27.2 57.6 61.3 
80.0 269 29.7 65.6 79.3 

------- ----- ------ ------ -------
52.4 195 28.3 58.4 60.4 
74.5 177 28.9 58. 1 64. 1 

------- ----- ------ -------------
78.5 215 31. 8 75.2 86.0 
85.5 131 38.6 82.6 96.9 

-------- f------ ------ ------ -------
113.8 179 34.6 89.4 102.0 
105.8 115 40.0 88.9 92.0 

------ ----- ------f------- 1'""------
165. 1 111 44.5 135.( 165. 1 
142.9 66 59.8 133. 150.7 

------ '------
1. ______ '-______ L.. ______ 

____ 1- _ 

Figue &.4-12 ~~ Illustration of cause of overestimate in theoretical 

calculation of W/S midway between two steel bars. 
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values of (W/e)av' This is because in both regions, the crack spacing which 

is governed by the minimum cover would be the same. Thus, the number of 

region types can be reduced from 4 to 3 different types of region as far as , 

crack width calculations are concerned. 

The value of acr for each type of region is calculated in a similar 

way to that explained above for different types of grid line. The 

following val ues of acr can thus be adopted for the different types of 

region: 

( 1 ) For regions of types AA and AB, 

acr = c 1 ... (Equation 6.4-3) 

(2) For regions of type BA, 

acr = c2 ... (Equation 6.4-4) 

(3) For regions of type BB, 

acr = (3 c 2 + ax2)/4 . .. (6. 4-8 ) 

where ax2 is given by Equation 6.4-6. 

The variability of acr within the boundaries of one region is much 

less than that along a grid line. Therefore, the division of the slab 

surface into regions se~ms to be a better alternative to the traditional 

'grid lines' approach. In design, one needs to cheCk crack widths at certain 

positions on the surface of r. c. members, e.g. over the reinforcement, and 
j/ 

thus the 'regioXs' approach can be as useful in this respect as the 'grid 

lines' one. 



6.5 Crack Width Prediction Procedure 

The following is an outline of a procedure for calculating crack 

widths at any point of r. c. bending slabs with cracks running at an angle 

to the direction of main reinforcement. 

(1) The crack width Wlim at a point well away from steel is 

calculated using Equation 2.2-12 (page 23). 

(2) The crack width Wo over a reinforcing bar that runs in the 

principal bending direction is calculated using Equation 2.2-15 

(page 25). 

(3) Using the values of Wlim and Wo obtained in 1 and 2 above, the 

crack width Woo over a reinforcing bar that runs at an angle 8 to 

the principal bending direction is calculated using Equation 

6.4-2. 

(4) The values of acr for different types of region (or of grid line 

if so wished) are calculated using Equations 6.4-3 to 6.4-8. 

(5) Finally, Equation 2.2-11 (page 23) is used to calculate the crack 

width W in any type of region or grid line. 

In Equations 2.2-11, 12, and 15, the constants used are chosen so that 

a crack width with some chance of being exceeded is obtained. This is the 

crack width nee~~d in design. 
<-
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Table 6.4-5 Experimental results according to the first classification. 

Ste e I set 1 set 2 

.$~ 
.'.<~; . . 

SI ab Region 
No. of Valu" of W/f. - m m W If, _ mm 

No. type obser-

vations av 2% ma x av 2 % m a x 

-----------~---- ------ ------ ------- ----- ------- ------ -------------
S1 AA 116 23.9 48.5 56.6 145 26.8 51.1 59.1 

BB 95 31. 1 11.1 80.2 111 34.8 12.5 19.3 
AB 130 23.1 49.8 52.9 158 26.2 61. 5 69.1 
BA 99 30.6 62.2 64.1 130 21.6 56.5 61.3 

--- ------1------ ------ ------ ------- ----- ------- ------ -------------
I\) S2 AA 114 21.2 43.8 52.4 105 29.9 55.8 60.4 
Ol BB 54 38.6 65.2 14.5 81 31.1 63.2 64.1 

AB 10 20.5 41.2 46.8 96 26.6 55.6 56.1 
BA 66 28.3 54.5 60.4 90 26.5 55.4. 60.4 

---- ------1----- ------. -----_. ------- ----- ------- ------ -------------
S3N AA 115 25.1 13.5 18.5 132 25.2 61.2 72.6 

BB 36 33.2 11.9 19.9 35 45.5 93.0 96.2 
AB 101 28. 1 10.1 16.5 96 36.1 16.0 19.6 
BA 10 43.9 80.6 85.5 83 42.4 81. 9 86.0 

---- ------1----- ------ ------ ------- -----1------- ------ -------------
S4 AA 106 31.6 84.9 113.8 101 31.0 84.5 89.4 

BB 60 38.2 80.1 95.1 36 61.5 91. 9 92.0 
AB 81 32.6 10.0 14.3 19 30.2 66.2 61.6 
BA 63 45.0 104.4 105.8 12 40.0 95.9 102.0 

----1------1----- ------ ------ ------- -----1------- ------- -------------
S5 AA 46 53.56 164.3 165. 1 58 39.1 124.0 165.1 

BB 12 41.2 82.5 86.1 29 60.3 142.3 150.7 
AB 33 52.1 153.9 160.3 37 59.5 134.4 138.8 
BA 43 64. 1 142.0 142.9 53 49.7 116.4 144.4 

---- ------"----- ------ ------ ------- ----~------ ------ -------------
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Figure 6.4-13 Experimental and theoretical relations between (W/S) av and cos2 8 for different types of region. 



7. CONCLUSIONS 

This chapter summarizes and brings together the main conclusions 

drawn in various places in the dissertation. Suggestions are also given 

for further research. 

7.1 Summary 

In this dissertation, a new method of representing the tension 

stiffening of cracked tensile concrete, by m ci difying the properties of 

the tension steel, is developed as described in detail in Chapter 3. This 

new method is extended to cover situations in which the tension steel 

crosses the crack at an angle as it has been done in Chapter 5. The various 

theoretical curves thus obtained were compared with experimental results 

from tests on slabs with skew reinforcement carried out by the author and 

described in detail in Chapter 4; good agreement was obtained. The modified 

steel properties were successfully used in a computer program that 

analyses r. c. bending members by the no-tension concept to obtain the 

moment-curvature relations for the slabs of Chapter 4. 

A new hypothesis is given in Chapter 6 for cracking over steel bars 

when they 4,oss the cracks at an angle. This came as a result of 

experimental observations of analysis on more than 4200 crack width 

measurements taken during the slab test (Chapter 4) plus some theoretical 

considerations. A procedure is also given for calculating the crack width 

at any point~~ on the surface of a r.c. member taking into account the 
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interaction between the two intersecting sets of steel reinforcement. 

7.2 Modified Steel Properties 

The modified stress - strain curve for steel developed in Chapter 3 

was based on experimental results from test~ on beams and slabs by Clark 

et al [51], [57]. The following were conclusions drawn from the analysis 

of these results. 

(1) The modified steel properties are stiffer than those of a bare 

steel bar with an enhanced steel stress 0se (corresponding to a 

mean steel strain over a long gauge length) equal to the mean 

steel stress plus the tension force Ft contributed by concrete 

divided by the steel area (Equation 3.2-7). The enhanced steel 

stress 0se is also equal to the steel stress at a major crack. 

(2) The tension stiffening force Ft (Equation 3.4-1) is baSically a 

direct function of the tensile strength of concrete, the average 

area of concrete in the tension zone, and a function of the 

factors ~ and ~ (see 3 and 4 below). 

(3) The factor ~ (Equation 3.4-14), defining the effective area of 

concrete contributing to the tension stiffening, was found to be 

a function of the effective steel ratio re and the cover ratio Cl 

/ 
af~:er neglecting the effect of bar spacing (definitions are 

given by Equations 3.4-4 to 3.4-6). 

(4) The factor ~ (Equations 3.4-18 and 3.4-28) describes the manner 

in which the tension stiffening force Ft attains its peak value 
'.f}# 
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and then decays to zero as the average strain at the steel level 

reaches its yield value. By definition, (){ is equal to the average 

concrete tensile stress as a proportion of the average tensile 

stress in concrete when Ft equals its peak value. It was found 

that ex is a function of, mainly, the strain ratio 8sr (equal to 

8sm/8sp or 8sp/8sm and always less than unity), and of p and t~e 

ratio 8sp/8scr; where 8sm' 8sp and 8scr are the mean strain at the 

load stage considered, at peak Ft and at cracking respectively. 

(5) The ratio 8sp/8scr (Equation 3.4-26) was found to be a function 

of the effective steel ratio re", bar spacing s", and the depth 

ratio Ys" of the steel below the neutral axis (Equations 3.4-19 

to 3.4-21). 

(6) The line of action of the total tensile force starts at a depth 

d t (below the n. a.) equal to 2/3rd of the tension zone height and 

then, as the strain increases, moves towards the steel level. Once 

cracks are well established (i.e. after the peak tension 

stiffening is attained and major cracks have ceased to form), the 

only way the tensile forces can be transmitted across major 

cracks is through the tension steel. Hence, beyond some limiting 

steel-level strain 6slim ' the total tensile force will act at 

that level. 

(7) The limiting strain 8slim (Equation 3.4-34) was found to be a 
j/ 

function of the steel strain at cracking 8scr (Equation 3.4-17), 

the effective steel percentage re", and the cover ratio c" 

(Equation 3.4-32). 
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7.3 Effect of Angle of Steel Skewness 8 on Tension Stiffening 

Consideration of Tension Stiffening force - steel stra'in relations 

led to the following main conclusions: 

(1) The peak value of Ft increases with an increase in the angle 8 

enclosed by the steel bars and the principal bending directions. 

(2) The rate of the initial breakdown of tension stiffening 

decreases as the angle 8 increases. 

The effect of the angle 8 was allowed for by modifying the ratios re' 

SI, and Cl (Equations 3.4-4 to 3.4-6) and the ratios D" s" and c" ,- e' , 

(Equations 3.4-19, 3.4-20, and 3.4-32). This can be summarized as follows: 

(i) The effective steel area A is equal to the cross-sectional se 

steel area As times the 4th power of cosine the angle 8 according to 

Equation 5.3-1. 

(H) The effective mean bar spacing se m is equal to 3/4 of the 

average spacing of the two sets of bars divided by cosine the angle 8 

(Equation 5.3- 2). 

( Hi) The effective cover ce is equal to the cover c times cos 2 8 

(Equation 5.3-3). 

,v 
~ .. {. 

Theoretical curves of Ft versus 6sm and of ~se versus 6sm' obtained 

using the above modifications, showed good agreement with the test 

results, especially in the early stages of loading. 
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7.4 Modelling of Tension Stiffening 

, 
The 'enhanced stress' - strain curve for the tension steel was used 

successfully in modelling the tension stiffening of concrete in a computer 

program that predicts the moment - curvature response of r.c. bending 

members by means of no-tension concept. The theoretical moment-

curvature curves were found by calculating the values of the bending 

moment that correspond to assumed values of the curvature. The procedure 

used (Subsection 5.3.2) is similar to subroutines usually used in a finite 

element program to solve a global structural problem. 

The computer program used in the analysis of results presented in 

Chapter 5 employed a layered approach with 10 layers in the compression 

zone with concrete material and one layer in the tension zone with steel 

material that has modified properties. Nonlinearity of both materials has 

been taken into account and thus the material properties matrix is updated 

at each step of calculation according to the nonlinear stress - strain 

curves of concrete and steel. 

Since the enhanced steel stress a"se is mainly a function of the 

tension zone properties, it can directly be used in conjunction with the 

layered finite element technique to analyse r.c. member under combined 

bending moments and normal forces. 
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7.5 Crack Widths in a General Situation 

Analysis of more than 4200 crack width measurements fro~ tests on 

slabs with skew reinfol'cement carried out by the author (Chapter 4) 

provided information on the effect of the angle 0 on crack widths. 

Based on experimental observations and some theoretical 

considerations (Subsections 6.4.2 and 6.4.3) a hypothesis is given for 

cracking over reinforcing bars that cross the cracks at an angle. This 

hypothesis may be outlined briefly as follows: 

(1) The crack pattern at a position away from reinforcement is 

governed by the initial crack height ho assuming a minimum amount 

of steel in the principal bending direction. The crack width Wlim 

for this pattern was first given by Beeby [19] (Equation 2.2-12). 

(2) The addition of a steel bar in the crack direction should not in 

theory affect the crack pattern. 

(3) As the angle 0 between the reinforcement direction and that 

normal to the cracks decreases, the initial crack pattern is 

gradually modified until, at 8 = 00
, the crack pattern associated 

with steel bars that crosses the cl' acks at right angles is 

obtained. The crack width Wo for this pattern (in slabs) was 

first given by Beeby [19],(33] (Equation 2.2-15). 

J/ 
(4) The ~mount of modification made to the initial crack pattern by 

the skew steel bar was found to depend on cos 2 8. 

Thus the crack width over a bar varies with 0 from Wo when 8 is 00 to 

Wlim when 8 i~ 90 0 according to the new formula given in Section 6.4.3 

(Equation 6.4-2). 
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A procedure. is given in Section 6.5 for predicting crack widths at 

any point on the surface of r. c . bending members. The procedure takes into 

account the effects of the angle 8 of steel skewness an~ of the 

interaction between two sets of reinforcing bars on crack widths. 

The interaction between the two intersecting sets of bars is 

concidered by its effect on the value of the distance acr from the point 

of interest to the nearest steel bar. With only one set of bars, acr can 

have a fixed value along lines parallel to the bars, whereas, in the 

presence of two intersecting sets of bars, acr varies from one point to 

another on a line parallel to the bars. It might therefore be useful to 

divide the slab surface into regions according their position in relation 

to both sets of bars. In this case, the value of acr will vary less within 

one region than along a grid line. 

Finally, the distance acr .should be measured in the cracks' 

direction rather than in a direction normal to the reinforcing bar. The 

crack widths can then be predicted for any of these regions. 

7.6 Further Research 

It is suggested that further experiments be conducted on slabs with 

skew steel reinforcement, this time allowing shear displacement to take 

place across the cracks in order to study the effect of shear on crack 

widths. 

Another research area would be the testing of the enhanced steel 

properties as a tension stiffening model in a finite element programme 

against more experimental data especially those from members tested under 
-' ,i}'{i 

combined bending and membrane forces. 
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